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Tkfe IMPACT OP PUBLIC OPINION AND 
PRESSURE .GROUPS ON CONGRESSIONAL ' '

FOREIGN POLICY DECISIONS . . ' •
. <? s f

\ BY
/ .

IWILLIAH WALLACE LAMKIN
This stu^y combines two parallel research iiiterersts which; 

traditionally fall into different academic domains. On the one 
• hand, it focuses o n ‘the general question of the linkage between, 
public opinion, pressure groups and.Congress as a foreign policy-

e p i

making.institution. On the otheltyiand, * it addresses the specific 
question of whether public opinion and pressure groups Signifi- /• * i

. 0>: « • ■ , # , , w , r • , cantly influenced the evolution of an isolationist foreign policy
between World War I and World War II. .

The study begins- by attempting to demonstrate that despite-
<C*  ̂ 0

a prolonged period of Executive ..dominance of foreign affairs
after World .War --II, congressional participation'in substantive’

' \ • * 
foreign policy making is historically quite variable.' 'Next, the ^
research focusing on public opinion, pressure groups and-foreign 
policy is reviewed in an attempt to illustrate that Congress' 
variable foreign policy role is a key factor in determining _  
whether domestic sources might inflicence foreign policy.

This analysis is the basis for the study's central hypo
thesis that the probability of nongovernmental influence On 

‘ American foreign policy is positively correlated.with the degree 
of Congressional participation in the foreign policy process.
Three additional hypotheses are proposed to explain this rela
tionship. In each instance ohe of the three historical case 
studies is identified as a plausibility test for each hypothesis, 

After a discussion of Congress' reassertion of its foreign u 
affairs authority after the Versailles Treaty debate, the second
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'World Court Treaty battle (1934-1935)* the Nye munitions inves-
\  '«•'> •

tigation. (1934-1935), and the first \succe$tsful Congressional
' ̂ \ " ^  ̂ ° neutrality initiative (1935) are examined in an0effort to de- ' ,

termine .whether public opinion and pressure groups significantly
.. \ » 0 ° ..’ 'a-'

influenced' any of these political outcomes, • ' _
* " ' • \  ‘ " ' • «

Three conclusions are drawn from the case studies. First, ■' ' V. •
pressure groups exercised a •'direct^identifiable influence on 
Congressional foreibn'policy malting, during this period. Second, 
although it did net exercise a comparable direct influence, 
public opinion- proved to.be the decisive^political battleground 
in the war between isolationists and advocates of a more activist
foreion policy* Finally,, an opportunity hypothesis emerged as

r » - . 1  ■ - " ■ *:>. rthe more tpromising explanation of the relationship between
Congress' foreign policy 'role and pressur^ group influence on>
foreign policy while a partisan mobilization hypothesis emerged
as a more credible, model of. the opinion/policy relationship. «
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' INTRODUCTION , 5 Y ,
'9 o '

• '  • * ’ *- '• . : ' ■ T ‘ ’ 3 .. • - .

' ^  This study represents an attempt to marry T:wo
’ • ■ ' ' ■{ / • \

'■ parallel-research interestsr which by ̂ fhdition have fallen
into--academically distinct domains: On the *one hand, it
reflects^an interest in the questions of whether and. how
* r- -I *V 'domestic yarxables influence American foreign policy. '
•These issues:conventionally fall into the ,domain of 
-political .science.* On the oth^r hand,, it arisefe from a
specific -interest the question A»f whether public opinion

'• ,• -V’’ b \-or pressure groups significantly influenced t$e evolution-
\
\

War I and World War IX. Although this question is
of America's isolationist foreign policy between World

' X  ' ' "  rid 1
Obviously\relevant to scholars of the domestic context

\ ». • ' ■. \ - . '/ / i  ■-of American foreign policy, it conventionally falls into
- - - ' • Y- "■ ’ -\\ -■ / / -the domain ,o^‘•history. ' \ \ -v j  f

; 1Y  ' V  ■ ■
5 "The impetus for thisXproject comes from two'

\ \\ . \  / - < '

observations- concerning the manner in which political-
\ 1 Y  * - • > \  v ' ■scientists-, and historians have addressed these related

- . \  ■*' \  '' VissudS. First, .moSt political scientists interested in
\ \  ' “ '• ■ - foreign as opposed tq\domestic policy express "faith"

tha't America's political, institutions are sufficiently
. —  ■ • . o- «• X 0

democratic to insure a public voice in the foreign policy
>. \ * 

process. However, based upon their collective research,
they have a difficult time explaining exactly how public/ , 7 .

\ *'opinion or pressure groups influence the foreign
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. A . , '
policymaking process. Likewisehistorians interested■>
in American foreign .policy between 1919, and 1941 usually

\  - ' " ■'^interpret the triumphs of isolationism as proof that
"^omestic sources" have a politicaH^y- significant impact

^on\foreign policy. ' But, this interpretation has much in
common with the political scientist's expression of faith, 
or it is riot supported by anything resembling a systematic

analysis of how public opinion and pressifte groups exercised
' V  ■ - - ■ -  ■this influencei ■ ■r • .

,'Tĵ B̂fese study represents a valuable methodolo
gical tool\ witl^rtiich ■ to delve into the relationship-between 
domestic factors"and the foreign policy process, and yet, 
this tool has been underutilized by political scientists. 
This phenomenon gan be partially explained by the fact

' I ' » * ,that his tribal literature pays so little systematic 
attention to the contribution-of domestic variables to

/ c, ■ _

foreign policy. However, one of the objectives of. this 
study is to illustrate the potential utility of the case 
study approach with regard to the domestic context of?v
American foreign policy: Specifically, the primary aim

( ( . ' *** .

is to take one small step towards a better explanation 
both how and when domestic sources are capable of influ-

M  ' • - ■ . ,

t • ' ’encing the politics of foreign policymaking, by analyzing 
the relative' political influence'of both public opinion*, 
and pressure groups on Cl)' the World Court battle 
C1934-1935), (2) the origins and conduct of the special

- 2 -
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Senate munitions investigation (1934-1935), and finally*.* . %-
^(3) Congressional neutrality initiatives (19'3 5*).

- »■ . ' . r ■ «  ̂* '
& 0 American statesmen and scholars have a long

tradition of either attributing considerable direct ,
foreign policy influence to public opinion and interest -
groups or characterizing these variables as setting the
"boundaries with regard to American foreign policy
However, since World War II, radical critics of American

• ' - . «> 2 °“foreign policy have vigorously disputed these.claims.
They have countered with the argument that the alleged' 
political influence, of the American public is more demo
cratic myth than political reality. They contend fhat

0 - ' ' , 
i ‘ ■ , ’America's power elite m'ake foreign policy decisions in 

an environment "which is virtually closed to^popular input
and free of domestic constraint. P '

* •*T- • .
This author shares Bernard Cohen-'s and Michael 

Leigh's cbnviction^that the issues at fhe heart of this 
controversy should be subjected to/empirical verification. 

^Civen the enormous ideological significance of this dis
pute, one might expect this to be a high priority area-• 
for empirical research. However, as Barry-Hughes notes 
in the introduction to hisotextbook treatment of^this 
subject, the opposite has been the case.J .

Foreign policy studies overwhelmingly 
focus on the international environment 
Of U.fS. policy and on governmental
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dedision-rmaking institutions, and processes. 
Books ̂ describing the progess of policy 
making invariably devote “ dhl^ b ne chapter 
or part of one» chapter °td public opinion 

- and interest groups-:. In much of the work 
- that does examine-the dqmestic context of 

foreign policy, authors appear compelled 
to "take a stand" and to tell ds whether 

'• . ***pr not the public controls foreign policy.
• Many of these bookp and articles,vacillate, 

: however, presenting considerable evidence
on the weakness Of public .input and then 
trying to salvage some .role fq>r the public,
ill their conclusions.4 " , .

, V  - ' ... ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ '  .If nothing else, the spectacle of political scientists 
defending the public's foreign policy* role, despite the 
evidence to the contrary }> suggests that this is a matter 
worthy of more systematic and .sustained scholarly "atten
tion than it has received over the past twenty-five 
years. >. ■

*'By the'beginning of the 1970's a few political 
scientists were openly- expressing their tdissatisfaction 
with the evolution of empirical research focussing on
the domestic context of foreign policy. It was Bernard*

A »Cohen's assessment that, „
As a result of substantial’research, we 
know quite a bit now about the nature 

. and structure ..of opinions within the
‘ ' of % body politic on particular foreign
. \  - *" policy issues, about their location

in the political and social structure 
of the nation, and about the"dynamics 

- of their development’and change. We
know a lot about interest groups, .-and 

’ a considerable amount about the press,
, as”instruments for the presentation-1

and circulation and advocacy of
' • ' *•
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foreign policy views. We have done;
' ;" . rather well, in other wprds, on almost

! ^ every aspe'ct of public opinion up to
- ^ * the point where"the relationship with
, *■: the'policymakers actually begins. But

J . \  *' • V  we know strikingly little, in an-assured 
. - way) about the impact that the body of.

I . nongovernmental opinion has upon the
i' men who formulate'and execute' American

foreign policy —  which is ... the 
essence of the question which concerns 
us/5, _ , ■ ' . . " / , ..

During th§ first half of ;the„* 1970’s -both Cohen „ 
and Micheal Leigh published^majb» studies focusing on this 
linkage . In The Public * Image'on Foreiga Policy, Cohen • ’ 
searches.for a link between public opinion and officials

* P p - V \ ' •' ' ' ' ' v. -
in the State Department. He interviewed a cross-section *

t *\ . . . .  •  ̂ .

of State Department'officials in an effort to gather „ 
empirical evidence of how they "see and react to the ■ V.

6 . -a * o * .opinion environment". '

^ In Mobilizing Consent Leigh addresses phe much
*  '* ‘ ‘ , o'debated question of whether public opinion constrains a •

* - /  ' * * 7 ' 4 ^President from making foreign policy initiatives. . More
: f .  - ' ’ *' A) , ; >

specifically,' Leigh employs three.case studies as a plausi- , 
bility test of his hypothesis that "the more highly developed

o . . .* • . *

thek government1s information function the weaker the .public 
opinion^ constraint" , .. - V

' Neither of- these, works offers much solace to
* - c‘ • * “ i?

adherents of the position that American foreign policy 
■is popularly controlled. Cohen found,.that State Depart-

I ' » amerit officials payovirtually no attention to public ■;
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opinion when considering foreign policy'options because
they perceive it as poorly informed and politically

‘ 9 .. . * • •impotent vis-a-vis themselves. Similarly, in his
conclusion, - Leigh' argues that . \

o. >

. ’ 'far from' being constained by popular
' . .'opinion, policymakers manipulate; it' ■

' ' in support of their predetermined policy
choices.I® ’ «

v , . . , t „
*. y  ,. . • v  ̂ ■ ,.

* i

Yet,- he modifies, this judgment by noting that "the heed . 
to mobilize consent is.^self witness to "the constraint 
the national leaders •'perceive' inhering in the mass public"

Both of these'works demonstrate the futility of 
continuing to isolate"the study of what are- "theoretically

>' ' • * i
‘the domestic-sources of foreign" policy from the policy- 
making process itself. Thus, Cbhen'S and Leigh's research

P , V * - - a ,

represents a significant step down the road to ultimately 
answering the question of whether'American foreign policy 
is susceptible to nongovernmental, influence. Neither of 
these studies,, however, pretends to exhaust the possibilir 
ties for research with regard to the linkages between non
governmental, variables and all governmental participants 
in the foreign policy process. Consequently, although 
each of theSe studies-may drive another, nail- into' the 
coffin of the liberal democratic notion -that the public 
somehow controls Executive-made- foreign policy,- the 
possibility that public opinion and pressure grottps
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influence Cqngressionally-made foreign policy decisions
remains unexplored’. Furthermore,- there is nothing in 

.. * * ,*1

either study which precludes the possibility that these
variables might hot influence Executive foreign policy - e? ‘ ' ,

making through 'the instrumentality of the democratically
elected Congress. In fact, Cohen reports that' the only
circumstances under, which State Department officials
respect public opinion arise when influential Congress-

' 12 men share public concerns about an issue. .

This study is intended to pick up where Cohen 
and Leigh"left off by focusing on the linkage given

■ * i> " . . "

between public opinion, and pressure groups, and, Congress■ C\: '■' * - ’as a participant in the foreign policy process. Since the ■
contention that the Congress can play a politically signi- 
*

ficant .foreign-policy role is not universally accepted, the 
poinf departure for this study will be an analysis of 
Congress' constitutional foreign policymaking authority
and its historical foreign' policy role. . '

°

Chapter 1 attempts to demonstrate that Congress
has more than enough constitutional authority to be a

■>substantive institutional participg»t in the foreign
A  ̂ ' ' \ * •'policymaking process. Its actual foreign policy role

•* ' ' ’ ' \ .* • ■ is,,therefore, a function .of its political will: The
argument will-be made that congressional willingness7
to participate in substantive foreign policymaking is

^ 7 -
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historically much more variable than a review of cold 
war foreign policymaking might have one believe.

--■j

Chapter 2 reviews the research focusing on - 
* 4

public opinion., pressure groups and foreign policy. 
Hopefully, this review will illustrate that while the 
American people do not exercise the political control 
over foreign policy predicted by classical democratic 
theory, there is evidence which links active Congressional 
participation in the foreign policymaking process ant? an 
increase in the political efficacy of both public opinion 
and pressure .groups with regard to foreign policy.

■ Chapter 3 tries to provide a theoretical >
framework capable ̂ of connecting each case study to the

- . ' 0
more general project of explaining when and how domestic 
variables are most likely to substantively influence 
American foreign policy. An effort is made«to weave 
isolated observations from earlier chapters into a 
formal hypothesis relating the political efficacy of 
public.opinion and pressure groups and Congress" 
variable participation in the foreign policy process.
Three possible explanations for the .suggested relation■ 
are presented; and finally, one of the case studies 
is designated as a plausibility test for each explanation.

»As a consequence, each case study will have some utility
. ito, scholars working wxthm the domain of political science
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as well as history.

Chapter 4 presents a "historical introduction
* ■»'

Vfor the case studies. This chapter traces the evolution
■' - «of the ideological struggle between isolationism qnd 

••internationalism from the Senate's deliberation over 
the Treaty of Versailles. Congress' gradual reassertion

a

of. its foreign policymaking authority after World War 1 
is also discussed.

Chapter 5 focuses on the second round of the
World Court battle in 1934 and 1935v Careful attention

. * will be given to analyzing the political significance
of the activities of pacifist pro-Court and isolationist
anti-Court pressure groups. The actual political impact „ * 8

■ of the passionate outburst of isolationist public opinion 
during the final days of the Senate deliberation over the 
World'Court Treaties will also be considered.

" • Chapter 6 focuses on the first year o’f the Nye
munitions investigation-"^ This case study attempts to• 
isolate the political influence of radical pacifists and 
the American Legion on the origin, conduct, and goals of 
this inquiry. ■ .

C h a p te r 7 examines the events leading to Congress' 
most important foreign policy initiative.of the 1930's —  

isolationist neutrality legislation. I n ‘this study special

- 9 -
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emphasis has been placed on disentangling the relative
political influence of the .Congressional leadership
which sponsored this initiative from the coalition .of

* * 
domestic forces which generally supported it.

Political scientists interested in uhtangling 
the controversy concerning the democratic input into 
American foreign policy hdve relied on classical demo
cratic th'eory and neomarxist elite theory to provide 
testable5 hypotheses. With the possible exception of' • 
Barry Hughes, they have ̂ shown little interest in 
generating their own hypotheses about the relationship 
between public opinion, pressure groups, and the foreign 
policy process * The failure to devote much energy to 
the development of empirically grounded theories'may
help to explain the inability of political scientists

' *  
to provide a more convincing explanation of how non- .
governmental variables influenc^ the foreign policy
-making progess. They may simply have been asking the 
wrong questions.

If American.foreign policy is susceptible 
to domestic influence, then the American, political 
system defines the opportunities for public influence.

i

. Since World War II, scholars have focused primarily
*

' on the Presidency or the Executive as the institu
tional source of U.S. foreign'policy. Nonetheless,
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..the Executive branch does not have a monopoly on foreign
o . .affairs powers. Indeed, Congress' willingness to assert 

its foreign affairs authority may well represent the key. ■ 
factor defining the opportunities for domestic influence.
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•.CHAPTER It ..CONGRESS AND FOREIGN POLICY
' ?  C - .  ■ ' *

We may,say that the power to. 
legislate for emergencies belongs 

’ .iri- the hands of Congress, but ~
orily.Congress itself can prevent.

. power from slipping through its 
\ fihgers .1 [■/ , *
■\ \ . y  '■ k -t? '• i

\ ■ ~-'4r vi--;y - \ ‘;v \' * ‘‘
•/The -Ameii'ean po.litical^ system, is unique, even

among democracies/because a popularly elected legisla- V
'■ ‘ ■ \ \ ; ■' ' . / tijre shares^ foreign policy jurisdiction with-the chief

executive. jThus, one might expect that the linkage
“  i 3 1 ■ . .-■ ■■between the public and Congress would be a topic of

6 ■ ■ ' fconsiderable interest to those studying the "domestic
sources" of innerican foreign policy. Surprisingly
•though, this area of potential research has been vir-
tually ignored. The most obvious explanation for this 
» ' • . , ‘ 
iabk-of interest is that students of the domestic - _
sources of American foreign policy dp not perceive the
Congress,as a significant foreign policymaking institution.

Inasmuch as this work is based .on the premise 
that the linkage between the public arid Congress may 
represent the key to identifying the nongovernmental 
influences on America's foreign policy, it is necessary

- -c

to begin by addressing the question of whether the;.Congress 
can play a politically significant institutional role in 
the foreign policymaking process. The Constitution's^
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division of the foreign affairs powers between the. - 
President and the Congress represents a logical point 

° of departure for this discussion.. r
-V ** « _ ■ »■

m ' * ’ ' ‘ 9 , * -

Unfortunately, while there is- no doubt that 
the Constitution'vests all foreign relations powers in

° • ; v

■ the federal .government, ‘there is no clear constitutional
t . »criterion for deciding the distributibn of these powers,, 

among the federal branches. Consequently, the precise 
.constitutional division of the foreign affairs powers
between,the president and the Congress is a matter of

° a  ■ ■ ’ ■■- '■s* 2considerable scholarly and ■''legal controversy. Unlike
■ ' " '^domestic affairivwhere "the principle of separation is

’ ■ ’ V- ' -  ■ -■ . : : 1 .more or less clear/and its consequences more or less
\ ' * •

agreed", in foreign-.affairs "what each branch can. do
alone,"/when the other is silent, or in the face of

«*,.. . h ' ’ “3opposition Pis  ̂ iot determined by any "natural" division".

* Louis Henkin. argues that any constitutional 
vagueness in this area is a direct consequence of the 
framers' application of the principles of "separation" 
and "checks and balances".^ By dividing the forfeign 
affairs powers between the'President:and tĥ . Congress, 
it was hoped that the federal- government would be greatly 
strengthened, while defending republican political

t... . . .

liberties from-the threats of tyranny and autocracy, » K 1 ' > ‘ « ,* ' • inherent in any strong centralized authority. On the
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: other hand, John Lehman argues that, this same colistitu-
” ** y

tional bazi'ftess is the by-product, of a political com
promise, between proponents of two philosophically 
incompatible theories of executive authority-, at the *'•

I - *•
■ ,5 • r ^constitutional convention. Whatever the reason, the .

- V  . .framers conferred important foreign relations powers
,j - e* ' . • • * ,

to' both' tke Chief Executive and the Congress, leaving, 
the details concerning precise distribution to be . ; 
resolved in the future political arena of Executive^ 
Congressional relations-. ■ . - . „ '

Vv, *'■ *•The~ President's foreign relations authority■ 
stems more from his position as Chief .Executive and 
Commander in Chief than from any direct constitutional .

-• > ‘ • 0grant of specific authority. In the early days of the 
republic it was decided that constitutional grants‘to 

. negotiate treaties and "repeive Ambassadors and other
r - 0 /public Ministers" implied- that "the President is ther 

sole organ of the nation in external relations, and 
its‘representative with foreign nations". ‘Over-the 
years it has become accepted thati the very delicate,

" plenary, and exclusive power' of the President as the 
^sole organ of the federal government in'the. field of
international relations" is of itself adequate t®

r' . -  ’

T7 . ■.justify; the President's monopoly' over,external ^ ^  •
8 1 ' ' ' ' communication,', his right to decide when and if the

. »
• r , QUnited States would recognize foreign governments,

- 15 -
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aqd his right to make executive agreements which have
at 'times effectively circumvented the treaty-making

1 0  • process. , v - - ■ ■ • :
"r — ' - ,. While the President's authority as sole organ

.  • Q * '

■of the United States has obviously created numerous 
opportunities for him to unilaterally define American 
foreign policy, his constitutional authority as Commander-

« . j

in Chief'has been used to justify the use of the armed 
forces in a host of independent policy initiatives. 
Certainly, as Commander'in Chief, the President has the
authority to"order anything necessary to repel invasion

' ' . *

or otherwise oppose any nation making war on the United
c 11 ■ . ' *■ .States'. However, 'ever sxnce Lincoln claimed unpre-

J 'cedented emergency powers at the start of the Civil War, 
succeeding Presidents have claimed the authority to
exercise nearly complete control of American foreign

12 . , .policy during wartime.- Furthermoreduring peace
time th^President1 s authority as Commander in Chief
has been used to justify repeated use of America's

■’ , 1 3  - -armed forces for purposes short of*war. During
this century alone the President has dispatched the
armed forces to Mexico and Nicaragua to fight bandits, ,
to the Congo to protect U.S. citizens, to Iran to rescue
U.S. citizens, and to Korea and Viet Nam to prevent the .
expansion of communism, . In all of these instances and
more, the- President-' s actions have profoundly influenced

- 16 -
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the substance of American fb'reign policy.

If one focused exclusively on the evolution of 
the President's foreign affairs powers) if not diffi-
' a 0 '

cult to im^ine the Executive branch as 'the predominant 
foreign policymaking institution in.the federal govern
ment. However, this was clearly not the-framers* intent,_ 
for the Constitution explicitly limits the President’s 
foreign'relations authority by granting important ..powers' 
to the Congress. For example, though the Constitution 
grants .the President the power to negotiate treaties as
the "sole organ" of the.federal government, the Constitu-

' r

tion makes the Senate a full partner in the treaty•making
process by requiring that two-thirds of the Senate approve 

’r ■ a treaty before it becomes binding.,’
' ■ ' ' •

.** *Clearly, during this century, the Supreme’
Court's liberal attitude towards the President's authority

%
^ ■ i. . '\’to .conclude executive "agreements makes, it possible,for a

moder/h President to make treaty-like agreements without /
/ '  - ’ - ■ 14 llthe Senate's "Advice 7and Consent". However, as a -

practical political matter, the President's need to
peacefully coexist with the Senate assures that no -
Presi,dent "will lightly risk antagonizing it by dis-

- i

•15regarding its constitutional prerogative". „ Conse
quently, though treaties may not play as important a 
role’ in U.S. foreign relations as they once did) one 
has only to recall the difficulties experienced by the
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recent Carter Administration over the Panama Canal and
4 ■

SALT II treaties as, a reminder of how the Senate's treaty 
making role can still checkthe President's ability to *
dict^i;e American foreign policy. ., ■
■Ji,- ; ■ r ■ ov

A' second explicit check on the President1s c 
foreign affairs power is the fact that the constitution ' 
grants the Congress, not the Commander in Chief, the■ v*'̂ ■ p" r
power to declare war." It would appear that the President's
authority to employ the armed forces for foreign policy .’• 6.* ■
purposes was to be,checked by Congress' authority to 
commit the armed forces to wart. However, as undeclared,
‘or informal warfare.become the international norm,'it $
also becomes virtually impossible .to identify or. define 
a meaningful boundary between Presidential and Congressr 
ional authority in th’is important area. Jp||esident WiHtei's

y  -  t odecision, to arm merchantmen, like Roosevelt',s decision " ̂
to convoy lend lease supplies, arguably involved waging- 
undeclared war just asmuch as U.S. involvement in Korea 
and Viet Nam. Indeed, many interpret, the mere fact that
presidents have been able to successfully conduct undeclared

• **t : f’ > ' «wars^asi adequate proof that precedent and historical circum
stances have combined to reduce the Congress' war power
to the point where it is no longer politically signifi-

r 17 . \cant,. Nonetheless, Jacob-Javits contends that, the
mere fact that the constitution delegates the war.powero •' j>A.  ̂ . .

• X ' - *V ■to the Congress continues to justify a periodic
B

> - 18 - ' '
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- V- • • •

■ ./. • . ■. ■- \  . • ;
Congressional assertion of its prerogative to meaning-

r- . ' „ • * ' * • •fully.participate.in a host of substantive foreign policy 
'^decisions which could conceivably involve the nation-in . 
a future conflicted ' ■

• - • ’ t •
■ ' . ' o ' *  ••

In addition to its. treaty .mating and war making
- ' a ' •

* " ^

. authority, . the Congress is vested with.a number of
'• ■ ’ a. ■ * <9

m "Legislative" powers which make it capable of- irifluenc-.
ing both the substance and the conduct of U.S. foreign

‘ . ' &  ■ relations.- For. example, Article I grants Congress the
sole authority to "regulate Commerce'with foreign
nations". The Congress is vested with complete control
over all' appropriations necessary for the maintenance
’ of the armed forces and the day-to-day .-intercourse
’with other countries. Finally, based upon the-Court's
interpretation of Congress1 legislative powefs, Henkin •
concludes that "there is no war-rant for confident
assertion that any malter relating to foreign affairs

. . .  /  1 9  *is not subject to the legislation of Congress".

■ . Thus/, despite -the fact that America's foreign
*  S -  ■’ ■ ■ - ■ ’ * 'V ‘relations have turned out to be much more complex thani* 

deciding whether,- to make treaties or go to war, it-'is - 
 ̂clear that.the Congress has more; than Onough constitu
tional authority to be âi potent institutional parti,ci-
pant in the foreign policymaking process. • Any Congress

ch. can muster the political will' can exercise an
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immense political influence, on abroad range of foreign 
policy questions". In fact, if’one reviews the'Supreme'
Court deci|ions in cases dealing' with the distribution

*• ■ ■ 's. ... , 'of" the foreign affairs powers, it becomes clear that the
Congress represents the single most important restraint -
upon the President's foreign affairs powers.

Though the Supreme Court has a long tradition
of refusing to rule on cases, ’if to do*' so would have 

* r
involved taking sides in a political conflict between- - 
the President and Congress over the substance of foreign •
* h  ' •

policy, those cases relating to foreign affairs on which
X1 • 1 ' . 

the Court has ruled have effectively broadened the
t “ 2  0  ’ ’President's authority. Indeed, since its landmark 

decision in United States v. .Curtiss-Wright Corporation, 
the Supreme Court has made it quite clea£ that the-
President’s authority to act in the external realm is

21 . practically limitless. However,, m  the Youngstown
i % c.. Steel cas.e the Court addressed the issue of the limita- ' 

tions of'the President's authority as commander in Chief. 
Justice .Jackson espoused the theory that there are three^ 
degrees .of Presidential power: his ability to act with
full Congressional support, his ability to'act when
Congress is indifferent, and finally, his ability to

- ' ° 2 2  act in the face of Congressional* opposition. Based
on this theory, the Court ruled that President Truman
had'no right to use the army to end a labour dispute

' *. *■% <■ 
.during, the Korean War, despite his claim that the war
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constituted a national emergency, because he was acting 
against the expressed will of Congress.

- . " • • £ 
Thus despite the Supreme. Court's tradition.of -

‘affirming the President's authority to make 'interna
tionally binding executive agreements and to deploy 
America's armed.forces overseas, the Court'also identi
fies the Congress as the only political institution, 
which can realistically challenge the President. Indeed 
the Court's policy of not ruling on disputes between 
the President and Congress which concern the precise 
distribution of the foreign affairs powers indicates

' s i . * ,
- ‘ '■that, in the Court's opinion, these conflicts-are ■

rightly resolved in the political;arena. Thus, if ■
one wants an explanation of why so-little political
research focuses on the linkage between the public
and Congress as a foreign policymaker, it is necessary
to look beyond the question of Congress' constitutional
authority to the: question of whether -the Congress is,
as a practical political matter, capable of translating
its constitutional authority info influence over foreign
policy. . ' .o -
t . ■1 Studies of. Congress as a foreign policymaking
institution, though few, can easily be divided into two
categories. A first type of study > addresses^ the issue

"of who. wields.power within the^Congress when legislation
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affecting foreign affairs i? •being considered. The
second type of study.examines the relative influence

' '■ ' - / . of the Congress in the overall fdreign policymaking.
process. . ' ' , -

Congress and Foreign Policy by Robert Dahl is
an influential example of the type of study focusing on

0 ;■ the patterns of influence within the Congress. Dahl
-, develops a series of indirect empirical indicators to{ ■ ; .'i'-

determine which congressmen are most influential in
s- ° 2 3regard to foreign affairs legislation. Not surpris

ingly his research-reveals that the chairmen and-members '
of the foreign affairs committees exercise immense, influ-

" . 24ence in regard to. foreign policy legislation. Not
/■ *■ * ' '

only does this.group have the highest rate of- success0 . ‘ 'o * \

in getting their foreign policy initiatives approved by 
bofh committee and the full house, but Dahl found that 
other congressmen depend heavily on committee "experts"’ « 
for information and'advice about foreign policy 
legislation. * " , . »

,To Dahl1s credit^he was one of t^e first politi
cal scientists to emphasize the idea that control, over. - ' ** • . • *
information.translates directly into political .inf luence 
in any complex institutional decision-maicing. process.
When this study was first published in 1950, it was well - 
ahead of its time in •emphasizing the foreign policy .

. / 

■ /.
•/
L

' -  22 -
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advantages which accrue to the Executive branch as a
nconsequence of its bureaucratic superiority vis-a-vis 

the Congress.

Certainly, the expanding role of the federal 
government during this century has triggered an exponen
tial growth in the size and influence of the executive
bureaucracy. As a direct consequence of this\growth

'
"the quality and vastness of the personnel resources of
the executive branch are unmatched by any organization

' 25 A . , •in the world". ‘Because he enjoys the advantages of
unrestricted access to vast political and military 
intelligence networks and the most sophisticajied foreign 
affairs experts, the President enjoys a decided advantage 
over .Congress in developing and’defending his foreign 
policy proposals. If the( average congressman is de- 
pendent on foreign affairs committee members for infor
mation and expertise, the committee,members themselves 
are at least as dependent on "executive sources" for 
both information and expertise about foreign affairs.
As a direct consequence of this dependency, Dahl argues 
that cit is difficult to imagine the Congress as an 
independent institutional participant in the foreign • 
policy process. ' ” , Y

The principal limitation of Dahl's analysis- 
of the information .issue is the absence of any discussidn
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of the political variables which might,alter Congressional 
willingness to rely on the information and expertise pro
vided by the Executive. Dahl recognizes that Congress 
has no objective basis for. evaluating the authenticity . ' 
of Executive information when it conflicts with the 
evaluations of the press, or other credible sources.
Given this fact, surely the possibility exists that any* 
number of political factors might influence a congress
man' s evaluation of what constitutes the best means of 
pursuing the nation's foreign policy objectives. For

p

exqrtfple, changes in political variables like popular 
honsensus,, presidential credibility, or ev^i the intensity 
of political partisanship might, significantly affect 
Congressional willingness ‘to collectively follow the 
President's lead in foreign affairs. Although variables

^  J  "■ ' isuch'as these may remain quite stable for more than a !"
■ ° ' Q

decade at a time, there is no doub’t that they do change. 
Therefore, it is arguable that any empirical study, . 
which makes use of a methodology similar to Dahl's 
lacks the "historical,perspective" necessary to make 
confident generalizations about Congress' foreign 
policy role. •

In Congress arid.Foreign Policymaking James
a '

Robinson attempts to remedy the need for a more his-, 
torically comprehensive research approach. Modeled 
after Chamberlain's The President, Congress, and

- 24 -
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' ■ f 'Legislation, Robinson reviews twenty-two caJfe studies 
of foreign policy decisions-spanning the years 1933-1961 
in an effort to discover how often Congress took the 
initiative in foreign affairs. • Based upon his com
parative’ analysis of these case studies Robinson con
cludes 'that Congress rarely takes the initiative in 
foreign, affairs. Rather, it plays the role of Vmodifier,
negatorj or legitimator of proposals which originated

27 " °in the executive". Robinson concludes that "much of
. ' . \  , y , '

Congress' foreign policy activity is in determining .the 
organizational arrangements of-the policymaking proqess,
as-distinguished from affecting substantive foreign

28 ■ v policy legislation". • ,

While there is no denying the need for this 
sort of Comparative historical study, there are import
ant methodological flaws in Robinson's data and analysis 
which undermine h.is conclusions. First of all, even
Robinsoij concedes that the case studies on which he 

' . \ . ' 
must rely "have been selected for virtually every reason
except for the illustration of the most typical patterns .

29 . ‘of leg-fslative activity". Because these sthdi.es
often pay insufficient attention to evaluating Congress1
contribution, Robinson may have overestimated his ability
to get an accurate piqture ouf whether Cbngress initiated,
amended,, or merely legitimated a given piece of legis-„
lation. \
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For example, in the first case study which he 
discusses,- Rpbinson notes that _ ■

the original impetus for neutrality 
legislation came from the administra
tion in 1933, but Congress refused to 
grant the.President the discretionary 
authority which he sought. Subse
quently, Congress took the initiative 
in requiring a mandatory arms embargo 
on shipments to all belligerents in 
time of w a r . 3 0

Robinson is simply mistaken when he« characterizes 
neutrality'legislation as an Executive initiative. When

■ a

.the Roosevelt administration presented its proposal for' 
"neutrality revision in 1933, the discriminating arms 
embargo which constituted the heart of this "initiative" ■ 
was borrowed directly from dajrlier Congressional resolu
tions sponsored by Congressman Burton and Senator Capper 
in 1928 and 1929V31 The case study on which Robinson 
relies fails to supply this historical backgrouhdx infor-

. ■ X ,  -
mation, and as a result, Robinson wrongly characterises

* « ^  the Executive as initiating neutrality legislation when \
in fact it was originally initiated in the Congress.

But more importantly, the substantive dif-a 
'ferences between the 1933 administration bill and the 
one passed in 1935 are much greater than Robinson seems- 
to appreciate. The discretionary arms embargo idea was 
resurrected i»=J.933. by Norman Davis one of the leading
advocates of collective securityXn the Roosevelt" ; , ’ :• , . . ■ ■ ’

- 26 - .
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’administration. Davis was the United' States representa- 
tive at the Geneva Disarmament Conference, and he hoped 
that if Congress would give the President th'e option-of, 
using a discriminatory arms embargo as a me^ng. “of co- . 
operating with future collective security measures' 
authorized by the League of Nations,, then England and
France might be persuaded to be more flexible at the

32 ' ■*Conference. Thus,-if the Roosevelt administration .
had been perfectly candid, its proposal would have Been
entitled "collective.security legislation".- ' „

‘ The Administration bill died in - the .Senate
because isolationists opposed Davis1 objective on
principle. When isolationist Senators from the^muni-
tions investigation proposed a whole series of neutrality
laws two years later, they were consciously formulated
to forbid Roosevelt from;cooperating with dny League

33sanctions in the forthcoming Ethiopian conflict. ,
The case study on which Robinson relies does not seem 
to emphasize these important distinctions., and conse- . 
quently, Robinson characterizes radically isolationist,
’ neutrality initiatives as merely an amended version of 
the 1933 administration bill.

A second deficiency in Robinson's data is tha-t ' 
his case studies are abnormally distributed throughout

* •* f i

the period in question. The case study .which h|is just • 
been disgussed represents the only data which Rdbinson
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uses which deals with the seven years from Roosevelt's
' v ■ ■' > ■ ‘,inauguration to the fall- of France, and yet, this period

is usually singled out by historians as a particularly
intense period of Congressional participation in., If not ,
control of, American foreign policymaking, ̂  As- a

- - - ' • >

refeultr Robinson's study is, at best, an adequate reflec-
tion of Congress' ..relative influence on-.foreign policy
starting in 1941 rather .than in 1933. ' > - ,

She oan concede.that Congress exercised 
a minimal influence on foreign policymaking during this 
latter period withbut accepting Robinson's argument .that ■ 
Congress is institutionally incapable of influencing
substantive foreign policy. The fact that Congress
rarely took the initiative in foreign affairs during 
this period does not diminish the-significance of earlier

A
Congressional initiatives, (eg. neutrality legislation) 
or preclude the possibility that under the right cir
cumstance's Congress might seize the legislative inir 
tiativein the future. Furthermore, it is quite possible 
that Robinson's preoccupation with the question pf 
initiative may,, have led him to underestimate the potential 
which modifying and negating can have on substantive
foreign policy., ° .

<«•1 ‘

It is my contention that if one examines the 
Congress' record of political participation .in "sub
stantive". foreign policymaking, not just during this
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period, but over, the last fifty years, there is evidence
• 1 V. ^

that' Congressional interest in, and influence over,
, ' * A '

American foreign^po1icy varies significantly. Two 
examples will illustrate this point.,

Recent war .powers legislation is not.by any 
means a historically unique attempt by Congress to 
legislatively limit the President's power to effectively., 
involve the' United States in a war withqut Congressional 
approval, .The publication Of Merchants pf Death Snd^

° ■ 'h ’ “ r '
Iron, Blood, and" Profits followed by the highly publi
cized disclosures of the Nye Committee ■ cqnv^Lnced a 
majority of Congressmen during the 1930's that American
loans and arms trade with the Allies during World, War I

- . 35made America1s ultimate armed involvement inevitable.
In response, Congress initiated and passed a,series of
neutrality laws to prevent these sorts of economic
activities from involving the nation in a future European
conflict.

While most scholars recognize these laws as one* . .
'of the strongest manifestations of American .isolationism
at that time,'few remember, them as Congressional attempts
to “limit the President's war making powers. However, 
one of the most powerful and persistent arguments in

o .favour of the mandatory provisions of the neutrality
laws which were passed was that to allow any President * r

1 v s

' - - 29
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\

the discretion to selectively embargo, either arms-or '
. • '  !>

trade, as the Roosevelt administration requested, would' 
amount to; a de facto "transfer to - the Chief Executive. of' 
the waremak±ng power".'5® Just as the War PoWers Act 
represents a congressional attempt to translate the • 
lessons,of Viet Nam into legislation limiting the , 
President's war making power, the mandatory provisions’ 
of neutrality legislation were meant,to translate the 
lessons of America's involvement in the First World War 
into guarantees that economic interests could not pres
sure the President into"selling arms to England and 
FranJiJr and thua; "involving the country in the next 
European war. ‘ ;

Both the War Powers-Act and Neutrality legisla-
t <3 _

tion were passed by. Congresses which w^re deeply concerned 
about the' ability of the President to involve the‘United 
States in a war which congress did not approve.. .However, 
during the intervening years,’ no Congress.was discernibly 
disturbed by this prospect. In fact after World War II 
a majority of congressmen openly decried the effective
ness with which isolationist Congresses, had hamstrung
Roosevelt's conduct of foreign policy. This period of '

-  * * .presidential ascendancy can be explained in part as a 
reaction to the political consequences of Congress'
attempt to seize the reins of foreign policy during ’

37 ' .the 1930's. , During the cold war most Americans

\  • - 30 -
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interpreted the lessons of recent history to teach 
th^t the success of American foreign policy depended 
on Congress,'granting the President a maximum amount 
of flexibility and freedom of choice, with minimum - • 
amount of interference. Nonetheless, both neutrality 
and war powers legislation illustrate that Congressional

' * * «»awillingness to grant,the President maximum discretion 
in exercising his foreign affairs powers has varied 
substantially over the past„fifty years. ^

. Congress' record in regard to.the size of 
America's military budget represents,another example 
of variable concern regarding a foreign policy related 
issue. After Wprld War I a series .of congresses r:
' painstakingly scrutinized, all. proposed military, appro- 
priations so as.to. eliminate any waste or unnecessary 
expenditure. In fact, during this period of congres
sional frugality; the army was barely able to maintain 
a corps of professional officers, and up until 1938,

* - oCongress-practically never approved military requests
„ 38 ■ s * for funds to update armamefits'. In contrast during

'the cold war, Congress generally exhibitltd the-opposite 
tendancy; historically,unprecedented peacetime budgets ■ 
were approved after, the most cursory scrutiny. However, 
as congressional opposition to American military involve
ment in Viet Nam grew, the defense budget once again ' »
became a primary“target for those -congressmen who wished

' 39to alter the course of American foreign policy. . r

' ■... ■ •’ /  , ' ■■ ’ '■
* ■ ■ - 31 “ ’ - *
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' . ■ . o ! 
■’ Both of these examples illustrate' that the

Congress was much more willing to exercise it consti-
tutionally authorized foreign, affairs powers during

.’the 1930's and since 1970 than was the case, during
the cold war. Given the focus of this study, this
observation is not important in and of itself;, but
rather, it is important because it provide^ a further. .

.justification for focusing „on the linkage between
public .opinion, pressure groups”, and congressional ,
fdreign policymakers. This linkage is not simply

a- "something which one might.study, but something which ■ 
ought to be studied. When one tackles a topic whifch ^

“ scholars-in the,'area have ignored, the onus falls on 
the author to demonstrate that, his topic is of more 
than just esoteric interest. -

' Consequently, this chapter has attempted
to justify a study of the domestic sources of con- „■ 
gressionally made foreign policy decisions by demon-

•1 13 A ' ■ ’strating that the U.S. Congress can be a significant 
institutional participant in the foreign policy 
process. Building on this foundation the next 
chapter examines some of th.e. research focusing on 
public opinion, pressure groups, and foreign policy ' 
in an effort to further illustrate why congressionally

3 ■ ■ j

made foreign policy may be particularly susceptible
' •$ • ' to popular influence. , ~

* *
- 32 -
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CHAPTER 2: THE PUBLIC AND FOREIGN POLICY

Good sense may suffice to direct 
the ordinary course of society, 
and amongst a people whose educa
tion has been provided for, the 
advantages of democratic liberty 
in the internal affairs 6f the 
country may more than compensate'
, for the evils"inherent in-a demo
cratic, government. But such is 
not always the case in the mutual 
.relations of foreign nations.1

, Public opinion, economic interests, ethnic and
S ' - ■ I- 'political pressure grpups are frequently identified, as 

the potential sources of nongovernmental influence on 
American foreign policy. Since World War II, political 
scientists have invested considerable time and effort in 
research focusing, oh these variables. Though little of 
this research is directly.focused on the linkage“between 
the .pulplie and congressional'foreign policymakers, it 
provides both information and perspective which are useful 
' in formulating hypotheses about? thid relationship". Con
sequently, this' chapter will be devoted to a selective 
survey of this research. ; ;

Foreign policy issues'are often exceedingly 
complex.-. To make matters even more difficult, in almost 
any foreign policy debate the practical political con
sequences of enacting any of the policy alternatives
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are subject to considerable uncertainty." Democratic 
theory is based on the.assumption that, despite the 
complexity,and uncertainty involved, the public is 
collectively competent to exercise a guiding influence

o .

with' regard to foreign policy. This chapter will begin
c _ •

by discussing two issues relevant to this assumption. 
First, how much do Americans know about other nations 
and their actions. Second, how do Americans form their 
attitudes about foreign policy issues. This will be - 
followed by a review of the research testing the 
"electoral punishment" and "instructed .delegate"
hypotheses of democratic control over America's foreign

*policy. The final section will look at some Q f  the 
research concerning the role and efficacy of groups
in the American political system.

7

Once pollsters began, to regularly ask questions
» «*

about foreign" affairs, it became obvioiis that, on the"' - 
whole, the public was more poorly informed than the , 
champions of democratizing foreign policy might have 
assumed. Indeed one? of the most significant discoveries 
of postwar survey "research was that a sizeable minority

r '

* r of those who respond to a pollsters questions are'giving
basically truthful answers'to questions-^about-which they
know nothing. For example, in- 1947 a major survey
revealed that despite- nearly four years of national
mpdia exposure, 30% of the adult population of Cincinnati

38 -
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knew nothing about the United' Nations.2'' "Fifteen‘years , 
later, despite the intense public controversy dating 
back to the-Korean War and McCarthy hearings, 28% of
a national survey did not know that China had a

3 ' ‘ 'Communist government. By 1968 at the peak of the
Vietnamese War, this figure dropped to only 24%.

Profound differences of knowledge and interest 
within the public create a serious methodological dilemma

f ''
for political scientists wanting to' know more about the 
opinion/policy relationship. On idh'e one hand, opinion 
polls represent the^ most scientific. x>r objective measure 
available of what the public might want foreign policy 
to be. On the other hand, academics _and pollsters 
warn that public opinion data often-represents a most 
imprecise measure which can be very difficult to inter-

r ' O'pret. The problem with opinion research is that it 
lumps together the responses of the well-informed and' 
the moderately well-informed with

. k -V
the responses of some who say yes 
because it is easier to say than no, 
of some who sense the position of 
the interviewer) and adopt it, of 
some who answep randomly, and of 
some who "feel jstrongly" about a 
position todayJ but who tomorrow, 
feel equally strongly about its 
opposite.4 j > '* ' ■ •

If the simple change of a question1s wording can produce 
dramatic shifts in public opinion, why should the nation's
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foreign policymakers bother with opinion polls and what - 
are scholars to use in determining whether there is anyf"
relationship between opinion and policy?

Beginning wj.th James RcJ&enau, political 
scientists have agreed that, rather than treat thfe
public as a unitary variable, it made more sense to

*

conceptually divide' the public into three distinct
subpublics based upon differences in knowledge about,

5and interest in, foreign affairs. Although there 
is■not complete agreement on the questions of where 
to draw the boundary between each subpublic and whether '
* / f  '«twenty-five years of mass media exposure has increased 
American knowledgeability, the following schemata pro*^^ 
posed by Barry Hughes is the most up-to-date assessment 
oil public knowledge about, and interest in, foreign
ff')- 6 1 taf |airs.

>' .

The first segment of the public consists 
of people who are unaware of all but the 

1 mosti'major events in foreign affairs — v 
say,; the ,launching of Sputnik —  and 
have either no opinions or have vague 
and generally weakly held ones. This ’ 
segment is sometimes referred to as 
the "mass'public". Studies consistently 

■ show this group to be about 30.percent 
of the population. Another 45 pfercent 
can be said to be aware of many major 
events, but.not deeply informed. This 
group constitutes the "attentive public".
The attitudes held by individuals within 
this group frequently lack'intensity and : 
internal consistency,' and they often 

' ' • fluctuate markedly i n  response to reports
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of international events or public 
officials* positions. The remaining' 
25 percent of the electorate is 
generally knowledgeable about foreign 
affairs and .has fairly stable and 
consistent attitudes. These people 
communicate their opinions to others 
and are sometimes characterized as 
"opinion leaders". A still smaller 
segment of this last category can be 
identified. Those who give money or 
time to political activities and com
municate their opinions beyond their 
own acquaintances can be called „ 
"mobilizers" and constitute_only 1 
or 2 percent of the public.7

Thpugh the concept of the stratification of
public opinion has gained acceptance as a textbook '
principle, neither commercial nor academic pollsters
make use of this concept irrtheir survey design. Con-

« *
' .  o 'sequently public opinion polls still treat the responses

' * , I -

of the mass public, attentive public and opinion leaders
with equal-gravity.

j .
Nonetheless, the work on stratification raises 

some troubling questions concerning the assumption that
,'̂Ti

the American public is somehow competent to evaluate 
foreign policy alternatives. Indeed, the knowledge that 
as many as three quarters of the public are not parti
cularly well-informed suggests that should public 
opinion actually influence the politics of foreign 
policymaking, it is not likely/to be a fully rational 
or fully independent political force. Thus*, the 
question becomes, if Americans lack the knowledgeability
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to rationally formulate their foreign policy opinions, • 
how do they make up their, minds.

John Mueller argues that most Americans 
make use of some type of political cue to help form 
their opinions about complex foreign policy issues.
In War,- Presidents, and Public Opinion, . he demonstrates 
that a careful analysis of the public support for the^'
1 Korean and Vietnamese Wars reveals that Americans 
respond to three distinctive sorts of cues in formu
lating their attitudes.

Mueller identifies party identification as a 
cue which many Americans use to determine their opinions 
about foreign policy. He labels as "partisans" those
who "use ..their party identification as a shortcut method

<r 8 - ,for arriving at a position". Rather than sort through
the intricacies of argument, on an issue they prefer to
"takek as cues the. word of the,leadership of their party".
The clearest evidence of the partisan effect comes from
comparing Republican and Democratic support for the .
Korean and-Vietnamese Wars after the 1952 and' 1968
elections. • In each case the Republican victory was
followed by a dramatic increase’in -Republican,support
for the war effort coupled with a sharp decline in '
Democratic support.10 Finally,- though partisans can
be found in all three opinion subpublics, one of
Mueller's most interesting observations was that the -
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partisan effect appears to be strongest among Democratic 
and Republican "opinion leaders".11

v Whereas partisans take their opinion cues 
from party leaders, a second group which Mueller identi-- 
fied looks to the President for its cues. Actually, 
Mueller defines "followers" as all of those who look
to public officials or trusted institutions for help

• 12 ' in formulating their opinxons. # However,- he- is quxck
to point out that thirty years of public bpinion. research
reveals that the President is far and away,the most
influential public figure on foreign policy issues.
'• ■ * "  ■ 1 tCertainly research indicates that injimes of crisis 
an overwhelming majority of the public supports the 
President's polipy, no matter'what their previous atti
tudes were and no matter how well the President handles

~ - * 113 . ' ■the'crisis. .Even in non-crisxs situa'txons Mueller
argues that the bulk of the evidence indicates that
the President's expressed foreign policy preferences
are used by more Americans•as a" guide in determining

* - 14their own views than any other cue. Finally, gust
as it was true that partisans were least likely to be
found in the "mass public", Mueller's analysis shows

**■ «."that it is the well-educated segment of the population
... 15'which most nearly typifies the follower's mentality".

' f

The final group which Mueller identifies is
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somewhat distinctive because it does no-tj look to the 
nation's leaders for opinion cues. This group which • 
he labels as,"believers" cues "on,the issue itself
regardless of what the leadership of their party or

k 16 *. country happens to think". It is generally accepted
that extensive research focusing on Americans1 belief 
systems demonstrates that Americans do not adopt ideo
logically consistent "liberal" or "conservative" stances 
on domestic issues or "internationalist" 015 "isolationist

17stances on foreign policy issues. However, Mueller
found that on war-related issues some Americans form 1

*their -opinions based on-an ideologically consistent 
' Response to the issue itself. He cites persuasive 
evidence that an identifiable minority supported the
war policy in Korea and Viet Nam essentially because

\ - they approved of the idea of,-using force to resolve \
international; disputes. Likewise, another identifiable

*1group opposed each war because they disapproved of the 
18use of force. However, not all believers are

genuine hawks or doves; rather, many fall into a 
residual category which Mueller labels "aginners".
Mueller found that even during the initial stage, 
when both the Korean and Vietnamese Wars were popular, 
a large percentage of the poorly-informed and econo-

'19mically disadvantaged did not support the war policy. 
Mueller attempts, to explain this opposition in terms

- 44 -
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.of a seif-in-rarest hypothesis, but found no evidence
• • - * ' " -

‘ 20 ' to support this conjecture. He concluded -that
"aginners" appeared to be viscerally'opposed to
American participation in both of these conflicts

■ ■ ... a
noting that 11 in the end the w’e 11-educated groups
came to respond to both wars in the way the poorly

; 21 •educated had at the beginning".

Two important conclusions can be drawn from 
Mueller's study. First, Mueller demonstrates that 
"opinion leaders" are no more -likely to be independent- 
thinkers regarding foreign policy, issues than those in 
the attentive or mass publics. As a result, it would 
appear that increased opinion independence is unlikely 
to result from either improvements in the levels of '

■ j

general public education or increased general interest 
in, and knowledge about, foreign affairs, in fact,
the traditional prescriptions for improving public "—

1 * competence may well increase public .dependence on the
nation's leadership for foreign policy opinion cues.
In all fairness, it should be noted that even foreign
policy experts and specialists rarely agree about which
foreign policy alternative represents the optimal course
of action.; Thus, it is not necessarily unreasonable
for a citizen, no matter how wel-l-informed, to rely
on a trusted political figure for. opinion cues about
.foreign policy. Furthermore, the" fact that those in
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the mass,,public appear less likely to rely p n the 
national leadership for opinion cues may simply.be 
an expression of the reduced trust which this group 
has in the nation's political institutions and 
leadership. But most importantly, Mueller's,, study 
represents persuasive evidence that it is theoreti
cally futile to isolate the opinion/policy relationship 
from the opinion/policymaker relationship.

A second conclusion which cafi be inferred 
from Mueller's study concerns the relationship between 
„ Executive-Congressional consensus ab'out foreign'affairs 
and the likelihood that public opinion will, influence 
foreign policy^ It is difficult to imagine a source of 
politically significant public opposition to a specifi^T 
foreign policy so long as the President .has the biparti-

I
1san .support of the Congress for this policy. The-Presi- 

, dent is the most influential shaper of public opinion
ix-

• 8 v "

. because approximately One half of the partisans, and 
* almost all.followers, look to him for foreign policy 
Opinion cues. If the President's partisan opposition 
supports him, then the overwhelming majority of the 
attentive public and opinion leaders will be supportive. 
Thus, at the very least-, a vocal partisan opposition in
the Congress is a necessary ingredient to any recipe

- • 1 . . ■. _ . * *  • for meaningful public opposition to a foreign policy
which has strong^Presidential backing._

■ V  - ' . "

■ -  M e  -  '

. /
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classical democratic theory is not a .very realistic .
source of hypotheses about the opinion/policy

/- ;• *

relationship. Public opinion research leaves little 
doubt that. the/'American public has neither the desirei - " ' ®
nor the competence-to capably direct the nation's 
foreign policy. Nonetheless, when empirical political, 
scientists have„addressed the question of what dif
ference it makes what the public thinks, they 
have inevitably relied on democratic theory for their 
hypotheses. Rather than focusing on the more limited 
issue of whether'public opinion is ever a political 
force, the electoral punishment and-instructed dele
gate hypotheses of public control have been the 
principal focus of analysis.

Inasmuch as the behavior of the American , 
voter has long been-a popular subject of empirical “ 
research, it-is the electoral punishment model which

'v - c

has been most thoroughly tested. According to this 
variant Of the voter as rational political actor • 
model, the public controls foreign policy by voting

0 ° a ' '

out of office those who advocate foreign policies 
with Which the majority does -not approve. Thus, 
the threat of electoral punishment forces the nation1s
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elected foreign policymakers to consider public opinion 
when deciding among pglij^- alternatives.

In order for the public to influence policy 
in this manner, it is usually argued that three condi- 
tions must be met.

1. Voters must know about foreign policy 
issues and have basic information about 
them. ” ,

2. Voters must have interest in the issues 
to the point that interest will influence 
their voting behavior."

3. Voters' must be able to distinguish between
. party and candidate positions on the issues.

Given what we already know about the.public's knowledge-
ability concerning foreign affairs, it is not surprising
that research; indicates that onl^ 30 percent of-al-1
voters; are even capable of making their voting decisions

23 ’based upon foreign policy issues. But even more
damaging to the electoral punishmfent hypothesis is the 
extensive evidence that the American voter is much more 
concerned' about domestic issues than foreign’policy 
issues. Even among those capable of making rational 
voting decisions, all of the evidence indicates that 
domestic issues are three or four times more likely 
to shape voting decisions, than foreign policy issues.2*

Clearly the American voter does not.control 
foreign policy through the exercise of his franchise. 
However, the extensive research focusing qn the American

- 48
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V

/

voter does reveal some evidence that under the proper
circumstances "foreign policy issues" can'influence
elections.- For example, a study by Warren Miller of

• voters who switched party allegiance in elections from
1952 to 1968 found that "changing evaluations of the
parties as agents of peace are related to changes in 

25vote". As might be expected. Miller found that
voters1 perceptions of the two major parties as agents 
of peace are reasonably stable. Nonetheless,, there 
is evidence that disenchantment With both ‘the Korean .

o •

and Vietnamese Wars significantly‘reduced voter trust
in the Democratic Party as an agent of peace and, con-’- ,

. 0 4

tributed to the Republican presidential, victories in
!i Off, *1952 and 1968. Clearly, it is only when the public

j 0 e

perceives war and peace to be the issue that radical
shifts in voter perceptions of the candidates, as agents

» . ’
of peace, are likely to take place:' Hence,-when the ■v ' ‘

» , lissue is war and peace, it would appear that America's 
elected foreign policymakers are not immune to popular

. * ydispleasure.

Miller and Stokes' "Constituency Influence,
■i ' -in-Congress" is the most ambitious attempt to test the

27 .instructed delegate model. The authors interviewed
and examined the voting records of*. 116 Congressmen with

t.regard to a set of foreign policy, domestic welfare,
■a* , ri'

and civil rights issues. They also surveyed public
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opinion4on each of these issues in each of the corres-
-0

ponding 116 -Congressional districts.

This made it possible for them to develop an 
empirical measure of the congruence between a Congress- - 
man's voting record and his constituents1 opinions on 
each se't of issues. They found 'that there was only a 

, very -weak correlation between vote and opinion on, 
foreign policy issues (0.2), a moderate correlation

"v '

on domestic welfare issues (0.37), but a very strong
28 '^correlation on civil rights (0.57). In a separate

attempt to measure each Congressman's capability to
1

act as an instructed delegate, the Congressmen were . 
asked a series of questions^ concerning their perceptions 
of the constituents' opinions on these issues. In this 
way they found that there was only"a very weak correla- 
t-ion (0.25) between a Congressman',^ perception and the-

29actual opinions of his constituents. •.- '
* .. f'Based on this single,piece of evidence one 

might question^Jfehe" instructed delegate hypothesis.
However,'.it would be an error to/interpret this study

*■'  ̂ /' - as conclusive proof that constituency opinion about
t /

■ ■/ ' ' - foreign policy issues will n0ver influence a Congress-
man's vote. This study was' conducted during the mid
1950"s —  a period of intense popular concern over

'r

civil rights issues. The fact Jthat Miller and Stokes
found a strong correlation between vote and constituency

.. S* - ,

. : ; ' 4 . - 50 -
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opinion on this-issue suggests that Congressmen may 
behave as instructed delegates on issues of ..intense 
constituent concern.

. • This study suggests that Congressmen make 
pragmatic distinctions between public opinion on low' 
and-high interest issues. . If there is little interest 
in an issue it is arguable that most people have no 
opinion until they"are polled. In these instances 
"public.opinion",, is largely something the pollster 
creates when he asks a question. Given all of the 
other demands made upon a Congressman, it would be 
more surprising if a- Congressman considered public 
opinion\at all when deciding how to vote cn a low in
terest issue. Certainly, there is no political payoff 
r̂or an accurate assessment of public opinion on a low

■ interest issue, but more importantly, no penalty for
3 0ignoring constituent opinion if known.

• ■ • ’< &

On, the other hand, if an issue is of intense
concern to most people, public opinion polls measure ,a'
potential political force. The Miller and Stokes study

1 demonstrates that on issues of.this' sort, Congressmen
know what their.constituents think dnd they are much
more likely to vote in accordance with those Wishes
Finally, this Study serves as a ^reminder that a strong

' • ' • ’ .• ' 9 ' - ■ ” '
correlation between Vote and opinion does not guarantee
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the triumph of the most desirable policy. For 
example, it is arguable.that southern Congressmen 
successfully blocked” civil rights legislation for 
years in response to the wishes of their voting 
constituents. ,

Traditionally researchers have approached 
the public opinion/foreign policy relationship as if 
it were realistic-to assume that public opinion might 
influence any foreign policy decision.' However, the
Miller and Stokes study suggests that this is not rea-

« . 
listic. America's foreign policymakers continually
make intuitive distinctions about the intensity of

' . V  'public Opinion., and yet, the intensity of public
t ► ' ropinion is a variable which’empirical political

- 31researchers have generally ignored. For example,
a Harris poll conducted ,in *May 1970 revealed that
43 percent of the American public had "serious doubts"
about the Nixon policy of military intervention . in 

'32 ^Cambodia. . Ten years later a second Harris poll 
revealed that 39' percent of the American public was

s '  ■ , 33opposed to.President Carter!s. Olympic boycott policy.
In both cases a numerically significant minority opposed

s;•-s • ■ .
a specific Presidential policy initiative, and"yet, it 
would be ludicrous to argue that'both Presidents Nixon 
and Carter acted in the face of comparable public ; 
opposition. The. first poll measured an intense,
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emotional opposition to Nixon's military strategy in" ‘ 0 I
“Southeast Asia, while the second may have measured no

1 0

more than the disappointment of. American sports fans , 
over the prospect of not seeing the 'Olympics on 
television. •

In my estimation, one. should have good 
reason to believe that Americans perceive a foreign

t ;

policy .issue to- affect their basic economic or mili-
t .tary security before hypothesizing that public opinion

will be sufficiently intense to concern foreign policy
makers.3  ̂ Furthermore, during period? of prosperity,
it woulcl be a mistake to overestimate the frequency '
with which most Americans will perceive a foreign
policy issue to fundamentally affect their economic 

35 1welfare. It is only when war and peace are per
ceived to be at issue that public opinion 'is likely

<■

to be sufficiently intense to be a potential political 
force. "War is not like other issues. The price it 
asks even of the uninterested and uninformed is too 
high."36 , -

1
Thus far, this review has provided some

. •». <1 • ■ I

valuable insights concerning the general public's , 
capacity to influence foreign policy. Knowledge 
about what Americans-know, about factors influencing 
attitudes, and about voting behavior makes it abund'- 
antly clear that liberal democratic theory is not'an
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accurate empirical description of the public opinion/ 
foreign policy relationship in'the United"States.
Indeed, it raises serious doubts about the wisdom of

* ' 1 « j

the normative value/oi "democratic theory in regard/ .

to foreign policy./ On ̂ he other hand, this review 
falls far short of proving that the foreign policy
making process is beyond popular influence. It does 
strongly suggest! however, that in order for popular 
influence to be 1  realistic possibility, two conditions 
must be met-. . Fifrst, there must not be a stable bi
partisan consensus between the President and Congress 
concerning foreign affa^s. Second, public opinion " 
‘.will not become^ a political force of any- consequence 
until a majority of Americans become intensely concerned 
about an issue. However, before addressing the .question 
of how these variables migWt be related, a brief dis
cussion of the role ©f groups*in the American political
process is in order. y

r̂ T.,
Alexis de Tocqueville was perhaps,the first

X v-to emphasize the importance of groups or associations 
to America's Social and political life. ,ŝ c:

In no country in the world has the 
principle of association been more 
successfully used, or more unsparingly 
applied«%o a multitude of different 
objects, than in America. Besides 
the permanent associations which are 
established by law under the names 
of townships, cities, and countries,
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a vast number of others are formed 
and maintained by the agency of 
private individuals.37

Though de Tocqueville perceived the tendency for 
Americans to-band together in the pursuit of poli- 
'tical, social, and moral objectives to be of funda-' 
mental importance to the continuing health of 
American democracy,,, until recently, scholars have 
paid scant attention to the rolp"of groups in the 
nation^s political life. As recently as seventy 
years ago Arthur Bentley was' ostracized from the 
academic communiity for suggesting that the study of
group behavior ought to be central to the study of

: 38 \  ‘ " "■American politics. Inf fact it was ..not until the
' i f > *  -j '' ’r*H ■publication of The Governmental Process by David

Truman in 1951 that the study of interest groups in
' ' 3  9  xAmerican politics was legitimized. ^Unfortunately, 

since that time, only a small fraction of the research 
focusing.on interest groups directly concerns the role 
of grbups in the foreign policy process. Despite this, 
interest groups Represent the mbst realistic source 
of potential- domestic influence on American foreign 
'policy. . ,

■ i  -■ ■ ... ^  .
It is the consensus among those who study -

o ‘ ; , .• ‘ ^
groups that "like political parties, interest groups
play an integral .role in linking the government to

40 ‘ ' *"the citizenry". . At the very’least interest groups
1 .* *’ *
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are perceived as playing the key role in the demo
cratic communications process.

By joining with others{ the citizen 
is able to express his-views and 

• receive information from the nation's 
political institutions. Usually this 
communications flow is much^ more effi
cient than an individual cou^d attain 
on his own.4 -̂ a

At the most, interest groups are perceived as the 
most appropriate medium for citizen influence on public 
policy. . ' . .

• An interest group is an organized
collection of individuals who are 
bound together by shared attitudes ' “ .

- or concerns and who make demands 
on political institutions in order " ,
to realize goals which they are 
unable to achieve on their own.42

' Interest group research cariybe divided into
'two fairly distinct categories. Some scholars have
focused primarily on interest groups themselves.
' Attempts have been made to classify political interests
and identify the various strategies, which groups employ
to attain their objectives. Case studies of specific
interest groups also fall "into, this category. 'The - ,
second, type of study. focnjsOs primarily on the poli- 

. r' . ?tical efficacy of pressure groups. ■

In Political Parties, Interest Groups, and

- 56 -
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Public Policy Dennis Ippolito and Thomas Walker propose
a useful, comprehensive typology for grouping political

43  ’ .interests. They argue that the only logical way to
classify pressure groups is based-upon the common 
interests which united their membership. In this way 
they identify and distinguish economic interests., pro
fessional, interests, special'situation interests, 
public interests, and single cause interests.

Ippolito and Walker argue that major corpora
tions^ organized business groups, labour unions, and 
agricultural ,organizations should all be classified'! * j
as economic interests. Traditionally, these interests 
have been assumed to wield the most political clout 
at the national level. While these groups are pri
marily interested in domestic policy issues, at times, 
both business and labour have shown a keen interest 
in tariff and trade issues while farmers have-pushed 
-for .increased agricultural exports to the communist 
bloc. The AMA and the ABA are prominent examples of 
professional interests. Interest groups^, in this 
category are only- rarely interested in foreign policy 
issues. Ippolito and Walker categprize veterans 
organizations, ethnic groups, and politically, active 
church" Organizations as special,situation interests. 
Traditionally pressure groups in this category are" 
more likely to be active oh foreign policy issues.
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■ - ' v' /;  - '
■ . ifFor example, the American Legion has always taken

a keen interest in defense issues; and over the past 
few years, Jewish, Greek, and Polish Americans have 
mobilized in Support of Israel, Greek Cypriots and 
the Solidarity trade union. Ippolito and Walker per
ceive public interest groups to be a relatively new 
phenomena- "An increasing number of organizations 
have come into being not for purposes of. advancing 
the interests of a particular economic or social grpup,
but out of recognition that certain policies would be

44beneficial to all citizens." However, these groups
■ a '■*

are more likely to be active on consumer, good govern
ment, and environmental issues than foreign policy. 
Finally, the authors identify two types of cause

i

interests;, those committed to. a specific ideology and 
those active concerning a pet cause. Ideological in
terest groups, ranging from the stridently anti-communist

•V o ■ ‘ 'John Birch Society to the arch-liberal ADA, are highly
s

rvocal on foreign policy issues; while single issue 
groups like America Firsthand -the Committee to Defend 
America by Aiding the Allies have played a central roleo

•t

In past foreign policy debates.

The three types of interest groups which 
are most likely to be active on foreign policy issues 
generally employ three basic strategies in order to 
realize their objectives. Ever since the triumph of

«*
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I

the prohibition movement, pressure groups have'attempted 
to duplicate the success of the Anti-Saloon League by 
influencing public policy through influencing the" citi
zenry. This strategy usually combines efforts designed- 
to "mold public opinion to support organizational 
positions" with spdcial appeals "to mobilize citizens 
to contact political officials urging adoption of speci
fic group^favored policies".^5

A second strategy of indirect .influence 
involves direct participation in the electoral process.

The ultimate goal of .the interest 
group is to-contribute to the 
election of persons who,, upon 
taking office will grant^access - 
to interest group representative's. 
At the very least, an interest 
group hopes to avoid the election 
of persons who will turn a deaf 
ear to communications originatedby the organization.46

Traditionally this has been an integral part of the 
overall strategy employed by business, labour, and 

^agricultural interests.

Finally almost all pressure groups -with 
, foreign policy objectives engage in some form, of

'  s '

direct lobbying at the national level.

Legislative'lobbying has developed
from a fairly crude process of ■ *4*
soliciting special treatment during
the early years of our nation's

' ■ a - 59 -
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development to a refined, profes- 
sional activity in contemporarytimes.47 -

Much of .the research concerning the political efficacy”
* * . 

of interest groups. focuses on direct lobbying.'

° In general this research indicates that the 
political efficacy of an interest group varies depending 
on the type of policy it is trying to influence and^the 
decision making forum involved. For example, jin The 
Politics of Congress D„avid Vogler argues that the poli-

~ ST- *

tical influence of a lobbyist varies in relation to
whether he is trying to affect distributive, regulatory,

1 4 8  'or redistributive policies. Vogler contends that
• O • * ^ - l

pressuire groups, especially the economic interests, 
have been very successful in influencing distributive 
policies. Defined as alj. decisions involving "the 
awarding of material benefits to some narrow segment 
of the general population", Vogler, offers two reasons
for the success of special interests with regdrd to

49  ••distributive policy decisions. First, distributive
decisions, are usually made at the committee level Where
"c-lose links between concerned economic interests and
the members of the relevant comiftittees and subcommittees

50 *==are maximized. Second, within this relatively low
conflict political environment interests rarely Have to

. . .  51/compete in order to achieve their objectives. T
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I^gulatory policies are similar to distributive
i . .. 1 '' *because "the^are specific ahd^ individual in*, their impact, 

but they, are not capable of being separated into compo-
52'nent parts to the same degree as distributive policies". 

Federal trade legislation, aid to education, and medi
care are .examples of’regulatory legislation which have
. 53been subjected to substantial scholarly,scrutiny.
Tjiis” research suggests that no single interest group/
acting alone, is capable of significantly influencing "
regulatory, policy. In order' to be influential a group
must seek to form a broad coalition of interests, and
this requires a willingness to bargain and- compromise
concerning goals/ Furthermore, because regulatory

c *policies are decided on the floor of Congress, rather 
than in committee,.Vogler argues that group coalitions 
tend to form well in advance of the vote and success
often depends upon mobilizing public opinion at the ** . .

54 ’strategic moment. Thus, while-one can find examples
lv. "„of interest groups which were the driving force behind

a piece of regulatory legislation during the initiatoryr' * . ' ■ #
stage, the poli£ical exigencies of coalition building .
mean that the final legislative product never fully

■ " '■•••/ * '

embodies a. . group's initial objectives.' ' ■ - *

\ Vggler defines redistributive policies as
\ - • “ ~ <. ’ resjaopses to perceived crises which normally affect

broad social groupings. "The nature of,a redistributive
issue is not determined by how redistributive it actually
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is but rather how redistributive it could become in 
5.5the future." ' Unlike.distributive or regulatory 

policies the President almost always provides the 
political impetus for redistributive legislation.
He most usually, plays a,pivotal role in creating 
the political'coalition .supporting this legislation, 
and lie leads this coalition once the legislative 
battle begins in earnest. As a result,'yogler per
ceives specific interest groups to be of- negligible »
importance. Finally, Vogler classifies most foreign

' - 56 Vpolicy issues as redistributive policies.
6 %

* 4 1.

In Congress, The Bureaucracy, and Public 
Policy iRandall Ripley and.Grace Franklin take issue 
with' this conclusion. They argue that it is possible 
to identify thfee distinct modes of foreign policy 
decision-making: structural, strategic, and crisis

0 . ’

which correspond quite closely to the classifications
/  - 5 7 . ‘which Vogler .employs. They point out that most .

decisions concerning the defense budget are made at
th A  mmittee level where both special economic
interests and defense "subgovernments’" exercise a

t 4 ' ‘58powerful influence. ' They argue that during the
1970Js the Congress demonstrated an, inclination to 
play a'pivotal role in decision-making concerning-
strategically important weapons systems,, trade, and

59 • V  •aid policies. They cite)the efforts of Jewish and
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Greek interests on behalf of the Jackson amendment
and aid to Turkey as evidence -that domestic sources

' «
\sQuld^spur Congress to assert its authority in regard 
'to strategic policy. They argu'e that only crisis

- • - „ ■ o ' " ■ :decision-making is structurally beyond the scope of
direct Congressional participation^and thus, esseh-

• * ' ' . ■ ■

tially sealed off from potential domestic influence.
' -

Ih, The Domestic ConbextJ o f American Foreign 
Policy, Barry Hughes pre^erts a parallel argument. He 
concedes that research regarding foreign policy deci
sions made by the President or within the'' Executive 
branch, in both crisis and noncrisis situations, indi
cates, that domestic interests play virtually no role 
in the decision-making equation. However, Hughes 
arghes that this is not necessarily the ca'se once the 
Congress becomes involved. First ofxall

the public and various interest 
groups have more access to congress
men than to those in the executive 

, branch because of the district* 
system and the larger number of 
elected officials in Congressi 
Interest groups frequently ;have 
a regional base of: strength even 
when they have;a national'organi
zation, so that the regional 
representation; of' Congress be
comes a benefit.-60

By way of contrast Hughes points out that

the arm of the executive branch in 
- control of foreign relations, the

- 63 -
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State department, is unlike the 
, Departments of Commerce or Labour

. or other regulatory agencies, in
that it has a much less identifiable 
clientele. Other agencies involved 
in foreign policy, like the Agency . 
for .International Development, are 

- , a -similarly free *from pressure group
sr influence, compared to Congress or 

. ' '5 domestic^policy components of the, f, executive. 61 ‘
0 -

, Secondly, Hughes contends that the longer 
decision time, characteristic of all Congressional 
decision-making:, facilitates interest group partici
pation and thus maximizes the potential for grqup

1 COinfluence; Longer' decision^time guarantees that, 
all groups will have the time to-marshall their 
' resources, thus insuring that all‘concerned parties
will 1-have the opportunity to communicate their policy

'" ' ■ . ■ ■ «■» ' ' ' - .
.preferences. Certainly committee hearings represent 
a, unique opportunity for^clomestic interests to publi- 
qally express their views. Finally, because almost 

’ all interest groups have practical direct lobbying
experience in the Congress, they are much more likely

1 > ■i to know where and when their messages should be sent .
- • 03 ■1 ■ vto maximize the political impact.

. Just as Mueller's work on attitude formation
implicitly identifies a link between ’Congress* foreign 
policy role and the feasibility of politically signi-' 
ficant public opposition .to a Presidentially backed

- 64 -
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foreign policy, interest-group research points in 
the same direction. It would appear to j?e the 
scholarly consensus that interest groups"influence 
the substance of some types of legislation.*'. Further
more, Ridley, Franklin, and.Hughes support the pro
position that some Congressionally made foreign 
and defense policies are subject to pressure group 
influence. Certainly much of the research discussed 
in this chapter can be interpreted as supporting the 
general proposition.that the public's ability to 
influence American foreign policy and Congress'

/  • ■ ' ■ / ' s s

foreign/policy role are intimately related. This -«*» ' 
ides will be developed mote fully in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 3; /THE LINKAGE

The "political system defines the 
opportunities, the constraints, 
the channels, the mechanisms that 
are available to non-governmental 
actors to participate in foreign 
policymaking.1 -

■■ ■*' /  . . ■'
In the first chapter the argument was made

that Congress can play a politically significant insti
tutional role in the American foreign policymaking 
process. The Last^chapter presented evidence that,

A  . ■ ‘under optimal circumstances, both constituent opinion . 
and organized interests can influence Congressional 
decision-making.. In each instance, the observation 
was,made that Congress1 foreign policy role and the 
political influence'.of nongovernmental actors, varies 
both situationally'and historically.

' It is my contention that these two variables 
are so intimately related that it is futile to even 
attempt to analyze them in.isolation. Furthermore, it 
is my hypothesis that the probability of nongovernmental 
influence-on American'foreign policy is positively corre
lated with the degtee of Congressional participation in 
the foreign policy process. During periods when Congress 
plays an essentially symbolic or legitimating role in 
the foreign policy process, the probability that domes- 
.tic sources will significantly influence American
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foreign policy is Very low’. However, as Congres
sional participation in substantive foreign policy' 
making increases, the probability that either public 
opinion or organized interests M i l  influence foreign 
policy also increases.

’t *
There are at least three, theoretically

•coherent, hypothetical explanations for this rela-«
tionship.' In this chapter each of these explanations
will be^discussed in some detail, and finally, in
each instance one cfase study will be identified as

2. a plausibility test for that hypothesis.

My first explanation of the hypothesized 
correlation is based on. the proposition that Con
gressional participation in the foreign policy■* 
process-creates a policymaking environment in which
the -opportunities for domestic influence are more 
- - . • 
numerous. This "opportunity hypothesis" incorporates.
the idea that Congress is somehow more influenceable
with the argument that political conflict between -v-
the Congress and the President. enhances the political

. ' /  * 1 ' effectiveness of nongovernmental participants ,|h the
1 " , *3 ,■»foreign, policymaking process. ¥

■ ■ ■ V ^ ^  *
The lalst chapter presented evidence that 

under the right circumstances Congressmen are res- 
ponsive to both constituency opinion and interest
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group representation,. Furthermore, the argument was 
made that the longer decision-making time characteris
tic of legislative policymaking maximized the opportu
nities for interest group access and influence. In 
their own classic study of tariff legislation, Bauer, 
Dexter, and Poole identify a third factor which can .

3enhance the political efficacy of domestic interests.

They note that, Congressional involvement? - * ’
increases the size of the deqision-making group. They

■ contend that while a small group might follow a formal 
1 ! £ . • _ 

intellectual process to make decisions, Congressional
decision-making "is a social.process embedded in a

. 4 .stream-of social processes". They emphasize that
Congressmen are never confronted with a single issue 
at a time; but rather, a host.of issues compete for
their attention. As a consequence "where a given

“ ' Aissue stands in priority affects ..-;r the whole manner
■/ 5of its handling". Inasmuch as individual Congress

men will have significantly different priorities 
regarding a specific issue, the opportunities for 
interest group- influence increase. For example the

o /authors note that it is not unusual- for a Congressman 
to allow others to influence him on what he perceives 
as a lojtf priority issue i-n order to generate goodwill 
and political,debts which can be- of "use on issues of 
higher priority".^
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Since virtually every decision 
involves working with or through 
other people ., it is necessary 
for each actor to zealously guard 
his relations to these others ... 
This means that only on very occa
sional issues of Highest priority 
can he act’ as a free agent.7

Thus, whenever a Congressman values a group's future 
support or fears possible sanctions, that group may
be able to influence the Congressmans behavior on a ,

9 ' * *
wide variety low priority issues."

But evidence and arguments, that Congressional 
policymaking is more influenceable is only a part of*

i v ' ■ i 3 - ■

the justification for an opportunity hypothesis. Con- 
gressioual participation in the foreign policy process

s' ■ .often heightens the political controversy and conflict 
over foreign policy. As a consequence, public interest 
is enhanced., but more importantly, the political value 
of domestic support is enhanced. Domestic support*may 
mean the difference between victory and defeat in an . 
Executive-Congressional foreign* policy power struggle.'

The Congress is at a serious disadvantage 
vis-a-vis the President concerning the ease with which 
it can affect foreign policy. Thus, there is often a 
fundamental disagreement between the two branches be
fore the Congress attempts to exercise its foreign

■ • A
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affairs authority. Political confrontatiojis, in the 
more public congressional decision-making? Arena, in
crease the drama surrounding an issiie and ensure 
extensive media coverage.. For example, thej recent 
battle over America's proper role in the guerrilla
war's in El Salvador and Nicaragua have been headline 
news for an extended period of time. At least 70% 
of the public is likely following, this story! with 
interest.. This type Of dramatic confrontation has 
surely heightened public awareness and intensified 
publie/concern with regard to American foreign policy

x. * y  •' '

-in Central America. The last-chapter illustrated that 
heightened'awareness and intensified concern enhance
the "likelihood that- Congressmen will, take note \of
- . " ■ ■ ■ •' ppblic opinion. ■ \  • , *

"During3 >afi Executive-Congressional foreign 
policy contest, both Congressmen and Executive offi
cials are much more likely to be accessible to domestic 
interests. In fact, some officials may even encourage 
participation for tactical reasons.. Certainly any 
g-roup which can effectively mobilize a segment 'of the 
public in vocal support of one side qr another will be 
a valuable ally. ..To be sure, those who are strongly 
committed to a specific point of view are only accessible
to potential allies, and there is evidence that they

* 0 8 attempt to manipulate this support. For example,
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the monumental propaganda battle between "America 
first” and the "Committee? to Defend America by Aiding

, t. . • *

the Allies" in 1940 was to a large 'extent orchestrated 
by isolationists in the Congress and'interventionists 
in the Executive. -Nonetheless, once group participa
tion is legitimized, officials often discover that'"‘their 
control over their domestic allies is far from complete. 
Certainly,^ the politicians backing these pressure groups
were often embarrassed by the public behaviour of some

9 . . ,of their "supporters". It is m  this Way that politi-•
cal conflict within the foreign policy process can
increase the access and enhance the influence of *
interest groups.

Finally, should one side prove capable of 
winning a preponderance .of public suppprt, this, victory
';'\i * " ^  'will often influence the voting behaviour of "undecided" 
or "weakly committed" Congressmen. For example, it is1 
likely that^the, broad coalition of public opposition . 
ip the ABM program ultimately influenced many fence 
sitters to vote a^^ist the program. This much is 
certain, as public interest in an is^ue intensifj.es,'
Congressmen *are much more likely to be responsive to

/ ( ' 'public opinion on all low priority issues.' Thus, when 
it.is only a question of influencing a small number of 
.Congressmen, it is at least conceivable that public 
opinion can influence the .outcom^ of a Congressionally-

s ■ ■

>-■ . '  ^  1 ,
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made foreign policy decision. . »* ' *
The first case study represents an ideal 

vehicle to test the plausibility of this "opportunity" 
explanation of the.hypothesized relationship between 
Congress1 foreign 'policy role and nongovernmental 
influence on American foreign policy. The Senate's 
final decision on the-World Cour-t Protocols in 1935 
resolved.a foreign policy struggle of enormous sym- 
bolic importance at the time0. 'Inasmuch as the Consti- 
tufcion authorized the.Senate to play a key foreign 
policymaking role in this matter, it typifies the 
sort of foreign -policy decision i-n which the' opportu- J 
nities for domestic influence are theoretically maxi
mized. In fact, domestic pressure groups ma'de vigorous ■ : ■ - ■ 1 ■ - - '

efforts both for and* against the Treaties; and further-
■ ' e 'more, because the World Court was part of the,League of

‘ ft „ ; - ‘ .

Nations, this contest ultimately became .a fight between
■ *

the advocates of a more isolationist and a more inter
nationalist foreign policy. Finally, because we also 
have reliable evidence of the extent of Senate support 
for the Treaties both before and after public opinion 
was mobilized in opposition, this case study provides 
a unique opportunity to identify and analyze the degree 
to which mobilized opinion .influenced the final outcome.'

Whereas my first hypothetical explanation does 
not presuppose ahy causal ^relationship between Congressional
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participation in the foreign po-licy process and the• ’ , . ■ t

'domestic .sources of foreign1 pol-icy, my second hypo-
' V  a s *‘ , * tthetical explanation is based on the idea that changes

■ • : f ■ ’
in the level of popular satisfaction with American 
foreign policy cause the Congress to vary its parti- J

* j ' 1 ■ 'cipation in the foreign.policy process. While this 
causal relationship need not translate into the degree

■ f ' ■ ' . 1of public dontrol which democratic theory,postulates,1 ;
it would mean that the Congress-, as the more democratic 
foreign policymaking institution, will act under certain 
circumstances as the agent of the people. This exp1ana- ’ 
tion might best be labeled a "democratic consensus 
h y p o t h e s i s " '

Inasmuch as this explanation is based on the 
premise .that the degree of foreign affairs consensus 
determines Congress1 foreign policy 'role, it will be

* inecessary to define consensus. Unfortunately, though
, < 

consensus ought to be an %npirically measurable variable,
f M

it is a term which has been widely discussed but rarely 
defined in the literature focusing ©n the American 
public and foreign, policy.10 In a rare definitional

■ * ^ o '  •-

attempt, John Lehman suggests that consensus be defined ,
as the extent to which the public, Congress, and the
President*"share a common conceptual framework-for their
understanding .of the world and the place of the United

* * 11States in. that wotfLd". The virtue of this definition

- 78
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is that it emphasizes the mental link between an
j • 1 ' , . ? t ;

individual's perception of the international poli^ 
tical environment and his attitudes concerning , 
America's proper, role in international affairs.
However, this definition has'two shortcomings.
First, it best describes those with ideologically 
consistent attitudes. ’Second, it fails to adcount , 
for the fact that the level of consensus is also 
an expression of public satisfaction with the per- v, ~
ceiVed costs .and risks inherent in the government's’

* ■' *

pursuit of its foreign-policy objectives. Therefore, 
for the purposes of this study, foreign affairs con
sensus will.be defined as the extent to which Americans 
share a common conceptual' framewbrk regarding inter
national politics (which implies a general .agreement 
regarding goals), and are. satisfied with the level of 
cost and risk involved in.the government's pursuit of

' . V 'consensual objectives. ^

■ As lortg as a strong-foreign affairs consensus
exists among the American people, the President and his 
advisers, will dominate the foreign policy process. As 
long as.the President is acting within consensual para
meters, the Congress has no political motive to play

- ' • tmore than a legitimating role in the foreign policy- 
making process. The only immediate political.constraints 
on potential Presidential policy initiatives are imposed'
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. . I"■ •• 4*;

by the conceptual framework of the consensus. For 
example, during the era of strong anticommunist con
sensus following. World War II, no American President * 
had the policy option of severing all economic and 
military ties with Europe. Any such action.simply 
could not be justified as furthering the objective of.
opposing communist expansion. .

,

•' ■ * . ■ i ' /However, though the Executive is the poll- /' ■ $ ^/ *'tically dominant foreign policymaker so long as con-4. ft ■

sensus remains widespread, the government's foreign
policy can reduce the level of consensus. Public
support may diminish because people perceive the
government's policies in pursuit of legitimate goals

12as beingfctoo expensive. Popular support can also
decrease whenever a foreign policy threatens to
involve or actually involves the nation in a war

> ' ” - 13requiring a citizen supplement to the standing army.
>

As popular consensus diminishes, interest
i.. • . ' »

groups articulate the still generalized dissatisfac-
4 “ I

tion by ppenly .expressing their opposition to specific., 
foreign policies or by demanding government action 
concerning a specific question. Once popular dis
satisfaction becomes widespread enough to become , g r

politically .significant, Congressmen among the 
President's partisan opposition become spokesmen

- 80 -
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for the opposition. Finally, should vocal.opposition
j

increase a Congressman's political following, then.it. ;
Is only a matter of time before, the President loses 
his bipartisan foreign policy support. Indeed, ftiefnbers 
of his p^rty will begin to question the wisdom of"the ' 
President's foreign policy. Once this point-is reached,

■ &  ■ ' • i '■ ' .unless a President is willing and able to reverse his 
course, his congressional opposition will attempt to 
exefcise some aspect of,Congress1 foreign affairs authority
to constrain the.President. «

- - »

* 1 " */ . Within the framework aof this explanation,
confrontation further polarizes public opinion t o ’the 
point * wljpre ̂ achieving any sort of*consensus is no. ' 
longer possible. Each side develops its own ideolo
gically consistent foreign policy paradigm, and short 
..run political success goes to the side which is able 
to win the support of the majority of the undecided. 
However, until one paradigm is politically discredited, 
defeat on a specific issue does not establish a new 
foreign affairs consensus, .Finally, until, a new con
sensus is reached, Congress will continue to be res
ponsive to domestic concerns, .thus assuring”a popular 
inlmt into/the foreign policy process.

' My second case study represents an 'ideal 
opportunity to test the plausibility of this hypothesis. 
It focuses on the Nye munitions investigation with an
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eye towards determining whether, in the-absence of a
foreign affairs consensus in 1934, the decision to 
create a special investigating committee was an example 
of\ Congress acting'in direct response to.public concern.
Specifically, an effort will be made to analyze the 
influence of public opinion and interest groups on the 
initial decision to authorize an investigation Of . 
America's "merchants of death". The question;of how 
much influence the American Legion and . the radical .
peacel lobby exercised on the initial phase of- the

1.• actual • investigation will also be addressed*  ̂ j
■ -X r tX  ■

My final, hypothetical explanation simply / 
reverses the causal relation between the public di- - 
mensiorj of foreign-affairs consensus'and congressional 

‘ iparticipation in thexforeign policy process, in my
"democratic consensusYhypothesis", public^'opinion, is
the causal: element andNpongress* foreign policy role
the response element. However, based on survey data '
measuring the Artieitican p u M i C s  foreign affairs interest
and knowledgeabilXty, the argument can be made that it
is not realistic to hypothesize that American public

15 • ndent political variable.,

-sc

opinion can ever be an i
.. . ■ ; > \

,\i

indepis

This possibility need\ not diminish the ulti-
r. ■ ' V \  ̂ ' ■mate political significance of consensual support for

■- " ‘ \  \  ,

American foreign policy, nor does It preclude the 
possibility of dramatic,shifts in \consensual support:

- 82 -
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However, it does require an alternative explanation of 
the forces acting upon Or shaping public opinion. My ', . ^
final! nlte^ative might thus be described as a "partisan^ 
mobilization fiyppthesis".

One .of the characteristics of America's two .
party sjystem is that the major political parties encoiri-

I  i. . . « ... _  •

pass many diverse regional and ideological interests 
united in the hope of electing a President.*.The immense ' 
political diversity within the major parties constitutes 
one of the principal causes of the tradition of weak 
party^discipline in Congress. Traditionally, those 
comparing the American and British,systems haveargued 
that the inability of an American President to count on 
the unanlimous -support of his own party in Congress severely
limits tjhe capacity of the Chief Executive to make bold +

" I ■■ • 14 •*initiatives -- especially in foreign affairs.

Kenneth
In Foreign Affairs and Democratic Politics 

Jaltz argues persuasively against this collusion.
Rather than perceiving it as a drawback, Waltz argues 
that weak party^discipline is one of the little appre-

/  i ' ■’ ’ " ' ■giated strengths of the U.S. political system. He • 
points'’ot̂ t that as long as separation of powers exists

i' • , I . .. 'v:and the electoral system remains unchanged, strict party
!• • ’ fdiscipline would inevitably increase the power of Con

gress to1 make foreign policy. On the other hand, it is
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the tradition of weak party discipline which makes it 
possible-for a President to assert his leadership *in
foreign affairs by building bipartisan coalitions in

. . 15support of his policies. •

Waltz was quite astute in pinpointing the 
•manner in which a President's ability to win foreign 
policy support from the partisan opposition in the 
Congress enhances his position as the nation's domi
nant foreign policymaker. However, any President's 
success in this area ultimately depends oh a broad 
foreign affairs consensus between himself and the 
Congress.; and in retrospect, Waltz was overly opti
mistic concerning the permanence of the postwar ariti-'

* " ' •• & o 'communist consensus. As a result, whltz fails to 
account for’ the impact which a resurgence of-.foreign 
policy partisanship might have on the policymaking 
equation. ■

Evidence has already been presented which 
indicates that the leaders of America's foreign policy
making institutions shape public attitudes about foreign

-■ '“f * policy.' My final hypothesis is premised on the idea
that as long as bipartisan foteign affairs consensus„ o •' - _
exists among the nation's foreign policymakers, the 
President is the principal shaper of public opinion. 
However, as partisanship increases and consensus decreases 
organized partisan opposition creates some degree of

- • ‘ ' t
- 84 -
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■ ■ A  •-

public opposition. As consensus decreases, public  ̂

opinion becomes a strategic political battleground0
o  * • • . ’ "

on which the nation's foreign policy leadership com- 
petes for public favour.

For example, whenever a specific foreign 
policy with which.the President is closely identified 
fails, the bipartisan strategic consensus supporting 
this policy is potentially in jeopardy. The Administra
tion’s partisan - Opponents'fcan argue that the policy's 
failure is evidence of the -inappropriateness of the
premises underlying consensus. Though public accept- 1

♦ance may depend more on the critic's rhetorical skill 
than the soundness of his arguments, should his'pro
nouncements appeal to a national constituency (e.g. a
combination of sympathetic "ideologues" and alienated * ’ ' ‘ ; * * * 
"partisans"), the previous consensus is in serious
jeopardy. Unless there is some soft of compromise,
it is only a matter of time before one of the major
political parties will attempt to broaden its political
appeal by incorporating ;.^nuine foreign policy alterna-
tlve^, into.its partisan appeal. Finally, the period
following the Viet Nam war illustrates ihow difficult
it is* to re-establish a foteign affairs consensus once
foreign policy becomes an election issue.

, The difficulties inherent in re-establishing.
0

r 85 -
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\
foreign affairs consensus dramatically reduces any 
President's/capacity to exercise the sort of "leader
ship” whicjx Waitz lauds. Firstly, because all foreign 
policy, "initiatives will inevitably spark partisan 
controversy, a President must Overcome the lack of 
discipline in his own par-^y and the prospect of a ■
more Unified opposition if he is to succeed. Secondly, t 
in ail ncjincrisis situations,, the President must often 
compete,: head to head with his political opponents if 
he is to! win the majority public support which is a 
prerequisite of success.

Once foreign policy becomes a partisan issue,
. the leaders of the Congressional opposition are gradually
perceivjed as increasingly legitimate foreign policy
spokesmen. It is the public's perception that Congress- ,
men are legitimate foreign policy spokesmen offering
credible policy alternatives which makes Congressional
foreign policy initiatives possible. The division of
foreign affairs powers reduces the probability that
any foreign policy initiative will succeed in the.
absence of consensus*. ̂ Nonetheless, lack of consensus
reduces a President's foreign policy advantages to theI 1 »'
point that any time a Congressman' can mobilize a

r ,J. *'* ** t u .%
majority of the public in support of his ideas, a ; 
successful Congressional foreign policy initiative 
becomes a realistic possibility. * ;

86 -
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1 My final case study attempts to assess the
plausibility of my "partisan mobilization hypothesis".
It focuses upon the successful Congressional neutrality 

• * * s
initiative.in 1935. My,goal will be to determine . ■ ' * 
whether the-public demand for some sort of isolationist 
guarantees during the summer of 1935 was orchestrated 
by Republican Senators. Specifically, to what extent 
was the publicity surrounding the munitions investiga
tion, popular distrust of the* League, of Nations, and, 
public fear concerning the Ethiopian crisis exploited 
by.Senators Nye and Clark-to generate popular support 
for their neutrality legislation. Finally, the relative 
contribution of Nye1s and Clark's obstructionist parlia
mentary tactics versus the importance of‘their domestic 
support will be discussed. " >

This concludes my review and analysis of the 
literature dealing with the domestic sources of U.S. 
foreign policy. However, my case studies need further

rtf , ' • . ' f

introduction. Though each case study will be analyzed 
in relation to one of the hypotheses elaborated in this 
chapter, the second World Court battle, the munitions 
investigation, and Congress' isolationist neutrality 
initiative also represent the culmination of a complex
political -struggle which began with the fight over the

*Versailles Peace Treaty. The next chapter attempts to 
introduce the principal participants in this historic
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foreign policy struggle and to place the ideological 
issues in conflict i-p historical perspective.
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the United States, ii drop*in public support would ' 
surely follow. . .•

13. Though it has beefl argued that support for the Viet
Nam War decreased as economic costs soared.. I 
would argue that it was the decision -to deploy 
draftees to fight an expanded war that.ultimately
"undermined the postwar anti-communist, consensus.

14. Waltz, Foreign Policy and Democratic Politics,
pp. 61-3t . ’ .

15. Ibid., p. llff. 6
16. In every Presidential election since 1972, the / 

final Republican and Democratic candidates have 
advocated distinct foreign policy alternatives. 
Republican candidates Nixon, Ford, and Reagan 
have advocated a more defense conscious, real 
politic, pragmitism while McGovern and Carter 
advocated defense cuts coupled with a more 
mcralistic globalism.. However ̂ electoral 
defeat has never signalled the reestablishment

^ of a broad strategic consensus. Senator;
. Kennedy1 s 'crusade■ for <& n*clear arms freeze; 
is just .the most recent example of a successful 
public relations counterattack by the losers 
of. the most recent, election.
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CHAPTER 4': THE TREATY OF VERSAILLES; ' AMERICAN
-' ’ FOREIGN POLICY AT;THE'CROSSROADS

* * *
*.■ ■'*. ; ‘; v -

\ History does not forgive us*our •”
, . national mistakes because tljey r .

- are explicable in terms of our ^
, domestic politics. If you say 
that mistakes of the past were - 

v \; unavoidable because of our dotaes-
’ -f tie predilections and'•habits of ' ?

thodght, you' are saying that what „
stopped us from becoming more 
effective than we w^re was demo- . ^
cracy, as practiced in this country. :

By the last decade of the nineteenth century, 
with scars of the civil war healing and continental expan- ' 
siohe,virtually complete, the United States had developed, 
the economic and military capacity to become a world power. 
However/the'United States continued ,to behave as a re
gional power. It was not until after the Spanish-American . 
War/that American foreign policy signalled the nation’'s

s' "*/ ' . ';Y-'. -■
maturation as a., self-conscious world power. Certainly, ' 
the combination of defeating Europe1s oldest colonial 
power and acquiring a modest island empire acted as a 
catalyst to create both the s e1f-confidence and the self- 
interest necessary for the United Spates to become a more
active participant in global politics.

' r . •/
Over the next twenty years, American participation 

in European and Asian politics increased steadily and Ameri-
.j - -... ’■ . . .  ’

can influence increased dramatically. Roosevelt's mediation 
in the Russo-Japanese War and the Moroccan Crisis, Taft'.s
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imperialistic ddllar diplomacy, and 'Wilson's intervention
0 3 J ’ v K

in World War-I are‘all examples of America's dramatic break ‘ 
with its 19th dentury foreign policy traditions. Thus, the 
Senate)1 s decision to reject the Versailles Peace Treaty, in ,•<v • !' •’ , , . ’■• ' '■■■■'1919 coupled with the defeat of the pro-League' of Nations 
^candidate in the 1920 Presidential election decisively

' My goal m  this chapter is* two-fold. Certainly
* \ a -

v  • ’ , -0 ■the political controversy surrounding ,the issue. Of American
participation in the League of Nations Holds the. key to ;
understanding the evolution'of an isolationist,.foreign policy
during the interwar period. Consequently, my first task will
be to identify ancT analyze the ideological, institutional,-
and partisan elements of the controversy surrounding the
Versailles Peace Treaty.- Within this context, an attempt
will be made to assess the influence which this issue had
on the selection of presidential candidates in 1920. *

/  ' ' ■ )' •
My second task will be to identify the effects which

the debates surrounding"the League controversy had on public
° ' 1 ‘ .opinion and postwar peace groups. There is little evidence
that public opinion significantly influenced the Senate's
decision to reject Wilson's peace treaty. Furthermore, ^
“research concerning voter behaviour strongly suggests that
the League, of Nations issue was probably not the principal
cause of Cox's electoral defeat in 1920. Nonetheless, it
is my contention that the widely publicized debate surrounding

• ■ ■. - 92- ' . • ■ ’ "
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these events significantly influenced and polarized /public * .■ \ f 1  

..attitudes about foreign policy. - '^
J - ° \ .
t , - .1  ̂ ( , 

.But more importantly, the triumph of the Senate .
opposition on the Treaty issue signalled ah important inst-

- n
itutio^al shift in the^balapce of power/within the.foreign

/  c. ' ' V,. ■

policy-making process. From 1920 onward the President/
, , ‘ ■: ’ ; »■ . ■ ■ • .< ■ .the State Depgrtinent;' and the Senate would battle over the
substance of America's postwap7foreign policy. This is
precisely ,the sort of decision-making, environment in which
the "opportunities “for nongovernmental influence should7 have '
been maximized". * /

Though/American participation in international

America' s activist foreign policy -'was St 'no time the product/^ ■ 
of'an ideological consensus. In fact, between 1901 and 1918, 
American foreign policy was guided by three radically dis- 
:tinct philosophical orientations concerning what the United 
States could and should do in international affairs.

Under Theodore Roosevelt, American foreign policy 
was guided by Teddy 's unique synthesis'of idealistic Victorian 
notions regarding the historical mission of the English- 
speaking, peoples and a pragmatic "balance of power" realism. 
Though both an ardent idealist and nationalist, Roosevelt 
did hot view American involvement in balance of power poli
tics as morally repugnant. In fact, he envisioned the 
United States'as playing a pivotal balancing role in the
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evolving global balance of povJ^r. .

Unifier President Taft American' foreign pplmby Was 
based on more traditional, 19th-century notions of American
idealism. Though not truly1’isolationist, Taft's foreign
policy reaffirijied the 19th century tradition of‘ non- 
involvement in European power politics. Nonetheless, Taft's 
acfivist interpretation of the Monroe Doctrine (fid allow for 
a vigorous-gagr suit of an imperialist foliar diplomacy within 
the Western hemisphere. . ■ - 4 . 1k-\, ^

- President Wilson^found both the)balance of power, / 
pragmatism and the economic imperialism advocated by his 
predecessors to be morally repugnant. 'Wilson, like"Rooseveltr 
believed in a more activist tforeign -policy^ 1 .'Whereas 
Roosevelt-advocated American participation in the balance of 
power politics of the time, Wilson envisioned America's 
historic mission to be that-of radically transforming the 
traditional balance of power system. Under Wilson American 
foreign policy was guided by-the principles of promoting both 

^national self-determination and the spread of democracy.’
After World War I, these principles were supplemented with ' 
the idea of replacing the European Concert system with a 
new League of Nations dedicated to the keeping of peace 
through collective”security*

Though the Versailles.'Peace Treaty whs a far'more 
punitive document than, he may have wanted, the“essence of 
Wilsonian internationalism was embodied in the sections
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dealing with the League pf Nations and collective security.. 
Therefore, when, considering the-Treaty, the-Senate was being 
asked to endorse^Wilsonian internationalism and to make it' 
the philosophical cornerstone of America's “postwar foreign

* ' ' • I* V

policy. Thus,,; in -the absence of 'consensus, it is not sur
prising that this^issue sparked an intense ideological debate 
However, in examining the issues which influenced the final 
Senate .decision,_ it would be an over-simplification to focus 
only °h thje ideological -'dimension of this| conflict. . The 

. ideological controyersy 'surrounding the,Versailles Peace 
Treaty was. further complicated by institutional and. partisan,- 

. conflicts. v '  V- "

' ' During, the,years between the.Spanish-American; War 
and America’s entry into World War I the Presidency had be- 
cOme the dominant./political institution in the Uftited states.. 
Both 'Roosevelt and Wilson, had actively exploited the £ftill =- 
potential of their constitutional powers in pursuit:of . 
.domestic reform and. increased international involvement. ■ 
Throughout this period, the trend was away from Congressional 
participation in,supstanfive foreign policy making, ‘in the 
perception of many Senators, this trend culminated with the 
Executive''S total; control of both domishticv and foreign 
policy during and immediately after World War I. - Thus/ 
when the time came to consider the Versailles Peace Treaty, - 
not only were'many Senators philosophically’ uncomfortable' .»■ 

.with the extent to which .Article k committed the United - 
States to the principles of Wilsonian internationalism, but *
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a majority felt „that the time had come to reassert Congress' 
constitutional authority in the realm of foreign policy. t
Consequently, the question of how much control the Congress

- ' : ■ . ' • i ■ ■).■ * : ; ■ ,/' ■ ; ; ... would have. oyer. America's, posfljbwar foreign policy compli- ■
® ' v‘ •, / ’' . • f- < V ■ , „ ■ *cated “the philosophical•debate. .•

< *

Finally, partisan politics and pre-election mah-
: .. :\4-' . ■ '/ oeuvering further complicated this historic foreign policy 

debate-. Woodrow Wilson Was “Only the second Democratic 
President elected since the Civil War. Many felt that 
Wilson's victory was more the resdlt of Teddy Roosevelt's

' “ • ' . o • ' • ' . v "bull-moose candidacy whigh split the Republican Partyf^ 
than the popularity of Wilson or th.e Democratic Party. *
Opposition to Wilson's peace-’treaty,and Wilson*s foreign 
policy represented an ideal,vehicle to unite the progressive 
and conservative wings of the'Republican Party in anticipa-

" ’ .. ' i " *■■■ '• ■ V  X  ’ > \ ■

tion .of' the 1920 Presidential election.
- " ‘ i ' ■ / '  ’ ..

' 4 •* . ■ • .
/- . t.. , . • .V . • . v■ V .  ̂ t • ,Thus ,, it is my position that'the coalition of 
Senators who rejected the'principles of collective security 
and- full '^erican participation' in* world politics through 

' the League of Nations Was motivated by significantly ^if- 
ferent concerns. Nonetheless, almost all of the ldeolo-

• gical and partisan components of Mterica's budding*isola-
• tionism were represented in this coalition,; and furthermore,, 

it was the isolationists .who ultimately reaped the greatest 
political 'benefit frojn the outcome of the 1920 Presidential 
•election. , „
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Qf the Senators who opposed the Versailles ° “
N . k ' Q • • '

V' ^  • ' • •• '

Treaty/ pn^y a,small minority of self-proclaimed
• 1'Irreconcilables", led by Senators Borah and Johnson, ,

1
werephilosophicallycommittedyto a postwar foreign 
policy Of isolation. Nonetheless, the treaty debate 
supplied this group, -vjjihh a rare opportunity to preach
their isolationist philosophy to a national-audience.

.... .» ..

The Irreconcilables•were unconditionally opposed7 _7< '*■■■ ' /'/■ . ■ '■■■ 7 ■■ ■■ .'■ : ■ . ' ■. 7̂; ■. , v ’
•>, to. any fornr of formal-American association with European,

powers. They perceived the League as a "new concert of
Europe applied, to the world". Both Borah and Johnsona
shared President Wilson'sVmoralistic distaste for Europe’s

.. - A  . V "' ■ ' ’ ' 8,'~ . ;power politics. However, uhlike Wilson, they had little 
faith that American involvement in a new "global concert" v 
would.result in Europe's great powers behaving ahy less 
amorally. In this judgement; joining any soft of League 
would amount to renouncing the idealistic components of 
America’s foreign policy tradition while hopelessly entangling 

... the United States in the sordid political quagmire of
European, self-interest. ■. "
o . »■ •• "7'' ■'../■ '■ --7 •/ 7 ■ '  ■

1 The Irreconcilables "anticipated that the League
would be used as. a cloak of respectability to protect the 
status.quo everywhere", with the end result of American 
participation being American involvement in future conflicts
. ■ ’ '• " ’ • - • ' W  “ * fr-.'- „ • •

"not for democracy, but the European imperialism".
.." ■- - '.i;• ■ -  7'.7 *. . *7 •. ..Finally,.Borah justified his opposition to the League on
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the grounds that the terms of admission implicitly^sanc
tioned the undesirable trend towards Presidential control

c Jover foreign policy. Borah, a long time proppnent of *  

a c t i v e  Congressional involvement in substantive foteign . 
policy decision-making, argued' that the practical conse
quence of; American involvement in League diplomacy would

' 0 i • »
5ibe °to remove "diplomacy even further from popular control"

« ' ■ ' • cr ’ •; ,

- in contrast to Borah's "batallion of death", a • 
much larger group of "reservationists", led by Senator 
Lodge, opposed the /Treaty; but, not because they shared 
an isolationist philosophy. In f act, this group is so n, ■ 
named because they supported a set of reservations to the 
Treaty drafted by Republicaninternationalist Elihu 1-toot.
To the extent that the opposition of the Reservationists
. • '• v .* •* a • , - • .  •
was based upon philosophical principles (and surely many, 
in this group opposed the Treaty as'a means to increase or

■ '  9 . .'A :
defend Congress' foreign policymaking authority or.for 
baser partisan reasons) .this group advocated a return to 
the pragmatic .nationalism of Theodore Roosevelt. No fine. , 
in this group was philosophically opposed, to the., principle 
of American participation in' a new global concert, however 
•they Were opposed' to the unconditional commitment to the 
principle, of collective Security which Wilson had insisted 
be wrfften into Article X of the Treaty. \
. .... . ; *• A-'- - ■■■ , ): * , "■ , '• The. Reservationists pointed out that as written,
th^ Treaty would commit the United States to come to the
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defense of any nation which the League certified to be 
the victim V>f illegal aggression. They argued that the 
decision concerning where.. and when the United States should 
become militarily involved wa's one which should be made .by 
America's constitutionally appointed foreign policy majcers, 
and not by any international organization;. • Henry Gabot 
Lodge# the leader of the Reservatipni.st faction in the 
Senate.) argued that the sort of .commitment embodied in 

Article X was ̂ contrary to’ t|ie national: interest. Purther- 
more# he af5\i^H^hat none of Europe' s great powers had '
any intention-^Si|jL'lowing this Treaty to compel them to 
take military action "in'some remote part of the world,

> andfhas, the United States-should reserve the same freedom
of decision". On the other hand, if an aggressor nation 

". ' threatened^agy nation in whose safety the United States
felt it had an interest, Lodge argued that any Treaty 
obligation would be superfluous.^

1 i ' , » . . - In retrospect hi/s tor ians have criticized Presi- °
' dent Wilson, for his stubborn resistance to any reservations 
v weakening America's commitment; to the principle of collec
tive security.. They justly point out that it is doubtful 
that any European power would have actually committed it
self to Wilson's policy of unconditional collective security. 

“ Thus, they argue that Wilson's refusal to compromise with
. the Reservationists on this .issue ensured Senate rejection

of the whole Treaty and killed the last realistic opportunity

99 -

i
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for the United States to become a member' of the League of
1 "7 ‘ ’ &Nations. >

. . h ' f5 ' '

In Wilson's defence, it should be noted that his
.-p- '*

dream of international organization was radically different 
from what the League of Nations became or what the United 
Nations is. In this author's judgment, Wilson fully appre
ciated that without an unconditional commitment tofthe ’ 
principle of collective security, his idealistic aspira
tions concerning the revolutionary impact which the League 

■■■■’ •» - • 
could have on international politics were' naught but a

■ ' c 'i , ,dream. Wilson was- idealistic, hut he was not so-political
ly naive ias to believe that if the United States rejected 
the principle Of;unconditional collective security, there 
would;be any realistic hope*of the new League amounting to 
any more than a new "Concept of Europe" -- which he would
have despised at least as much as Borah.
* * “ « -

_ . By this point, it should be glear that on a
philosophical level, the only thing that upfted the-iso-

. . ' . lationist Irreconcilables, and ttfe more internationalist
Reservationists was their opposition to soitfe aspect of
Wilsonian internationalism. However, One important factor

< c

unifying, these two factions was the desire to see the ■
Congress reassert its constitutional foreign policymaking

, - ' * , . . . .  authority vis-a-vis the President- There is no question
■ ' °but that by 1919 a majority of the members of the Senate 

resented.the degree to which Presidents Roosevelt and
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Wilson ha<^ 'dominated foreign policy during their time in' 
office. Wilson's disregard for Congressic^kl opinion 
during the negotiations at Versailles ..just the most 
recent reminder of Congressional impotence. ThUs,‘it> is

' , ’ . . * -  * s v . • .•not really surprising that the most controversial reser- 
yafcion to the Treaty explicitly reasserted’ Congress1 •
authority to decide whether the United States would take. 11 > . 1 *

military actions recommended°by the League.
" ; ' VThe United States assumes no obligation 

to preserve the- territorial integrity 
or .political independence of any country
or to interfere in controversies between 

1. nations ... under the provisions of
Article X ... unless in any particular 
case -the Congress, which, under the 

' Constitution has the sole power to
declare war and authorize the employ- 

- ment of the military or naval forces
of the United States, shall by act or 
joint resolution so p r o v i d e . 8

* aV • - ; | . ' * '

It would be a mistake to underestimate the
importance of the institutional dimension of- this conflict.
In the Treaty of Versailles, President WiIspn was asking' - 

. ' . • - ■ 
the Senate to endorse more than his preferred ideological
orientation-for America's postwar foreign' policy. Consti
tutionally, the President would have been responsible for 
Ameripa^s League diplomacy. Thus, Wilson was asking the 
Senate to endorse continued Presidential control over the 
• substance, as well as the conduct,5 of American diplomacy. 
Though the Irreconcilables and Reservationists had differ--* 
ing motivations for desiring an increase^Congressional ,.s’

A- 101 -
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■ ". . .' ' ■ ’ v  : -
role in foffeign affairs.(the isolationists tended to share
Borah's belief that this Would .increase public influence
on foreign policy while the*Reservationists were more, con- 

- "r* ■ ’ . 
cerned with institutional power politics)V their success.

' " \  / ■ . - '■ ■ : ■' ' • ’ / : • in defeating the Treaty signalled an important power shift
within the foreign policymaking-process..- t

». * ■:

Finally, while ideological and institutional 
explanations identify ,the -sources of conflict between Wilson 
and the Senate, partisan pb-litics {JtoVided much of £he glue 
which Held the otherwise ideologically uns-fcable Republican-

k ' ' - . * . . . ? ■  . •< -3. /

opposition together-' through the' 1919 and 1920 Treaty battles. <9--, '• « \ ■' ■ ; . ...

in* the Senate,. Opposition .to the Treaty-provided Sepate * 
Republicans with ah issue, uniting the more isolationist, • 
western-progressives and Vth’e more int^fnationalist, eastern . 
'conservatives. ''■’'V'. • . ..„ ‘ •' : r

- ** «. ’• v' •' .V. ■ a ■■ :'f-
<3 ’ '. * - -t . ..0 ' '

* .! ' •  ‘  '  “ rThe 1918 Congressional elections had already 
given.a strong indication^^it a Republican victory in 
1920-wSuld be all but/inevitable unle'ss there was another
. * •»> . : - .r- ■ \ t  5 ; ■ ... .
split-within the party. Consequently, the possibility 
that any compromise would alienate. Republican isolationists 
and-divide the party in. 1920 hung like a spectre over , the 
debate4and militated against any compromise between President 
Wilson and Republican reservationists. Senator Borah,and • •

. his1 allies, constituted many of the most influential figures  ̂
in the progressive wing of the Republican Party and Borah • 
openly warned Lodge during the .Treaty debate against com- 
promisfhg with the Administration on the League is^ho^
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He left little doubt that compromise would force the
isolationists to field theij^own' Presidential candidate

• 9 . ' . -in 19-20. Thus, the desire of Republicans favouring a
more internationalist foreign policy to recapture the ’
Presidency worked to the advantage of the isolationists.

• Once it became clear that the Senate wouldsnot-; ’ „ 
endorse any unconditional commitment to the principle.of 
col'ler6rtive security, President .Wilson proposed- "that, the 
upcoming Presidential ejection constitute a great and 
solemn referendum" on this i s s u e . T h u s , by his own 
actions, Willson attempted to make the philosophical direc
tion of America's postwar foreign policy the central issue, 
in -the upcoming Presidential campaign; Though foreign 
policy issUes‘had historically played only a minor role . 
in determining the outcomeiof American elections, Wi-lson . 
gambled that the pUblic, recognizing that collective 
security offered the best prospects for keeping the future ’ 
peace, would clearly express this: preference at the ballot -
b O X . - '  - . ' . / '  ■' :■ • i-

, However, despite the overwhelming. Democratic
- ' - ' s i . ’. * ■- ■

defeat .which followed Wilson's declaration, Selig Adler 
argues that "the majority of contemporary and subsequent ( 
observers have concluded that Harding1s,landslide was not - 
equivalent to a popular repudiation of collective security". 
Adief conbedes that bojh ihajor political' parties interpreted 
the outcome to mean' that "advocacy of collective security
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 ̂ 12was an invitation to"political disaster". \ Nonetheless,
he argues that this was not the voter's Verdict. Adler 

/ ■ .; ' ® 
argues that t." in all American elections foreign policy p
issues are always .'hopelessly entangled with pressing «>

13domestic questions" . In' addition, he emphasizes that 
"the distinction-between the League stand of the two 
parties was'blurred- to the point where a referendum on 
the issue was well nigh i m p o s s i b l e " T h u s ,  in the 
Republican landslide Adler sees "a naive public beguiled 
into believing that Harding, could cooperate with other

■** 0 * . r' « •

nations to, preserve peace, and at the same time make life .
15'more agreeable by-ending the sense of perpetual crisis". -

While Wilson's attempt, to transform the upcoming 
election into a referendum’on foreign policy was doubtlessly 
naive, • it is equally naive to argue that’the outcome was not 
somehow a reliable indication of. a growing public endorse-' 
ment of isolationist rhetoric. Adler is technically correct 
.to pbint out that no Presidential election will ever be 
decided on the basis of a single foreign policy issue. None
theless, if one considers the 1920 election within the con
text of all Presidential elections is difficult to 
identify another in which the major parties Offered the 
voters more distinct foreign policy alternativesv ^Though 
opposition to Wilson's concept of’collective' security may 
not adequately explain Harding* s landslide victory., this' \ 
issue had a dramatic effect- on -candidate selection, campaign
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^rhetoric »• and perhaps-even some , influence on the outcome.

Before 19^0'a Presidential candidate's position
-  , .

on foreign policy issues had practically, no effect on his
rchance of becoming his party's nominee; however, the League.’ • 

issue influenced, the selection of both the Republican and 
Democratic candidates in.1920. In the Republican Party 
•the isolationists were dissatisfied with,the position of 
the leading candidates, General Leonard E. Wood and 
Governor Frank Lowden, on the Leaghe issue, and so the$- 
united behind, the candidacy of arch-isolationist Hiram
Johnson. Though Johnson never had a realistic chance o f "** . '
winning the nomination,• Senator Borah and his isolationist 
Rallies waged a passionate campaign- which prevented either 
Wood or Lowden- from garnering the nomination and further
popularized -their' "America First" isolationism, among rank

■ i 16 - - •-and. ĵ.le Republicans.’ '
i ' * q

, . 1 'I

, Wheh a group of old guard Senators chose Warren
Harding to break the deadlock at the Republican convention,

- * ‘ ,it was an ideological victory for the -Western isolationists.
Though Harding's public position on the League was vague

r
- enough to satisfy all concerned, isolationists recognized' • 

that, as President, Harding would l^ck the leadership qua
lities necessary to bring the United States into the League 
of Nations,: Adler argues that Lodge and his-cronies chose
Harding because he was a "second rater” wfio Would be 
incapable of continuing tlie tradition of Executive control
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'■i t

17oyer foreign policy. Thus, Harding won the Republican
■  ̂Presidential nomination in 1920 for many of the same rea-

sons that a tRepublican Senate rejected the Versailles
Peace Treaty. - ■ =-

/
* 1 C*-'» ' ' * & b ■ tv •In the Democratic Party the importance of the 

"League question" was even more pronounced. President 
Wilson was committed to. the idea of making American parti
cipation in the League of Nations the central issue in the 
forthcoming election. Thus, though a growing.minority of 
Democrats opposed the League, Wilson's influence as the 
outgoing incumbent ensured that the Party's platform expli
citly advocated American membership in the League and that 
the Party's standard-bearer was "a forthright, if reluctant,

t. - 18■ warrior for - .the -League1'.: . 4’ • -* •

Anyone familiar with American Presidential cam-*' 
paigns is aware, that campaign rhetoric often obscures 1
rather than clarifies the candidates' positions «n the 
issues. Nonetheless when one examines Harding's and Cox!s 
pronouncements on the subject of the Treaty and the League, 
it is difficult to imagine that informed voters did 'not

. V ' , < ' - ■ -;i - ' \ 1’ 5 ‘ < ■ *recognize the fundamental difference between their posi-
tions on, this issue.: . . "

Though Harding1s pronouncements on foreign policy
■. \ , y\ - ■' - : :  ' .were far from consistent, he never came plose to advocating

American membership in •'’’the League under .any set of reserva
tions. ‘While campaigning in the midwest, Harding made a

V  '■ ' - - : • * '  . - ' ' '  i '■: •• - 106 -
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number of speeches which were so5 isolationist in charactert7. ' • « “' '' v . *
that Borah arid Johnson would have applauded. When'’.cam
paigning in the more internallonalist regions along-the 
eastern seaboard, Harding exchanged his isolationist rhe
toric for a vague benediction of very mild forms of inter-

1 9national cooperation in pursuit of world peace. Cox
began his campaign as a.proponent of American membership 
in the League of Nations and an advocate of collective " 
security. However, he concluded by announcing his willing
ness to accept "any reservations necessary to secure Senate . 
consent of the Treaty".̂  He specifically agreed to accept 
"a-'-.reservation stipulating "that the United States bore no
;obligation to lend military assistance to the League without

. . • 21 * * the consent of the Corigress".

• ’ Though public opinion polling was not yet a 
Science,*, it is difficult to accept the Aotion that Co'x 
abandoned the very heart of Wilson's proposal for collect- 
ive security despite the fact that"a majority of Americans 
were favourably disposed towards the idea. It is equally 
difficult to accept that voters who followed the campaign 
could have^ failed to realize that Harding and the Republi
can .Party stood for what was clearly the more isolationist 
foreign policy.

y V  :: Inasmubh as the.: candidates ' positions were rela
tively distinc.k, the only reason left not to , equate Harding'd 
victory with a popular repudiation of collective security '
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ie that contemporary election research indicates that 
election issues have only a limited influence on voter, 
behaviour.. On the whole, voters' ethnic and religious 
backgrounds, social status, and party allegiance are 
better predictors of behaviour than their opinions about , 
election issues. Nonetheless, in "Voting and Foreign
POlicy" Warren Miller presented evidence that foreign

. . .  \  . . .

policy issues do influence voters who switch parity alle-
' I '• , ' ■■ ' -giance from election to election. Specifically, he. found--.

- . ; ' ■ c 
that a change in a voter's "appraisal of the parties as
agents of peace . .... is highly correlated with change in

- 72" 'party identification". Thus, it is arguable that many 
of those who switched parties in 1920 did so because they 
had lost confidence in the Democratic Party, with its com
mitment to-collective security, as:an agent of peace.

y. . ;. - - :v ■■■
Most historians. a^ree .that the. majority of the 

public supported Wilson's proposal for a League of Nations 
and collective" security in 1918. Yet, it would appear*'that." 
this support weakened during’ the Treaty debate with only 
a minority still favouring the idea by election time. The • 
steady,erosion of popular support for.a Wilsonian foreign 
policy was a significant ideological victory for the iso
lationists. Though public support for a genuinely isola- 
tiohist foreign policy was hot likely greater than public 
support for the League ahd^Collective security in 192.0, 
the Senate spokesmen for isolationism had established a
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public' opinion co]|Stituency which grew steadily during 
the debate. But more,importantly, the -ultimate..triumph ' ; • • 
of the campaign against Wilsonian internationalism greatly 
enhanced the political credibility of the spokesmen for 
isolationism among those many Americans who wor^ as, yet 
unsure how the United States should pursue.'the goal of 
preserving the future peace.

• During the next twelve years, of. Republican con
trol of the white House, Republican isolationists, making
\ ' i. _ ■ V j ■.

the most of their enhanced credibility, Spurred the Senate 
to,actively assert its fordigh policymaking‘authority.'
Over this period'R succession of Republican Presidents- and 
Secretaries Of State voluntarily limited their foreign '

• 1 '-T . * . ■

policy initiatives while the Senate developed the principle' 
of "complete intolerance for advanced contracts for c o l - /

_. . , • . • . •; • . '■ • • - i • i

iective‘action" as the basis forwielding a veto, in the; 
foreign policy decision-making process. ’ ,

Once Senator.Borah succeeded Lodge as the Chairman 
of, the Foreign’ Relations Committee'/ .Senate willingness to 
exercise ah obstructionist veto ih the,;-realm of foreign

^ “■ ‘V 1 '-h J* . / - V  ' ' ■affairs increased.: Any action which-even vaguely smelled 
of any sort of '"unAmerican" foreign entanglement became the 
object of intense scrutiny. Whereas the Senate had reluc- 
tantiy 'approved' the Four' Powers Naval Treaty after Harding 
had personally assured.the ForeignfRelations Committee . j  

that it constituted Vno commitment to armed force, no
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alliance, no written or moral obligation to join in . 
defence", the Senate would later block such innocent
proposals as,the St. Lawrence Treaty ana\the 1926. Geneva

- ■ 24 . ■Convention. However, the most signifies etback of 'c ’i ’
Republican foreign policy iij the Senate d m  this period 
concerned ‘the question of American participation^in the

. - dv *’'*? \

World Court. * v\.
■ ,  ■ ■ ■ ■ \

A American membership the. Permanent Courf of
international Justice was a'cause championed by the inter-
nationlist wing of the Republican Party and an explicit
foreign policy goal of .all three Republican interwar .
Presidents. Harding first proposed.that the Senate-
ratify the /World Court Treaty in 1923. \However, opposition

■ ;>■ . _ . ' ■ ■ t- /' '■>; :
.within the party, led by Senators’Horah end Johnson," delayed 
full Senate consideration of the questionluntil 1926. - At
this time the Senate approved the Treaty, but not without 
first adding five reservations "which would havfe to be
accepted by all members of the Court for the U.S. membership

25* ' ■ ■ ■* ' i «to take effect". However, the European members of the •
Court objected to the fifth reservation which ^ i

> made it explicitly clear that the j, .
Court must not have any jurisdiction
to undertake any advisory opinions • \
. regarding any. dispute in which £he>f \
United States was a party without ; \
the United States’, consent.26 ‘ \ \

■ ■ ’ • ... *■ . ■ • " ^
.• ' * '• > ' - .■ : ’ r■ . *' " * ” » ■

As a result, the small group of hard-core isolationist 
Senators who had fought the Treaty.every step of“the way
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lost the Senate battle but won the war..
' • ' • u* , ' 9 • ' , *

, ’ " ... After the 1928 election, President .Hoover
revived„the Court issue when he persuaded .Elihu Ropt to

. Jr" ' *9* .
- ' , ' • ^

attend'’an upcominqT conference in Geneva an effort to - 
negotiate at-formula>, by which the .United States could be-5 , 
come a member- of the World Court without becoming subject ■ 
to unwanted-advisory opinions. As a consequence of Root's
. ■ \ . cv ■- ' ’ J‘- \ ? f • - =.efforts, the members of the Court agreed to accept potential
American participation"under the'sofcalled "Root-Harst

■ : '■ - - ‘ ■’ - * ' '* ■'Formula" Which . ,V . .■. V  V ' v■■ ,*'■■■■ . V ■ „v': ^ ,•«. Vs : ■ - • .- , . ■" V"* -. .0 - :' gave the United States equal opportu- '
:"v v . n i t y  with other.League members to 

• ’• object to-the rendering of advisory ‘
. ’ opinions and ,if their, refusal Were . :.-

'-j not sustained by the Court, it would
J  \ v. terminate its membership in the Court ,

. ’ without any importations of ill will;:2? .

In the. wake of Root’ s success President Hoover and Secre-r • 
tary of State Stimson made a'determined^ effort-to win 
Senate approval for the revised Protocols. In fact, 
despite continued Opposition from Republican isolationists, 
the Foreign Relations Committee favourably reported the 
Protocols in 1932; however, the opposition was able to
repeatedly postpone floor debate until the Senate finally.'.

■■■ ' '-V ■' . ■* . ’ ' ' ' ’■ : i '
adjourned without acting.' "The supporters of the World
Court now had to await a new President and a new Administra7
tion, to see whether new life could be breathed, into .their
cause.,"28 ' .. ' \. '
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When Franklin Delano Roosevelt took office in 
1933 his Administration embodied the last remaining hope . 
’of all those concerned with stemming the rising tide of •
activist Congressional isolationism.- -However, Roosevelt's ̂  ̂ "
ability to alter the*.course'of. American foreign policy was ‘ 
tempered by the fact that he had made' important confeessions 
to Democratic isolationists in prdpr to' win his party's.'y 
nomination in 1932., As Cox's running mate in the 1929 elec- 
tion, Roosevelt diad been an■enthusiastic' proponent of ;
American participation in the League, and yet,! early in 
1932 he reversed his position in the hope of ultimately

- -i twinning the support of William Randolph Hearst a powerful 
Democrat and a long time opponent of any'sort of American' 
connection With the League.

In a. radio.address on-January 1, 1932,* Hearsthad
denounced all of the leading Democratic hopefuls (including 

. -/ y' ■ 1 '
Roosevelt) as men who had "fatuously followed Wilson's
visipnary policies Of intermeddling in European conflicts

■ ' ' 2 9 ' ' v. ■and complications". . He concluded by proposing John
Nance Garner as an "America first" alternative candidate .v
SoOn thereafter p Roosevelt representative apparently
approached Hearst in an effort to secure his support. At,
that time it jseetns fhat Hearst was assured that Roosevelt
was no longer.an internationalist in regard to foreign

. . .  . -v

policy. On January 3-1, in an open, letter published in '
st, apparently responding to ,

y
- -  .112 -

the New York i&ican, Hear;
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this approach',^proclaimed "that if Roosevelt had any
statement to make about his not being ah iriternationlist,

' ' 9 30he should make it to the public and not to me privately".
Two days later Roosevelt publicly reversed’his position '
oh American membership in the- League of Nations. . In a.
widely publicized speech he argued:

' / ' _ The League of Nations today is not the >
» 1 League conceived by Woodrow Wilson. It

might have been had the United States •
• joined. Too often through the years

»*. . its major function has, not been the . .
broad overwhelming purpose of world .

^ peace/ but rather a mere meeting place
. ' f o r  the political discussion of strictly • 

European political naffdnal difficulties.
In these the United States should have 

1, no part ... American, participation 'in
' the League would not serve the highest: . ^

- . purpose of the prevention of war and
a settlement of.international difficulties 
in accordance with fundamental American 
ideals.. Because of these facts, there- 31
fore, I do not favour American participation.

The Roosevelt/Hearst relationship did not end here. 
At the sl ârt of the Democratic convention" Hearst exercised 
effective control over the' California and Texas delegations 
which constituted the bulk of Garner's support. After the. 
third ballot, when it appeared likely that Governor Roosevelt 
would be stopped short of the necessary•two-thirds required •
to win' the nomination, Hearst decided to throw his .delegates 
to Roosevelt. Arthur Schlesinger relates that Hearst ; ■ >,/■
contacted ...: ' : : •*

His representative in Chicago and Wilicomb 
promptly transmitted Hearst*s decision to 

- : George Rothwell Brown in Washington. ,"Mr.

13 -
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Hearst is fearful" the message went 
"^hat when Roosevelt's strength 
crumbles it will bring about either 
the Election of Smith or Baker.
. Eithef would-she disastrous^ Tell 

< Garner that the chief believes °
*£& "nothing can save the country but
*- _ for him to throw his delegates to

Roosevelt" .32

Earlier, on more than one occasion, the Roosevelt camp 
had offered Garner the Vice-Presideney in exchange for 
his support; and so the price of Roosevelt's- nomination 
was an isolationist Vice-President and a substantial 
political debt to the Democratic Party's most outspoken

o ,
opponent of American involvement with the League of 
-Nations. ' 1 ■ ;■ :

Thus, when Roosevelt took offipe he was in a 
poor position to radically alter the .course of American
foreign policy -- despite any internationalist'

[>i > ’ ' ''tibns Which he might have personallyvfelt, _His
stration faced a myriad of pressing domestic
created by'the Depression. Having accepted they
of archnationalists like Huey Long, Raymond Me
Hearst, Roosevelt was in no political position to openly
challenge an increasingly isolatipnist Congress'in regard
, to foreign policy. As a consequence?, the Administration
devoted practically all of its energy^to dealing with
domestic matters during the first two years. The only
international initiatives of note were at the London
World Economic- Conferenceconcerning diplomatic recognition

:X - ■' “ 114 - ‘ - . ‘
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of the Soviet Union, and at the World Disarmament Con
ference, At the London Economic Conference, after some 

cbnfusion, the Administration adopted a strongly 
nationalistic position by refusing even to discuss the 
issue of war-debts/and arguing that planned national /

 ̂ 4 ' . Cl. >•

currencies-represented a desirable substitute for the old
33international eponomic order. Responding to a Soviet

initiative,‘Roosevelt'S decision to recognize the Soviet 
Union was motivated by the hope of paving the way,for a 
mutually profitably trade relationship. However, the com
bination of continued' Communist propagandizing in North 
America and the debt issue precluded any liberalization 
of trade. However, at the World Disarmament Conference 
the new* Democratic Administration took a tenative step 
toward altering the Republ|dain policy reg^pyng colleOtlfce 
security. ' ’ „ - :■ .■ ’

On May 22, 1933, iJbrman pavis, the President's-
handpicked representative at the Conference, announced
that the United States was: '

Willing to consult the other States, “ 
in the case of a threat to peace, with 
a view ‘of averting the conflict. Fur- .

' ' ther than that, in the event that the 
States in conference, determine that a “

- State has been guilty of a breach of
the peace in violation of its inter- 

v national obligations and takes measures
against the violator, then, if we cot*, 
cur in the judgment rendered as to the 

■>’ responsibility of the guilty party, we
» ° will refrain from any action tending

.. ..'a. . to defeat such collective effort which
these States may thus make to restore'

. : peace. 35 -'
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To support this pledge, the Administration asked Congress. j 
to approve' "neutrality .legi'si'atiOh,,';'-Miich ;woul«^^ve’ ta|'e 
President the power to levy discretionary - arms embargoes,- 
and thus, the option of. tacitly supporting any future 
collective security.measures "taken by the League. 'This - . ;
legislation was approved by the House, but in the Senate 
a coalition of isolationist Senators amended the legisla- , .
. tion so that "any .embargo levied by the President- had to

• “ ' 35’ v -apply impartially to all belligerents". Inasmuch as
this amendment effectively negated the"-intent of the , -v
legislation, the'Administration agreed to-drop the whole :  ̂ •
embargo issue onceT)t â s/clear that they ;werer facing ... i'1
determined opposition in the Senate. -

. ' And thus, despite its extraordinary success in .
winning-^Congressional approval for its domestic initiatives, 
the Roosevelt Administration's.first effort to alter the 
course .of American foreign policy was defeated in the 
Senate. On an even more ominous note, after .the European 
powers announced their intention to repudiate all remaining 
war debts, Congressional isolationists succeeded in passing 
their first foreign policy initiative of the interwp era ' 
—  the Johnson A’ct.V "This Act forbade American citizens to

■| - : A  . s-v; j1 : \lend money to, or buy the securities of, foreign governments
l-‘ - ... 36-in default ’of the United Statbju^ Fronj this point on,

‘ ' • >, ' . ■ . , thê  Roosevelt Administration was clearly on the defensive
regarding foreign policy. Roosevelt had yet, to prove that
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his Administration was capable of. forcing a single piece 
of controversial foreign policy Te'gislation through the 
Congresst‘and thus, the stage 'was set for the.next round
of , the World Court battle..

- 117 -
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' CHAPTER 5; THE SECOND WORLD COURT BATTLE-

, ' > Probably no subject has been as clouded 
by misunderstanding as the proposal that 
the United States accept membership in „

- , the World Court. The’advocates have- in '
some instahceS claimed more‘advantages 
to the American public than reasonably 

' cAn be expected, while some of the oppo- >•
- hents have conjured up in their imagina-

. tion. disastrous results which cannot , 
follow participation by.the United States 
as a member of .the tribunal. 1=.*

On January 29, 1935 the Senate failed, to ratify 
the,World Court Protocols by a vote of 52-36, seven votes 
short of the necessary two-thirds majority.' The goal of‘ 

^this case study will be, first of all, ' to determine- whether 
public opinion or interest'groups significantly’influenced 

- the Senate's; handling of' this mdtter. Secondly, .once non- ’ 
governmental■influence is identified an effort will be mdde 
to determine whether the "opportunity hypothesis", proposed 
in Chapter 3, represents a credible explanation of ’ how.. and 
why "domestic sources"ywere able to influence this,foreign 
‘policy decision. .

’ ' The. chapter is divided into three sections. The
first section identifies the prominent domestic actors 
attempting «jdo. 'influence., the Senate with regard to thfs 
issue.. Specifically, an. effort will-be made to. identify 
the most active pro-Court and anti-Court pressure groups. 
Finally, an effort .will be made/to assess the state of
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public opinion with regard to. the world 'Court issue.'
■ i o ’* . ' ' ' - '

The next section focuses’ upon the Senate’s
deliberation over the World Court Treaties. ; It starts
with an examination of the path by which the Protocols’*
reached the Senate floor, moves to a discussion of the
actual debate, and finishes with an analysis of the final

' . 
vote. At each step an effort will be made to analyse the
evidence that nongovernmental actors influenced the de-

* ■> • - . - ”
■ p  ' ’

cision-making process. Three specific questions will.be 
addressed. Firstly, is there any evidence that the pro- 
Court forces influenced the foreign policy agenda by work
ing to free the Protocols from the Foreign Relations 
Committee? Secondly, is there any evidence that the iso
lationist , anti-Court:opinion which was ̂ mobilized during 
the debate represented the key factor causing the ultimate 
defeat of the Treaties? Thirdly, is there any evidence 
that domestic political factors set the parameters for 
the Administration's legislative strategy concerning the

* ' * i,:'' •. V  • . ”

Protocols and how did this defeat;ihfluence- the subsequent 
balance of power among America's foreign policymaking
institutions? ’ ' .

- ' f -■

. The final section in this study evaluates the
"opportunity hypothesis" elaborated in Chapter 3. V Speci
fically* did the fact that the Senate became the principal

■ 1 ■. .■■■ i. . ,(: ■ ■ - . o  ■ ' /  ' • ■

policy arena once the Root-Hurst formula was negotiated
enhance the- opportunities for interest group ihfluence?

A'- ‘ *' ■■■ ■ V: '' ' "

■ . ;■ ■ : : - 121 - ' ■
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Secondly, with regard to the final outcome, to what .extent
'•  - i f  . •

can the political efficacy of public opinion be'attributed 
to the extensive ideological conflict sparked by this issue?
iV • ‘ • . .* ' ! ‘ ; -

1 • -. ' ^ ; ■ • 1 v -

' ; , After the 1920. election■, Ameriban 'membership in 
the League of Nations -may have become an issue non gra.-ta 
in Washington, but this question "entered into most of the 
postwar debates over the proper way to maintain peace". *
The question of what America's relationship to the League 
ought to be was hotly debated throughout the peace movement. 
Throughout this period, the steadily growing number of , 
peace organizations were continually at odds With each 
other as to whethef international—organization and collect- . 
ive security or other more radically pacifist programs 
represented the most promising‘hope of preserving the 
peace. In fact, as my next two case studies will illus
trate ,,the second World Court;battle was the l%st maj or 
foreign policy isstte on which both icings, of the peace

• • t- • . 7 ■ - - ■*
y I

movement were able to cooperate.

»• After 1920 organisations like-the League of 
Nations Association (LNA), The National Council"for the
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Cause.and Cure of War (NCCW) , The National World Court 
Committee (NWCC) and The Carnegie Endowment for Inter- 
•national Peace (CEIP) rallied around the principles of 
Wilsonian internationalism.'

 , . These groups*had been one of the a .
dominant forces behind the abortive 
attempt to gain U.S. entry into, the ■ 

r League. Failing.in Jmeir primary
•goal, the groups exerted continual 
pressure, as Well,, to obtain U.S. : 
entry into the permanent COurt of 
International 'Justice.4*-

In fact as public^ppinion became increasingly hostile to 
the League, American membership in the World Court became 
one of the principal goals; of this wing of the organized
peace, lobby. <

■■ ' : . ‘
"*• ■ „ ' * f*: *Other organizations like the Women1s Interna

tional League fjor Peace and Freedom (WILPF) and The 
National Council for the Prevention of War (NCPW), though 
they often allied themselves with the aforementioned peace 
groups, stopped short of endorsing the League because its 
covenant approved the principle of war to deter aggression. 
These groups represented the radically pacifist', wing of the 
peace movement dedicated to replacing "what they described

, . ■' *5 ■as the war system with a peace system". Unlike their
'* ■ ■ ■ ' \  ' •more conventional allies,' these- groups usually put more

faith in grandiose schemes which proposed to outlaw war,
r 9 ' • '

called for total disarmament, or advocated world government
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Given the philosophical differences within the 
organized peace movement, the question .of American adher
ence to the World Court Protocols constituted an 'ideal 
vehicle for cooperation. While friends of the League 
favoured American participation in acJinternational., court 
on principle., they also recognized that a decision by 2/3’s 
of the Senate to allow American membership in the League's 
court would be interpreted abroad as a signal of a possible
weakening of the trend towards radical isolationism. Thus

* • , •’ 5 i

they saw American participation in the Court,as an inter- • 
mediate step between the'Republican policy o£ restricted 
cooperation with the nonforce activities of the League,,and 
American cooperation with the League's collec.tive-seteurity» » * . 'y. ■ \ •

• ; "■ efforts. To the pacifist wing of the peace movement, the
World (^ourt.represented a concrete application of the prin-

■■_ciple that international law, rather than the recourse to 
Violence, ought to be the basis for settling international 
disagreements. As a consequence, a coalition of O.rganiza- 
tions representing the entire philosophical spectrum of 
the peace movement (the NCCW, the NWCC, and the NCPW) 
•coordinated their efforts to bring about Senate, consent «•/' 
to the World court Treaties. ' -

In his article "The Peace Movement", Robert 
Ferrell argues'•that it is pbssible to further dif ferentiate 
the organizational elements of the American peace movement 
by focusing on the different sorts of lobbying techniques
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which they employed in an attempt to influence the foreign ■ 
“policymaking process. He distinguishes "conservative"'and 
"radical" peace organizations, no€ by their advocacy of

' ■ '9 ’ 1 '
collective security or radically pacifist alternatives,
but by their lobbying techniques. He argues that conserva-

- 0 ' * '

tive organizations were characterized by a Strong commitment 
to.publishing peace advocacy, literature and a tendency to 
lobby quietly behind the scenes in pursuit of.their goals.
"The conservative peace groups frequently operated through 
the influence of their highly placed”.members. "-■ Gilbert 
Kahn's, study of pro-Court pressure groups^reveals that both 
Philip Jessup's National World GoUrt Committee and Frederick 
Libby's National Council for.the Prevention of War repeatedly 
exploited-the fact that their leadership ha<3 once been
"directly or indirectly .involved in government activity" and

* ' * * 7consequently "they had easy access to^decision makers".. “• . ; - *1 . . ■ ...

Rather than trying to win support behind the scenes 
in the "corridors, of power", those' peace organizations which 
Ferrell characterizes as radical employed a much broader 
range of democratic, pressure techniques , to- achieve their 
goals. Ferrell argues that these "organizations employed 
every device known to the new science of public relations, 
in an effort to make Congressmen and diplomats sen£e the

• “ <7 ’

importance of American'measures for world peace". Adept 
at the use of fancy letterheads and petition presenting, 
these* organizations consciously attempted to foster the

• - ' - '125
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impression that they were the authentic spokesmen for 
public opinion. Ferrell "b&so argues that'the two most 
influential radical organizations,'the Women's Interna
tional League for Peace and Freedom and the.National" 
Council for the Cause and Cure of war, successfully 
exploited the political1 uncertainty in Washington as 
to their influence among recently-.enfranchised female 
voters. ' • -

A H  the radical peace organizations, ‘
which were to a considerable extent ,
women's organizations, received far '
more attention than their actual 
influence merited, because- of this , 
fear that radical peaceworkers, had 

. ; some special control over tHe/female '
Y ; ? ' ' votes.^ ■ ' ' .-.v':,: '

. _  * s -

Despite the fact that,America's formidable 
peace lobby had'turited behind the World Court issue, 
the drive rto bring abojrE^SsQ^e approval of . .the world 
COurt accords faced stiff domestic opposition. By 1935', 
the American Legion, a powerful domestic pressure group, 

'William Randolph Hearst, with his vast publishing empire, 
apd Father Charles E. Coughlin, a popular radio demagogue, 
were actively , campaigning against' American participation, 
in the World Court.'

After its birth at the close of World'War I, the 
American Legion made a concerted effort to influence -both' 
domestic-and foreign policy. However, in order to fully 
appreciate the scope of its activities and political
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*
r

influence, it is necessary to examine the origins and
development of the"American ?Legion.

' k , ' 3 * - • •

The original impetus for the Legion came about
from two dis'tinct sources. After the Armistice ;a number 
of independent proposals came from the army's rank and 
file for the creation of a fraternity of ex-servicemen 
"dedicated to the'promotion of-the "interests of the indivi-,

• dual founders".1  ̂ At the same time.sOme American officers r 
in the upper echelon Of.the army were becoming concerned 
about the postwar attitude of the average American soldier 
towards the extreme# .political radicalism. It was their \ 
feeling that "a sane organization of veterans might be. ,

” the best insurance against'the spread of Bolshevist pro- 
- paganda"."1'"*" The American Legion, the organizational embodi

ment of these dual concerns K became a. reality on May 8, 1919.

After every major war in American history, veterans' 
Organxzatxdns have become an important political force in 
American politics, and the. Legion was norexception. Unlike^ 
most groups, the American Legion, both then and now, repre
sents a truly national constituency transcending narrower 

' sectional or economic interests. In his detailed study of 
. the Legion participation in the U.S. foreign policymaking, •* '
' process# Roscoe Baker argues that the Legion' s political 
influence is a direct consequence of its effective use of O  

a wide range of lobbying techniques to represent a broad, 
national constituency. >

: A
- 127 -
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Where other group's appeal mainly to 
some economic or professional 
interest, the Legion appeals to the 
patriotic emotions. In.its attempt 
to get. acceptance and favourable 
action oh its programs the Legion * V 
uses the radio, press, and movies ; a
quite extensively? it exerts pres
sure in the legislative halls of 
Congress,, the various state legis- 
latures, and the local units of 

. government. The Legion cooperates 
with other organizations'whose sym- "■ 
'pathies are. similar to its o w r i . i 2  ■ f

The principal goais of the Legion reflected its 
origins. Understandably, this organization has always 
been a leading advocate of veteran1s benefits.

The Legion has never been hesitant 
in spying that its first purpose 
is to .gain benefits for veterans- 

» .... The Legion has sought such
benefits as the bonus, pension \ .v 
and 'hospitalization for the in- „
jured, crippled and disabled ‘
veterans and their wives and 
children and other dependents. •
Veteran's preference in the civil 13 

* service was another form of benefit.

• In the area of foreign affairs the Legion has
beeh a consistent advocate of a program of strong national 
defence. ■ /. . ' ' ■’ ,

Other purposes of the Legion include 
the opposition to further immigration,

* ' to tighten up naturalization proce
dures , to further patriotic observances 
and memorials, „ to spearhead the opposi- 

' . .. tion to Communism, and to foster the
kind of education to the youth of the \ 
United States that will preserve and 
extend the American h e r i t a g e . 14
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oImmediately after the war, veterans were divided on the 
question of whether America should join the League. Be
cause of the lack of consensus, the Legion took no position ■ 
'on this issue during the early 1920's.■ Nonetheless the
Legion did support a number far ideas and programs which it

. f- '

perceived as .promoting international cooperation^and the -
cause of peace.- In fact, from 1925 td 1933 the Legion.was

<T3 * .

formally on record ds supporting U.S. adherence to the World 
Court Protocols, and though*not necessarily displeased with 
the Swanson reservations, the Legion supported Root's com
promise- formula for American membership in 1929.

4
However, the. Legion reversed its position on the 

World Court at its annual convention in 1933. Throughout 
the : 1920^'s' a growing humber of Americans embraced the notion 
promoted in the Hearst press that any American participation 
in the League of Nations, or any affiliated organization, 
constituted a radical deviation from the traditional, American 
foreign policy of "no entangling alliances" . ° A vocal minor-' 
ity In the Legion had always accepted this view and by 1933 - 
a majority of the delegates at,the annual convention supported

_ » . - » - i tthe following resolution: j

That they.are ’opposed to the adherence 
of the United States to the World Court /
on any terms and also that they are /
unalterably opposed to the United States / 
joining the League of Nations in any / 
form, both being entangling alliances y 
of the worst sort, against which George / 
Washington, w h ose00th birthday we ■ /
honour this year, so strongly advised / 
the Nation in his farewell address.15 /

■ - 129 - . c ,
.v '•

/

/
/
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Thus, from 1933 to 1940, the Legion condemned, even the 
mildest forms pf internationalism and became an active 
advocate of a foreign policy of isolationism. Baker 
notes .that: :• .

It was™at this time that the .
• nationalism and isolationism of -. 
William Randolph-lieafst andihis . 
newspapers were accepted arid 
followed by the Legion. One of • 
the' familiar sights on city streets 
Vas> Hearst trucks occupied by . 
"members of the Legion- collecting 
signatures to petitions against ‘ 
participation in the League Of- 
.Nations and' the World Court. 1®-.,

It is guite possible that the Hearst press was" 
principally responsible for . the Legion1 s ideological shift
from mild internationalism to isolationism in the early

- ’ ‘ • r1930's. Although almost every contemporary observer of 
^the interwar period attributes a great deal of influence 
- to the Hearst press, historians have yet to adequately 
• assess its contribution to popularizing the isolationist • 
" ideology ̂ J^ig the general public. This question ..is com- 
" plicated by the -fact that Hearst's influence on domestic•

“o . • • ■ ' v,r . v..'. issues and.domestic politics in general.was probably 
- gradually eroding 'throughout this .period.^ However, 

the shreds’of evidence Which are available all indicate 
. that Hearst1s crusade, against even the feeblest forms of 
Ointernatiionalism,'was perhaps the most enduring success

• . ^  ‘ ■ ' -'■/..:6.V '■of his^fifty year publishing career*. »
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. Unlike ,his position oh most domestic issues,
Hearst‘s-opposition to the League of Nations or any other
form of "entangling alliance" remained violently consistent

/ , \ t ■ ■

from 1919 onwards. Even without public opinion data foro '  *
• * \ ■’

much of this period, there are a number-of' credible,0in
direct, indicators of the growing popularity and acceptance

c « , , j'- * - *
V  ■ ^ 'of the specific Hearst thesis on isolationism. It is 

virtually certain that as early as 1920 a politically 
significant portion of traditional Democratic supporters 
approved of Hearst1s anti-League nationalism. \ This factor, 
combined with' the fact that at least a minority of the 
Democratic leadership was sympathetic to these ultra- „ 
nationalistic pliemes explains the Democratic decision
after the 1920yelection that "advocacy of collective

V (  a- 18 1security was ran invitation to disaster". Despite
Adler Is blithe suggestion fihat this was not "the actual
verdict of the voters on election day",'.an insistence
on retaining a strong commitment to joining the League
of Nations would certainly have’drived a large number of
Democratic isolationists into the Republican Party-and
it would surely have destroyed the Democratic Party as a
political force outside of the South. . ‘

- - . . . ; v  ■' V - . - -  ' ■' .  ;

Furthermore, the political alliance between 
elements of the American Legion and the Hearst newspapers 
beginning in 1933 suggests that the Hearst press could 
well have been responsible for persuading a majority of' 
Legionnaires to reverse the organization's support for 
mild forms of internationalism, like the World Court*.

: ' —  131 - * ■ • '

m
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The extremely close similarity between the language of 
the Legion^s 1933-resolution and the rhetoric of -the
Hearst press is not accidental, and thus, Represents an -■

• ’ , '  * 19 " ^' indicator of Hedrst’s 'influence. A final element of
Hearst’s isolationist ideology which became popular during* 
the 1930’s was his exploitation of the war.debt issue fo 
justify American nonparticipation in any.European entangle
ment. As early as the 1926 debate oyer the World Court, ■ 
Hearst used Europe’s discussion of reducing its war debts ■

. as a principal’justification for opposing U.S. membership : .
20 . » - „ ■ in the Court. » Public susceptibility to this argument

• 11 * " ‘ . V- V -» snowballed after. Europe- renounced its debt obligations • 
during the 193U’s.

Though the exact influence of the Hearst press ' 
on the evolution of public opinion after World War I may
be difficult' to, calculate, a strong argument can be made .. % 

'- that, by January, 1935 -a.-majority of the' American public 
opposed U.S. adherence to the 'World Court Protocols.
Though proponents of the Court like Philip ,Jessup,--Denna 

. Fleming, and Gilbert Kahn have consistently argued to the 
contrary, their argument is based on 'the curious premise 
that the majority Of those who Were well-informed supported 
the Court, and therefore-, if public opinion had been better
informed the majority of Americans would have favoured

21 ■ " * „ v • 'American membership in the.Court. Given,that we now
know that at least 60% of American public opinion about
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foreign affairs is never based on adequate • knowledge- or , 
information, ' this line of argument avoids the important 
question Of whether a majority of'Americans would .have 
favoured the United States joining the World' Court in
1935. V  .r . ’ ; ' .' ./ ’ - _

- * ■

On this questiont^^jreponderance of the evi
dence indicates that a majority of the public opposed •‘ " r■ • * . ’ to .. •
American participation in the:%0rId.Court. Though*the. 
validity of their reasoning was perhaps debatable it is 
likely that most Americans-opposed participation because 
they perceived ‘the World Court'to be an organ of the 
League of Nations and. because they disapproved of any
form. of.overt cooperation with the European powers who ; 1 .

/" - ‘ ' ' ' - '.. .»■ . had so recently repudiated-their war debts, In his diary- > ■ • ' ■ *
Harold Ickes;reported that he could not understand " 
Roosevelt's open .support for the World Cqurt because "the

- ; ' . - ■ - ■ . ■ v ■
■ ,

sentiment.ofTthe country is overwhelmingly opposed to
' -: * : 22 , •" ’ going into the League Court". Furthermore, he noted

that in Vice-President Garner1s opinion "if this proposi
tion were to be put to a vote of the people, it would be 
defeated two to one".

• ... * Public opinion polls taken'in January, 1936 and •:
November, 1936 revealed that an overwhelming majority of 
Americans opposed American entry into the League of Nations 
and deeply resented European repudiation of war debts.
There is no reason to believe that public opinion on these
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questions was significantly different in January, 1935 
, and we have much more.than Ickes' word, that public opinion 

• on the Court question was linked to opinions about the
League and reparations.. . ' • . . • ' ■"

An. examination of the debate over the Protocols
reveals that practically every Senator who opposed U.S. • _ -

. • ■ ■ • ‘ - 25' adherence linked these issues. Anti-Court petitions
from, the state legislatures of Delaware", Gedrgia, . .
Massachusetts,- and Nebraska '‘’justify their opposition to'.
American entry into the World Court by citing their oppo- :

26•sition to American entry into the League. Finally, in
' * ‘ '' ’ ' ' "i . '* 'c •'

regard' to the reparations question,. Senator Gore of 
Oklahoma presented the following amendment which attempted’ 
to make American adherence to the World- Court conditional 
upon European resumption; of its debt payments.

. ' Be it resolved.that adherence to the
said Protocols and Statutes provided 

- « for- above shall not become or remain
effective and shall no.t be or become
binding while or when any nation which 

t is adherent to said Protocols and which ,
■ # . is indebted to the government ,'of the- .

' . ' United States shail be in arrears ;for
\ a period of more than six months in . .

respect of apy payment due upon such 
indebtednes s.2 7

In Senator Go^e1swords, the purpose of this amendment was
- to remind "the peoples of Europe, if they had forgotten .

... '28 their debts-, that we have not forgotten them". Twenty-
four of the twenty-six Senators who supported this amendment

,V.:; ;j ;.- .. Vi ;■ ' V  -y .-

V  -/ ^ 134 - -
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were, ultimately opposed to the World Court Protocols.

Though the proponents’ of tlie Court may not 
have found this sort of linkage intellectually justifiable/ 
this and othbr evidence to be discussed in the “next section• 
indicates that a clear majority of the American public 
opposed ’American participation ih the World Court because. 
they perceived it to be part of the League of Nations and

' V .1 • . . • 
because rejecting it constituted a form’ of symbolic revenge
against all of the nations whp desired American adherence
but who had "welched on . their; debts'V. *

: • 1 . ’ ’ / . ' - I ■ ■ ' ' - : 'This milieu of fear,- ignorance, and resentment 
was ideally suited to the rhetorical talents ©^.America's 
first electronic mass media demagogue —  father Charles E. 
Coughlin Who.had risen to popular prominence at about this, 
rtimei famous radio priest was the final pillar of the,
1935 anti-Court triumverate. In.fact, there are those who 
identify COughlin's* eleventh hour attack on the Court, as ' 
the principal cause of the Senate's defeat of the World 
Court. Protocols. Starting in 1926 with a weekly radio .‘ • \ , * r
sermon which explained the essence of -his activist, . 
Catholic faith, Father COughlin's audience appeal grew , 
-dramatically as his sermons became decidedly more political 
at the start of the•Depression.. Combining the appeal of * 
his colourful,populist rhetoric with a resonant Irish 
brogue, Coughlin built a weekly listening audience of , 
at least ten million people - probably the largest regular

“ 13 p -
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4 ' 30listening audience in the world at that time. Coughlin's
appeal was based on a, dual vilification of plutocratic capi
talism, which he denounced as atheistic individualism, and

: . • * * t

Communism, which fee perceived as an even mpre seductive 
and dangerous form of atheism. As a response to these- 
threats and as a solution to the Depression, Coughlin never 
tired of preaching the virtues, df an inflationary monetary 
policy and a vague program of Christian social justice. '

Beginning with Roosevelt's election irt 1933, 
Coughlin was ,an enthusiastic,' though never passive, sup
porter of the New Deal which he termed "Christ's Deal".

‘ /  ' •' .■ During FDR's first year in office, Coughlin made,a number
■ •. * . " ■ ‘ '5 J.pf attempts to directly influence national economic policy 

through,contacts in the Administration. However, by 1934, 
Roosevelt's*persistent resistance to all radically ii}fla- , 
tionary policy suggestions made it clear that Coughlin's 

"support for the New'Deal would not buy him any difect '
influence in the Administration.

» ' ' • . ° ' ’ ’ • *

Once it became clear that Coughlin had no hope 
,'of gaining political influence by supporting the New Deal 
“"he attempted to use his influence with the public to influ
ence the Administration- Thus, in November, 1934, Coughlin 
announced the formation of the Union of Social Justice,
"a pressure group to move both parties towards Coughlin's

* 31 ' jvprograms". •Hpwever, as events were soon to demonstrate,
the real purpose of Coughlin's new movement was to "use his

v;t "  ̂ ■■ ■ I •» t '.'

. . . .  . . ’ '■ - . - 136;' ~ . ■’ ■- . .. . ' j \
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influence over public opinion as a means to indirectly
influence the New Deal or, if that failed, as a basis'

32for opposing Roosevelt in 1936".

II _ . ■
/ .'̂4’

' . - ' ' > 4' ■ ‘

Scholars usually identify a..number of distinct
ways in which domestic actors can influence the foreign

P  ■ i

policymaking process. For example-, one possible way in 
Which domestic, sources might influence the fdreign policy
making pipe ess is by influencing which items become part •,

• e ' . , * ■ • •-1
of the foreign policymaking agenda. Given the evidence, \ 
that public opinion was not favourable to the question of 
American membership in the World Court, the logical first : 
step in attempting to assess the total domestic influence 
on the-Court question will be to determine whether pro- :i1''1 ■* : '•*.
Court peace organizations were in any way, responsible for 
the World Court protocols being the Senate's first order 
of business in January,- 1935/. . "

fc.

• While the efforts of the pro-Court advocates tp 
get the\revised Protocols back on the Senate agenda had 
been continually frustrated during the Hoover ■years, the 
election of Franklin Delano Roosevelt renewed the hopes 
and aspirations of all those in the peace movement favouring
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American adherenbe— fed the World Court. Despite his
renunciation of the League during his campaign:

&
\ f d r had a reputation as a strong,

‘ committed internationalist and had
’a long history of Support for inter- 
national involvements, international 
organization, and-international res'- ' 
ponsibility for the United States in •' •world affairs.33 ,

Thus, the Protocol's prpspects appeared exceptionally
favourable when in March, 1933 Senator Robinson, the
Senate majority leader-for the Democrats', announced that ■
the time .had come'/for the Senate to act on the World Court 

3 4  ...Treaties. However, soon thereafter, the President,
acting on the’advice of Senator Pittman and some of his 'o ' -. 0

more nationalistic brain trusters,, FDR requested that
Robinson not bring up the Court matter as it might inter-

ufere with domestic legislation. It was feared, that
raising^the^question. at that point- would give hostile
Republican Senators an unnecessary opportunity to filibuster
.which might block the Administration's emergency legislation.

' * /■ */. - &  ■-

However, this turn of events did not greatly
dampen the' hopes of the'leaders of the peace movement,
for they had a further reason' for optimism. Through
Eleanor Roosevelt the peace movement now had direct
.access to the White House. Esther Everett,Lape, long
active in the peace movement, was a close friend of Mrs.
Roosevelt. Using this contact Miss Lape was able to gain
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an appointment with FDR immediately'before his inaugura
tion to discuss matters of concern to the peace advocates. 
Iri: a letter to Philip Jessup, the head” of the National 
World Court Committee, Lape passes on the; President's-own 
assessment of the Protocol1s chances.. , ' * \

\
I will tell you —  in confidence -- 
that I have talked .to.Franklin Roosevelt 
about it (the World Court) a few days 
before his inauguration.„ He said then, 
"I think you will get the Court in a 
year". His feeling as to action about 
the special session was, at the time, 
governed by his desire to/restrict the/ 
special session to emergency measures.
He hoped that the .Court would come up 
in the regular and not the specialsession.36

Thus, ’the^failure of the’Senate to even consider'the 
.Profpcols in the 1933 special, session was perceived as 
only; a temporary tactical setback. Boosted by the'
President's implicit support for their cause, the pro- 
•CoUrt advocates optimistically began to marshall their 
. resources in:'ordefflr to make a .determined effort to pressure: 
the Senate to act favourably come the new, year.

Recognizing that a significant amount of the • Y. 
support for the Administration's domestic program came 
from ■ "progressives" who were vehemently isolationist,,

• the leaders of the pro-Court lobby came to accept that 
the President's enthusiasm for the Court would always be . . ■<
contingent upon its not threatening his domestic -legisla- 
tion. In a letter' to Philip Jessup concerning organizational

c
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strategy, Miss Lape argued that: •
Y  : ■ J ■■ Y  Y

Y  If the Court issue can be b^uyed up
,Y ' so that it seems to come to the

Senate on a national wave and not as 
something lugged in by the President 
and calculated to produce another iT
controversy, it has a-chance this 

’ Yession.37, »' '■

Thus, early in 1934, Jessup's NWCC, Catt's NCCW, and 
Libby's NCPW agreed to'adopt the following strategy in 
an attempt to secure Senate approval of the World Court 
Treaties. , Y • ‘
1 -  r Y  ”

Y  ■* Y ••• Y  Y  ’ ■... lr ^

- First, the decision "was made to "carry the issue 
qf the World Court to the public, in the hopes of intensi-
,' V"' Y V Y  Y  Y 38?fying; grass roots support for it". Secondly, the friends 
of the Court resolved to intensify their -behind the scenes 
efforts to persuade key Senators and members- of the State 
Department that 1934 was a time for action on the Treaties, 
In taking their case to the public, pro-Court organizations 
relied primarily on traditional techniques. 'Workittg o.n an 
organization to organization basis, a renewed effortswas
made- to cajole as many organizations as possible to "restate

^ J- 3 9  . ■ ■ ’ Vtheir position in favour of the W o r l d Y o u r t " I n  re
gard to public opinion their strategy was "to obtain
■. ■ • Y  ■ ■ 40 'extensive press coverage and edytCrial endorsements",. \
Finally, in'an article published in Molev1s Today, Jessup •
made a direct attempt to- persuade the mass public „of the

. '■ •" v-' - ■ . ■ ’ - 4 1  'advantages of American membership m  the World Court. ,. Y
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It is worth ^noting that this article represents 
the peace movement's only direct attempt to either educate 
Or persuade the mass public on the question Of the rela
tionship between the World Court and the League. Their 
strategy relied entirely on persuading and mobilizing 
informed and elite Opinion in the hope that once mobilized 
this opinion would give the appearance of widespread grass 
roots support for the Treaties. Arguably this was a 
rational use of the lobbies' limited financial resources. 
Nonetheless/ it is also likely that by virtually ignoring, 
the mass public between 1926 and 1935 the pro-Court advo
cates contributed by omission to the growing public, accept
ance of the Hearst thesis, and thus arguably, they contri
buted to their own ultimate undoing when the Treaties* J

finally came to a vote.

It was on the organizational front that the pro- 
Court activists enjoyed the most success. The American

o i ■ •

Bar- Association was persuaded to adopt a resolution sup-, 
porting American adherence to the World Court without any/ 
additional reservations. Twenty-nine local and regional 
bar associations chose this moment to adopt similar reso
lutions adding to the sixty-eight bar associations which

42”had already endorsed the Court. in addition, at the 
annual January meeting of the Conference on the Cause and 
Cure of War, a resolution was adopted urging the President 
and the’ Senate to act favourably “upon the Protocols.
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Despite these successes, the pro-Court lobby 
was remarkably unsuccessful in generating much enthusiasm V  
for their cause in either the State Department or the White 
House. FDR had requested that Senator Robinson informality 
poll the Senate on this question in January and Robinson 
responded that only thirty-nine Senators were in favour,

. ' 43'. . ■while forty-seven opposed the Protocols. . Although in 
Robinson's opinion half of those opposed could be persuaded 
to support the Court, it is not surprising that tl̂ e Admini
stration remained cool to the pleas to push the Treaties, 
in the. 1934 session.

Nonetheless, through the persistent efforts of 
Mrs. Carrie-.Chapman Catt (NCCW) , a significant political 
breakthrough was achieved when Senator Pittman was persuaded 
to arrange for the Senate Foreign Relations Committee to 
hold public hearings On1 the World Court. Thus, despite'a  ̂••. * _ V . • n
the President* s indifference arid Pittman' s hostiiiity,

: the pro-Court lobby achieved an important,victor^ when the 
World Court Protocols became an item on the agenda of the 
Senate Foreign Relations. Committee.

Having secured their '.'day in court", the pro-r 
. Court faction attempted to organize and orchestrate their 
presentations so as to ensure a maximum positive impact 
on the Committee. It was the consensus among the organi
zations which were to participate in [the hearing that, 
now that Borah no longer ruled the Committee, legalistic 
and technical questions would be relatively unimportant
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in terms of influencing the Committee's fii/al decision*
As a consequence, pro-Court witnesses focused their efforts 
on persuading the Committee that the public demanded 
favourable Senate^dction‘on the World Court Protocols. • 
Mrs. Catt,, aS the spokeswoman for America's largest- 
women^s organizations, told the Committee that since 
1926 support for the Court among women voters had0in
creased steadily;. "no support has been lost no friend 

. • 4 4has weakened". W. W.Waymack presented the results 
of a survey of the editorial positions of 2,036 daily 
newspapers and emphasized that 67,% favoured American 
participation in the World Court. Based on-this” evi
dence he argued that:

i - /When two-thirds of the daily newspapers 
say thus clearly and firmly,"we favour 
(.ratifying the present Court measures",

■ , I believes that it is safe to say that
the voice of two-thirds of the press, 
is also the voice of a majority of "

' . . • - the American p e o p l e . ^5 '

• ‘ After the pro-Court lobby's slick, persuasive
presentation, Senators Johnson and Bordh appealed to
Pittman to allow those opposing the Court equal time in

' 1' 46 ■presenting their case. In contrast to the pro-Court
presentation, Kahn argued that anti-Court witnesses ■
"concentrated upon the legalistic' questions laid by
reservation 5 and combined this legalistic questioning

47with considerable rhetoric about the League Court". 
Nonetheless, the anti-Court lobby presented persuasive

ii o \
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evidence of public opposition to jimerican participation 
in the World Court, E. D. Coblents, an editor with and°' * * \ ■ .. -'.S'*  ■ » 1 ‘ ■ .. . Lspokesman for the Hearst press, presented a petition con- „ •

1- " -■ & :  ' • X’ ’ V  ’ ;taining 1,344,347 signatures opposing American membership
■ ,, _ ■. 48’ ■ ■ 1.in the Court. . . - „ . «» aV,-* • * ' ■'  <9 \  ■ • " . „

° « Puring' ap era when Congress was subject-to a
constant, barrage of. petitions this stands' Out as the 
single most awesome expression of public opinion on any 
•question. If one considers that the Hearst press, in 
cooperation with the American Legion, gathered all of 
these•signatures in i^ss than two months, this has to be
interpreted as an impressive display of the magnitude of

■' ; 49isolationist public-opinion at the time. o This petition.
represents another piece of evidence to add to that already
presented indicating that the majority of American's opposed

■ the Court. • ■ ' • ' ■ • ,
'®l . 1 ■ 1'

By the’time the. Foreign Relations Committee hear- '
ings were concluded in May thefe was little enthusiasm for .
reporting the Treaties out of Committee in the closing days
of that session. In a- conversation with a member of the
pro-Court lobby, Senator Robinson argued that "the report
of the Committee will be- favourable"; however, he cautioned
that "because this is an election year'... if the matter ,is
taken up in this session, it may.be filibustered to death".
Senator Robinson also cautioned the friends of the Court>
against repeating the mistake of 1932. He pointed out
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that if the Committee reported the Treaties -but the 
sjjnate failed to- act before adjourning, the Senate rules 
would make it necessary to repeat the long hard process 
of getting the Protocols out of Committee next session. 
TheWorld "Gpurt had no more ardent a supporter than 
Senatoir Robinson, and thus, his fears that some Senators
might -shy away from supporting the Court' immediately before 
an election represented further proof that the World Court 
did not enjoy the degree of public support which its backers 
claimed during the Committee hearings.

In return for not pressing the Foreign Relations
Committee to act after the hearings closed, Senator Pittman .
promised Catt "that the Protocols .will be reported to
the Senate at. the first meeting of the Foreign Relations 

" '51Committee in January". The pro-Court lobby had finally 
succeeded in getting .the World Court Protocols back-on the 
Senate's agenda. Furthermore/ the '‘fact that officials in . \ 
the Executive were almost totally inactive on this issue ■ 
during this period makes it virtually certain that pro- 
Court pressure groups were fully responsible for getting' 
this issue back on the agenda. Thus, despite Administra
tion -indifference and considerable opposition in. the 
Senate: . • ~

They had obtained a commitment that 
the next session of the congress would 
not pass without the., consideration Of ‘ r 
the World .-Court Treaties, The Court -
supporters now had only to ensure the , 
successful culmination of their long 
battle. 52

- 145 -
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An unexpected bonus arising from their success
■ ' .*r ■' with the Foreign Relations Committee was that enthusiasm 

for the World Court Treaties was-rekindled in both the'State 
Department-and the White House "without the need for direct

53pressure from the Court advocates". On September 13th 
Assistant Secretary Sayer and J. Pierrepont Moffat met 
with the President to discuss the advisability of throwing 
' Administration*support behind the Protocols early in the

' ' . »  : "  v . . .  ■

next'session. Moffat "recorded in his diary that the 
President had'authorized,Sayer "to take up with Senator 
Pittman the question of bringing up the. World Court Proto- : 

'Cols*for ratification this session". Immediately after .
the landslide Democratic victory in the 1934 Congressional 
elections ,, Roosevelt requested that the State Department; 
prepare a memorandum indicating the activities of•the 
Permanent Court Of International Justice. ‘ Finally,

: late in December'Roosevelt requested that Sayer prepare .
a special message on the Court which, he Could deliver to'

'• ■ i ■ 56 '. the next COngrfess.: it was .the consensus of. those in 4
the. Executive-,that a special message "would be more.
impressive and would win more votes than merely indicating
the President1s interest in the Protocols within the State

■ * 57' ' ■ • ■, .*■*of the Union message". . / .■ ■■. / '1
’ / \

The renewal of interest in the White House when 
considered in conjunction’ with Pittman1 s'commitment /made 
it virtually certain that the full Senate would!Vote on . 
the Treaties early in the next session. Thus, the pro-
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Court coalition had to decide what sort of strategy they 
jShould adopt to ensure ratification. The possibility of 
opposing ahti-Court Senators in the fall elections was 
discussed but discarded as it was' feared that adopting 
this tactic might use up limited funds without defeating 
anyone. It was decided that pro-Court organizations
would "pool their resources for-a strong effort beginning

58in the middle of December". Kahn reports that:

The specific labours in their renewedv 
.drive Were to be divided among the 

_•  ̂ various activists. Mrs. bape took
- i' charge'of‘ determining the position of

'■ / the new Senators . Professor Manley . ■
■ Hudson solicited tand compiled into a

< pamphlet the resolutions and recomraenda- >■
tions of the various bar associations 

. • throughout the country in support of .
the World Court. All. of the proponents ■

. . . of theCourt worked on smoothing over
. : the threatened amendments and legisla

tive obstructions impeding the:expedi- 
.tious handling of the Treaties.59 , « .

Despite the fact that they must ,haye anticipated • 
stout resistance-from the Hearst press, ‘the pro-Court lobby,
again made no effort'to educate ,the mass public about t^e

■ ' «'■■■■ ■ , \  \  '■ •• . ■ ■■■■■'■■ 
World Court,' and thus, counted on■widespread popular accept
ance of the "Hearst thesis" on this issue. While Jessup 
contacted members of the American Legion.' s national commit
tee on foreign affairs in order to persuade them to return 
the Legion to its pre-1933 support for the Court,, he passed 
up the opportunity to attend the annual convention which 
strongly reaffirmed the organization's.officiai.anti-Court 
position. > Legionnaires had actively participated in the

’• ' V  -o'.,-.
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c

recent Hearst petition campaign,' and if the 1934 Conven- 
tion had reversed the Legion's official position, it would 
have been a significant political victory. Jessup's half
hearted efforts towards this goal refiectedaan attitude. " 
shared by most of his allies that, given the Democratic 
majority in the Senate.,* victory would simply be a question 
of Roosevelt openly expressing his support for the 
P r o t o c o l s \  <•

The' recent Democratic landslide which swelled 
the party's majority in the Congress, caused pro-Court 
advocates to f6rget, of dismiss, the fact that Congress 
had been increasingly unwilling to follow the Administra
tion's lead, in the closing days of the 73rd Congress —  

even though the President had clearly had public, opinion 
on his side at.that time. 0 Therefore, despite the fact 
that FDIl had failed to get a single piece of "internation
alist" legislation through the Senate'during his first 
two years, the pro-Court activists never seriously dpubted 
that two-thirds of the Senate would dare to refuse to follow 
Roosevelt on the question of American adherence, to jthe . ) 
Cdurt —  even if the President no longer had. public'opinion 
on his side. y

On January- 5, 19-35, the President met with the
it' : ' ■ . ' u

Secretary of State Hull, Assistant Secretary Sayer and 
Senators Robinson, Johnson and Pittman to discuss the

►future of the World Court Protocols and the St. Lawrence

- 148 - ; .
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V

Treaty. It was decided that the Foreign Relations Committee 
would deal with the Protocols during its first session, and'
that, rather than Pittman, Robinson would lead the floor.

■ 62 ' fight for ratification. It was the consensus that' this
was an ideal time to deal with this matter because the Senate
was rarely too busy during the first few weeks of any session
as it had to wait on the House to approve new appropriations\ , ' -
IdIIIs before it could act on most sorts of legislation. Fi
nally, •

at the meeting of the Senate Foreign -
' ' Relations Committee, by a vote of

' fourteen to seven, the Committee
favourably approved and reported out 
the three Protocols necessary to be 
approved for the United States mem- 

, - hership in the Permanent Court of . . ^  •
" International Justice. It did include 'v  

an unexpected reservation -- the Reed 
 ̂ ' ; Reservation ■—  clarifying the three

part^urst-Root formula. 63

* ' ' • .V -, At this time three’separate polls were conducted
by pro-Court activists :to determine the.probability of A 
ratification. Ail three indicated that the Administration

/  . '■ ■ - v -  7  . .  ■ < / y * 7 7had more than .enough support in the Senate to achieve , ' t f . 

victory. A poll prepared by the Women's World Court 
Committee and presented by Elizabeth Eastman to the State \ 
Department and the Presiderit indicated that either sixty-*
nine or seventy-two Senators supported ratification. (See

• 64 ‘ 1 '>Appendix for-aJd data.) A second poll, prepared by Libby
• , ,  . o  ' ’ ‘- . - . I  i ,

(NCPW) shows seventy-one Senators in favour and a third
showed sixty-eight. If one compares all of these polls,

. ' ” ■ ■ A-' ft ■ •' '  ̂ '** ►1 '
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sixty-four Senators (more than the necessary two-thirds)' 
indicated in every poll that they supported ratification;

t i , 4 •In light of the fact that the Protocols were
'■ ■ 8 J ■ :ultimately defeated, these polls give scholars a unique 
opportunity to determine with a high degree of certainty
exactly which Senators>changed their posit 
debate. Obviously this sort of knowledge :
useful in assessing whether domestic opposition to the

ons during the
s. most

World Court was a primary cause of Senator 
position on this issue. f  , ;

changing their

Inasmuch, as it is’natural to be ;a bit'skeptical 
about -these sorts of polls, it is worth emphasizing that 
there were a nuinber of other independent indicators that 
the Administration had more than enough support at the . = 
beginning of the debate to justify expectations of victory 
On January 12, the New York Times reported that even the
'leadership of the bitter end opposition conceded that . .

' ■:'■ •. 65 "the present outlook is for ratification"r Secondly,
Senator Pittman had cautioned the President in- his 
January 4 communication that Vailure to accept the Reed ' * 
Reservation might put the Protocols, in jeopardy. How
ever, after the Foreign Relations Committee accepted the 
Reed Reservation, Pittman wrote the President that:

The inclusion of the resolution with 
the preservation of the fifth reserva
tion will greatly reduce opposition' 
in -the Senate and limit debate. The 

.. entire debate mupt now be based upon
•' *.. • * •* ' ,
X7  150 ■ ' 7
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the simpleSguestioh of whether 
' i . it is advisable for us to be a

member of the Court..6? ■ •
- 1 ' < ■ •- - |Finally, FDR's decision to send a special message to the

Senate endorsing American participation in the Court made
it crystal-clear to everyone that Roosevelt was an unequi-

t

vocal supporter of ratification without major reservations. 
All along the pro-Court lobby had felt that this one act 
of itself would ensure favourable Senate action. While 
pro-Court scholars, blessed with hindsight, have bemoaned 
the fact that the President's message did not use stronger

y -

language,’ the New York Times applauded this message in a
.January. 18 editorial saying/fhat -it was everything that. J 7  _■ *
the.pro-Court advocates had sought,"direct and cordial.
approval of the Treaty".

’ \ ^
The. actual Senate debate begap on January 15 with

Senatpr Robinson delivering a long and-measured speech in
which he related the history of the Treaties and the Court
and-argued«that ratification would be in the American
interest. In his closing remarks Robinson ̂ attempted to
anticipate isolationist rhetoric by^pu^tirig;the World Court
in perspective. '

v . - . '

Probably no subject has been .so clouded 
• by misunderstanding as the proposal that 

the United States accept membershhip in 
the Wor1d^Couft. The advocates have in 

V some instances claimed more advantages
to the American public than can be rea
sonably expected, while some of the 
opponents have conjured up in their ima
gination disastrous results which cannot

151' -
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follow participation by the United. 
States as a member of the tribunal.

On the folloVing day Roosevelt delivered his special
& ^ s. ■ • • '

message urging ratification:

The movement to make international 
. justice'practicable and serviceable 
is not subject to partisan considers- ■. -
tions. For years-Republican and- 
Democratic administrations and party 

■ platforms alike have’advocated a Court
of Justice,/ to which the nations might 

1 voluntarily brin# their disputes for
'judicial decision. To give concrete 
realization to this obviously sound 
'and thoroughly American'policy, I hope •

' ; that at hn early date the Senate will
„ advise and consent to the adherence .

by the United States to the Protocols 
oOf-signature of the statute of the 
Permanent Cojart of International 

,v .Justice, dated December 16, 1920, the 
' , Protocol for the revision of the Statute

of the Permanent Court of International 
- Justice, dated December 14, 1929, and

the Protocol for the accession'Of the*
- united States, of' America to the Proto

col of signatures statute of the Perma- 
», „ nent Court of International Justice,

dated September 14, 1929, all of which 
were submitted to the Senate, December 10, 
1930. I urge that the Senate's consent 

• be given in such a form as not to defeat 
•or delay the objective of adherence.
A sovereignty of the United States-will, 
bo in no way diminished or jeopardized by 
such action. At this t imein  international 
relationships, when every act is of moment 
to .the future of the world peace,' the 
United States has an opportunity once 

> more to throw. • its weight onto the scale
;V, in favour of peace. 70 .

; This moment represents the high water mark of
Senate support for-the Protocols. There is not much question
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but that if the Senate had voted on the,16th, the Protocols- 
would hava been ratified with votes to spare. However

V- ■ \ s ■
beginning with senator Hiram Johnson's stirring rebuttal; 
the anti-Court forces in the Senate began to win back the 
parliamentary initiative and to arouse public opinion 

■o which was unfavourably disposed toward any connection \
•with the .League of Nations?or the great powers“of Europe 
which had stopped paying their debts.' In fact, in terms v= 
of arousing public opinion, Senators Johnbon and Long^wOuld 
each play a significant hole in the upcoming debate.

Senator Johnson's counter-attack began by 
attempting to refute the Administration's argumentthat
America's, joining the World Court would further the cause

- ■ c ■ " %  , ’ of peace. - , • ,.

A matter of transcendent importance 
, today comes before .us ... we are , •

■ asked now to join tho League of .
Nations'J Court ... we enter it to „ ' .V
meddle and muddle under an hysterical 

” internationalism in those ’ controver-
. * sies which Europe has and which Europe -

will never be rid of. ... It is a 
, ' beautiful thought, it is a marvel- k

g lously naive expression that we, with -
all the nations of Europe-save one, 
feeling towards us like a recalcitrant 

. debtor ever feels towards a creditor,
are going to go among them to preserve 
peace among them, w^ich they cannot 

. . preserve for themselves ... yet not
one of them in a matter of peace or 
the preservation of peace has ever used 

, the Court or ever will. They will unite
among themselves and do just exactly as 

• they ever seek to do, and, doing that 
they will take us into-their particular 
organizations; that if trouble arises

t
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we may bear- the brunt, go forward 
and lead the way in matters which 
do not concern us, and then, pay s'-
the meddlers'1 price * * „ to say that 

: our entry into this Court will, bring
peace-to the $orld is to me the most 

. : silly thing that has ever been advanced
by sensible human beings. 7-1 \

Next he argued that American energy and concern would be 
more profitably invested at home.

I am interested in 11 million unemployed 
Americans. I am interested in the 
swelling relief rolls over this land.
Do you think there is room here for 
the exercise.of the highest degree of 
statesmanship we possess^ in dealing 

• with 11,million unemployed Americans 
and relief rolls which have swollen*

; out of--all bounds now? Do you think
. we can deal with our own for a brief 
period and forget Europe's controversies. 72 . ■

‘Einally,,. drawing upon his isolationist rhetoric, Johnson 
■attempts to demonstrate that the World C_ouft is not in
dependent from- the League.

, The Court,' Mr. President, comes, as we 
.know, from the League of Nations ... ,
Authority for the Court is contained 
in Article XIV of the League of Nations, 
constituting P§rt 1 of. the Treaty of 
- Versailles ... ‘What' fs it that causes ' 
the unrest, the unrest which seems to 
be in every nation over-there and which 

* has been growing, constantly and more
; menacingly with the passage of time?

: It is the Treaty of Versailles that is
maintained there in all its rigors and 
with all its injustices .. . What'is it ‘ ’
that retains the Status quc of the' 
Treaty? It is the League of Nations 
a part of it the World Court —  and it 

/ is because the Treaty'has continued in

• ‘
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inflexibility, with all its harshness, 
that the difficulties have arisen 
abroad and that today waj is in the 
air everywhere. ... And so these great 

* institutions which we are being driven 
into, either with the party whip or to 
be-driven .'in by propaganda of inter-

- nationalists or by those pseudo , e
intellectuals who have been drivingv 
driving ,• driving Turing the year -V i j

• these institutions abroad, foreign
in character are maintaining the status 
quo of the Versailles Treaty and they,

" and.they alone# are responsible for 
the unrest and inflammable condition

- — hich exists abroad now.—

When analyzing this debate, both Kahn and Fleming 
go to great lengths to emphasize the Contrast between "the 
rational silver tones of Senator Robinson and the brief 
statement^ of support by President Roosevelt", and "the 
Vitriolic, frequently caustic, voices of the Senate contin- 
gent-opposed to U.S. entry". However, this sort of
contrast is really only applicable to the wild: rhetoric ■ 
of Senator Huey Long and Father Coughlin. In fai.rness to 
Johnson and the other Senators who spoke against the 
Treaties, stripped of their, harsher isolationist emo
tionalism, their arguments were no less rational than 

; Senator Robinson1s. First of all, the World Court was as 
much a part' of the League Nations as UNESCO is now a
part of the United Nations. Second, joining the Court 
would not have had the slightest influence on world peace 
unless it was truly meant to be an.intermediate step- to
wards joining the League. Thus, in fairness to the isola‘- 
tionists, the question of America's future relationship

v V-—  : - 155 - . ' , : —
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if
t

to the. League was a valid, issue in this,debate, if €he . 
United States had joined the Court, all of Europe would i 
have interpreted it as an ihpdrtant step towards American 
membership in the League.

In contrast'to‘Senator Johnson's speech, Huey' 
Lbng's Unti^Court Otatory was much more inflammatory and 
much less rational. On the day following Johnson1s speech. 
Long took the’Senate floor and denounced the proposed 
American participation in the World Court as part of an 
insidious plutocratic conspiracy.

• : Who is the moving spirit behind the
World Court in America today? The 
President may think he is, but we 
have had Presidents before who thought 
they were ... who is the one that kept 
the light afire for the League of 

- Nations? I do not know how much
■ * they have spent, but I am told that

the Rockefeller fortune has been 
’ , one great bulwark that has kept the

fires lighted for the League of 
Nations in America. 76 ' f;

Referring to the Chaco War, which he said was instigated 
by Standard Oil, Long denounced the Court as a potential 
threat to the Monroe Doctrine. •

They are going to adjudicate with a 
pronouncement and a decision of this 
particular League on whether or not 
the award made by the President of 
the United States in 1878 under the 
Monroe Doctrine is going to stand 177

Finally, Long appealed directly to the widespread resentment

: ’ ' - 156 - '* ’
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among the American public concerning the question of 
flurope* s" unpaid war debts as a justification for not ^  

going into the Court, "V ' . f;

„ H$w dicĵ -we come out of the last war?
giving than all of our money, 

billions of dollars of it, after 
^burying^dur men in unmarked graves, 
how did’ we come out? We came put 
with our soldiers buried, our money 
spent/ our country bankrupt, labelled j  
by Eurbpe as "Uncle Shylock"] We ° 
went over to England and spilled our 
blood, we buried our soldiers, we 
brought our wounded home for treat
ment and hgfo did England regard us?
"Uncle Shylock"J78

, In all probability Huey Long's decision to oppose 
the World Court signified the first step of a campaign to 
oppose FDR in 1936. , An early and important supporter 
of Roosevelt at,the 1932 convention, Long resented the 

. fact that he had never had as much influence on New Deal 
programs as he. felt he deserved.

Programmatically he wanted the President 
to convert the New Deal's progressive . 
legislation into a "share the wealth"_ 
program. As outlined in his book, Huey 
Long believed that the government should 
guarantee all families a $5,000 a year 
income. In addition, he favoured free 

. homesteads, increased education, cheap 
food, veterans' bonuses, and limitations 

9 of fortunes.. He sought to make "every 
man a king" and Huey the "kingfisher".

Though his rhetoric had a socialist ring and his 
program a socialist appeal, Long's was a simplistic soak- 
the-rich philosophy. However, by 1935 this philosophy had
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. earned him a n^tiona^.^following.* Though claims that
■ - t

S ' 1 7 million Americans belonged to "Share the wealth" clubs
. were exaggerated, a poll commissioned by Jim Farly.found

r' ‘
that Long would attract 2,750,000 votes if he became a

- ̂ * ■ -. 81 ‘candidate in 1936. \ ^
' - > ■ ' »

■ 1 Recognizing the potential political dangers ‘ of
~ a direct confrontation .with Long, Roosevelt went out of his
, ^  wa^ t®*1 mollify'.-the "Kingfish" without allowing him to ,

* influence policy. However by late .1934 Roosevelt's
, „ ” political allies and agents were openly challenging

o ■. 82'- ” w  - Long's dictatorial power in Louisiana. As a conse
quence, when Long returned to Washington in January,

. ■%*'- 19.35, -he was’ determined, to defeat the Administration , >■
. which had the audacity to challenge his local power base.

The World Court gave Long an ideal chance to directly 
, . ‘ oppose Roosevelt og' an issue where there was a real

- • chance of defeating him, especially i„f public opinion
■ • . • • could be mobilized.

- ̂  At the end-of the first week of debate, the 
public response to Johnson's isolationist appeal and 
Long's red neck demagoguery combined with the prospect 
.of having'to defeat a growing number of obstructionist
amendments and reservations made it clear to the pro-

* \ ^  • ' -

Court lobby that "they were engaged in a more intense
\ 83and complicated fight than they had bargained for".

Furthermore, as Benator Robinson came out on the short

■■■ * ' v  • . ■ ; .  • ' ■’ ;v
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end of the rhetorical confrontations with first Johnson 
’then Long, the Court advocates started to lose confidence 
in the leadership abilities of the principal spokesmen 
for the Court in the Senate.- As„ a consequence, the pro- 
Court lobby intensified its efforts-on all fronts.

• : After, having ignored all but informed opinions
since 1926, the NWCC,/the ACPW, and the JjNA-frantically
organized an eleventh hour campaign to mobilize mass

84 'public .opinion. - ‘ "The leadership of the pro-Cc5urt move
■ * ,,fi 7 ' v“. . . :y ' - s '

ment sought to have prominent, public.figures contact key
‘13 ’ ' '85legislators to ensure their votes for adherence.'1 . ‘ In
addition, every effort-was now made to make full use Of
Mrs. Roosevelt's support for their cause.-

When the National Council for the Cause 
and Cure of War held its annual conven
tion in Washington in the beginning of 
January/ Mrs. Roosevelt invited the 

• conference's leaders to the White House 
for dinner and seated Mrs. Catt next to 
the President. This gave Mrs. Catt the 
opportunity personally to broach with 
the Chief Executive, the subject of the 
Court. By the middle of January the 
pressure on Mrs. Roosevelt had intensi
fied. Miss Lape pressed the first: lady 
to move into the forefront of the debate. 
She also sought.to bring the first lady 
into the fray and at the same time to 
move the President to pressure "doubtful"Senators.86 1

$

Finally, the NWCC and the LNA tfried to ensure that all 
Senate supporters, especially |fche waverers, received a 
constant flow of pro-Court telegrams and correspondence.

yy.
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At the'beginning of the second week of debate, 
it was becoming apparent that some sort of compromise • 
migh^be^necessary to ensure that two-thirds of-the Senate 
would support the 'Treaties; ̂  On Tuesday', January 22, the 
President met with Senators Vandenberg and Norris, the 

’■authors of the two most popular reservations then before 
the Senate. At a press conference tjj|e next day, FDR 
announced that he felt the Vandenberg reservation Was 
unnecessary but tolerable? however, the Administration 
remained unalterably opposed to the Norris amendment.
, On Thursday /  the Senate overwhelmingly-adopted- the 
Vandenberg reservation and then agfeed to limit debate
on the Protocols and'temaining reservations and amendments

■ '?■ ' / ■> ofi ■ - * •  1 ■after .1:00 p.m.'January 28.. ■... The New York Times re
ported that Administratipn leaders felt confident that by 
accepting the Vandenberg reservation they had assured 
ultimate victory? therefore, the decision to limit debate
would preclude the possibility that Senate isolationists

* ■ ' ••gg’>would delay the inevitable by filibustering. However,
the decision to limit debate appeared somewhat questionable 
when the 'Senate defeated the Norris amendment by the sur
prisingly narrow margin of 47 to 37. In this vote 14 
Democratic Senators broke rank and voted with the Republican 
minority.90 '

Despite this hopeful sign, in a January 25 letter 
to his friend and political ally, Edwin Borchard, Senator
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//7

Johnsop .seemed*f.esilmfed to -defeat, f  "We were forced last 
night to agree* to thg time limita£iljon of the debate, on 
Monday night or Tuesday the dee^will be done. How
ever/ outside of the' Senate the opponents of the Court y ., 
were not prepared to' concede defieab without one last 
effort. 7  ./ ' - j  ■ .' -v. * f . ' - : v- ' ' /

, ■ ■ . .. - ̂  v- "■ - ■ - I ■Publichlly the Hearst .press intensified its / 1
warnings about the great, dangers . of participating iiythe 
"League Court". Behind the scene in Washington, Hehrst's
representatives worked around the clock to persuade

■ ; 92'Democrats to oppose Roosevelt On this question; How-
'* ' ' ' ’ V ' . ' ' '■ \ ' : ' 7ever,,these efforts may well have j^een in vain if they 
had not been reinforced by Father Coughlin's eleventh ,hour 
decision-to; Openly oppose ROpsevelt on this question.
• 7 ■ .7 ■ ■ ■ 7, 7; ', 7 - 7 _ : 7

: On Sunday, January 27th, Father Coughlin opened
his weekly sermon with a violfe'nt two-pfonged attack on the 
World Court and the League of.Nations.

The League of Nations, and its perverted 
brain'the World Court, is nothing more., 
than a'frankenstein, raised by the inter
national bankers and plutocrats of the 

* "world for the purpose of preserving by
• 4̂ force of arms the plutocratic system

against the possible onslaught of 
C o m m u n i s m . ” . . ’

. . ' " ‘ ; i ' - ■ ' '

Coughlin closed his broadcast with a passionate appeal:

To every" American who loves Tdemocracy,‘ 
who loves the United States, who loves 

7  the truth to stand fore square in back 
of those tried and true Senators of.
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long experience , in their hopeless, 
yet honest f\ght, to keep America safe 
for Americans and not the hunting 
ground for international plutocrats.
My friends,•if I am properly informed 
-- Tuesday this week —  Tuesday,
January 29 — will be remembered by 
our offspring as the day which over
shadowed July 4th ... Today, tomorrow 
will be too late —  today, whether you 
can afford it or not send your Senator 
a telegram telling him to vote "no".on 
■our entrance to the World Court with 
or without reservations.”' Reservations 
are innocent and innocuous things, and, 
so are some of our Senators who are of 
the opinion that a reservation can save
u s  . 9 4  • " - .

Coughlin's appeal triggered a response which was histori
cally without precedent. The New York Times reported that 
the telegraph facilities in Washington were simply unable • 
to handle the incoming volume of anti-Court telegrams. '
4Q,000 telegrams were received-on Sunday alone, and it is'
reported that between 100,000 and 200,000 were received
u - 9 5  , : •by the time of the vote on Tuesday. Whatever the pre- v
cise figure, this avalanche of public opposition could not

. but enhance the credibility of the Hearst lobby which was
f  ■ t . V  . - '■ ■■■/arguing that a majority of the public was unalterably opposed
) to any sort of American involvement with the League Court,

' , ” While the pro-Court advocates had anticipated
*that their domestic opponents would surely make a last ditch', 

effort to rally public opposition, and thus, had reserved 
radio.time to respond, they were unable to counter "the
blistering charges of Father Coughlin and William Randolph
■'■■■ 9S- ; • .. ....Hearst". . Kahn characterizes the pro-Court response,
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which featured a 15-minute .appeal from. Mrs. Roosevelt,
97 ■as "mild, polite, and conscientious". This .appeal

also closed with a plea for public support.

If you want to see the influence of 
your country on the side of peace., 

e ' I beg you to let your representative V
in Congress know at once; It will / 
not make peace certain. It is only 
one step. But I believe it is the 

. d e s i r e  of our nation to see virtue “ 
done at.home and abroad. . I mak.e a 
special appeal to the women of my 
generation who desire to take any ’ 
action they can to'safeguard the •

. people.98 . ■■■■■."" ' , •.'/

The conspicuous absence of any response to Mrs. Roosevelt's 
plea is one final indication that even among the well- 
informed,support for the Court lacked intensity.. The 

'dearth of pro-Court telegrams at this crucial moment was 
the price the pro-Court movement paid for failing to culti- 
vate support among the general public. - '

„ ' ’ ■ ' v-' ■ '
' When the limit on debate went into effect on 

Monday, many of the .frierids of the Court must have wished ■ 
that they-now had some way of postponing the vote. While 
anti-Court telegrams whre being.delivered to wavering1 
Senators in wheelbarrows, administration Senators still 
clung to the hope that a narfow victory was possible. So . 
serious was i the situation, that Secretary of State Hull 
cancelled, afll of his morning appointments on the dayv of I. ; *• •. 
the vote apd joined Sayer. in personally' lobbying for the$ 
Treaties'bn.Capitol Hill.100 The pro-Court lobby redoubled

• I  ’ . • . .

its efforts to reconvert wavering Senators; nonetheless,
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V

when the. World Court Protocols came to a vote on Tuesday, 
the Administration came up sevpn vptes short of ratifi-^ 
cation.

• • Because the Senate was polled so\ extensively
during tpe first two weeks of January, thiii vote offers 
anunusual opportunity to test.the hypothesis that,public 
opposition was ultimately responsible for the defeat .of 
the Protocols. Scholars have long, recognized that it ps 
difficult to verify political influence relationships 
because of the need to locate evidence that a particular 
actor or variable has.caused a political actor "to do 
something he would not otherwise do".101 Obviously,, it 1 
is extremely difficult to get credible evidence concerning 
a political actor's intention before he acts. However, if 
we compare the four polfs taken by Eastman,' Libby and the , 
Women's, World Court Committee, we can identify 14, Senators 
who supported the Protocols ip every poll bub voted "n6 " 
nonetheless. In addition, we find four more who favoured 
the Protocols in at least half of the polls but ultimately 
voted against the Treaties. , In this instance, we have 
persuasive evidence ‘ th'at nearly one-fifth of the Senateu 
changed its mind about the World Court during the last two 
weeks before the vote. Thus, the question becomes, is there 
any evidence that the various expressions of public and 
constituent opposition to the Court caused any of these 
Senators to change- their positions?

Eight Democratic Senators: Bu'low (S.D.), Coolidge 
(Mass.), Donnehey (Ohio), Gerry (R.I.), Reynolds (N.C.),

. : ■ - 164 -
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Russell (Ga.), Smifh (S.C.) and Elmer Thomas (Okla.) 
/Expressed support for the Treaties in all four polls but 
vjpted against ratification. In addition-, all four of 
the iSenators who expressed support for the Treaties, in ■ 
at least two polls, but voted "no", were Democrats —  • 
Senators McGill (Iowa), Murphy (Kan.), Trammel (Florida), 
and Walsh (Mass.). There is evidence that at least ten 
of these Senators changed their position in..response to 
pbblic opposition. > . ■ v.

. In an interview, John Sloan Dickey, who worked 
as liaison’between the State Department and the Senate
durihg the floor fight over, the Treaties, emphasized
■ " ’' ' ■ ‘ ’ ' - i03 ■■■the importance of Father Coughlin's opposition. It
was his assessment that the Treaties were not in serious
trouble until Senators from states with large pockets of
Coughlinite popularity began to waver. Certainly,
Senators Smith and Thomas were already on record as having
a healthy respect for the political views of Father
Coughlin. In 1933, they had been among^a group of six
Senators who had urged Roosevelt to appoint Father Coughlin
as America’* s representative to the .London Economic Con- '
ference.10^ Furthermore, it is virtually certain that
both of Massachusetts1 freshmen Senators, Coolidge and
Walsh, drawing the bulk of their political support from
Boston —  "the strongest Coughlinite city in Amef'ica",
were influenced by.the fact that they received.more anti-
Court telegrams than any of thexr ..colleagues. As, was .
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noted earlier, the Massachusetts and Georgia legislatures . , 
had aent strongly worded apti-Court'resolutions -to their 
Senators. it can also he argued that Senator Russell, ' 
who introduced Georgia's. declaration into, the .Cohgres- 
sioriaT'Record and whose only other comment during the 
debate was to point outythaty’SenatorV'Robinson. had'\mis-'-■•'■■ 
:\tep£esehted..;the\i^er.ic^ current position, changed
his* position because of the opposition to the World Court 
amfong his constituents.10

During the debate, two Senators explicitly linked 
their opposition to°the. Protocols to the wishes of their ;■ . 
constituents., Noting the World Court's connection with 
the League of Nations, 'Senator Reynolds' explicitly justi
fied his opposition'as a response to his constituents' '
unconditional opposition'.to any form of American involve-

; 107 - v ’ ' ; » ■  vment in the League. Senator Trammel offered' a similar •
rationale. - ■ . '-"v : .7 ,

*; : . a 0 ’ V"-- # i * / ' *

I . I believe that the sentiment of
the American people has not yet • ,

y ripened on behalf of the League ' ■
- ■ of Nations, but, to the contrary,' •. . ;

has become more set against the /
League. I am sure that -in: casting - '.
my vote against the World Court

• I am voicing the overwhelming 108
”, sentiment of the people of Florida.'

Finally, Senators Donnehey, Reynolds, Russell, 
Smith and Thomas supported Senator Gore's war debt amend-  ̂
ment, making American membership in the World Court ;
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provisional on Europe's resumption of debt payments.3- 
In light of the evidence-pf intense public resentment . 
with regard to the debt issue, it is likely that at n
least*75% of the public would have approved of this 
•amendment had they been polled: Therefore, opposing '
ratification, once the Senate rejected this amendment, 
can reasonably be interpreted as being closely in tune 
with;the sentiments of the! public.

-There is no direct evidence that Senators McGill, 
Murphy, Gerry or Bulow changed their minds in response to 
ublic opposition, however,; it is well worth noting that 
oth McGill and Murphy represented Great- Plains States in 

which the electorate was strongly isolationist. Further4-, 
more, Sehator Gerry represented a state where Father

\ % ' [ , j , . - ' = -r.

Coughlin was’popular. Though he never took part in the 
debate or supported any of the major amendments, it is 
more than likely that Gerry received; his share of anti- 

rt telegrams. Only Senator Bulow gave a reason for%  

change *of. heart, apologizing to, Senator Robinson,
Cod

his
but ■claiming that his decision was a question.of conscience.

- Of the six Republican Senators who reversed their 
positions; Davis (Pa.), .Dickenson (Iowa), Hastings (Del.), 
Metcalf* (R.I.), Townsend (Del.) and White (Maine); the 
temptation is to attribute their switch to partisan moti-
, .1’ -* * . > 0 ■ ■ ■vations. Certainly the western progressive wing of the v
party constituted the core of the bitter-end opposition

\ *
- - > t *3* ; '
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to the Court. Nonetheless, the 1929 "compromise was the 
achievement of a Republican administration, and the 
Treaties had the,, support of the Republican leadership in 
the Senate. Thus, while some Republicans may have hungered 
•for an Administration defeat on any issue, the fact remains 
that four of the six Republican Senators, who supported the 
Protocols in all polls but voted "no", came from the eastern 
wing of the Party which had traditionally supported American 
participation in the. World Court.

■ „ ' ■ ■ - .With regard to five of these Senators, there is
evidence that public opposition motivated their switch.
Senators Hasting and Townsend of Delaware voted against

■ ■ . ' • • '  ' ° the Protocols after presenting their states' petition con
demning American involvement with the World Court to the

111 " ' " ’■ ' ' ' •Senate. Senators Davis, Dickenson and White voted for
the war debt amendment., . Only in the case of Senator
• Metcalf, who like Gerpy represented Rhode" Island, is there
no evidence that public oppos ition influenced his change
of position-. •, • .* ■

. Nearly all of the Senators who reversed their 
positions on the World Court shared one thing in common, 
they represented constituencies which would have strongly" a

V  ■ - i  • r ,approved of their final positions. Six of this group
represented Great Plains States where isolationist senti
ment was strong. Another seven represented Northeastern 
■States where “ Father Coughlin.* s radio audience was concentrated.

' - 168 V '
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There is concrete evidence that three of the four southern 
Democrats who switched sides did so because of public oppo- ' 
sition back home. Five of the Senators represented states 
whose legislatures had passed strongly worded resolutions 
opposing the Court”. Also, it can be argued that ten ^" U-* 'V
Senators linked their decision to the war debt issue by 
Supporting the Gore amendment. Finally, the opposition 
of the surprisingly large number of Democrats Cannot be 
explained on the grounds /that they were simply conserva
tives who would revolt against FDR' s leadership during "the 
second phase of the New Deal. Only two of the twelve Sena
tors in this group would-oppose New Dfeal legislation with

113any regularity during the next two years.

Taken alone none of these facts proves beyond a 
shadow of a doubt that constituent opposition was"the pri
mary cause of theldefeat of the World Court Treaties.
However, taken together; these facts represent very per
suasive evidence [that public opposition was the principal/

' cause of nearly dne-fifth of the Senate reversing its 
position on the World Court during the floor battle over 
the issue. .Thus;, with regard to this issue# not only did;

- t> : ....  * ” * -

interest groups influence the foreign policy agenda by 
persuading the Foreign Relations Committee to act favourably 
on the Protocols; but, there.is powerful evidence that domes
tic' counter-pressure was directly responsible for the ulti
mate defeat of this initiative.

^  169 -■ t
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Viewed from an international perspective, the
I. V '

question of whether the United States would: join the 
World Court was not of paramount importance. For example, 
whatever the Senate decided, it would have had little 
influence on the already precarious European balance of 
power. However, the inability Of the Roosevelt Administra 
tion to guide the Protocols through the Seriate had a 
tangible effect on the balance of power within America's 
foreign policymaking process. This dramatic "come from 
behind" victory gave all.of those advocating a radically

• : '’ - s ’" . -1 ‘isolationist foreign policy the confidence to take the 
initiative. Finally, the defeat * represented a poignant 
reminder to President Roosevelt that his influence' over 
public opinion stopped at the water's edge.

In a February 9 letter to Elihu Root, Roosevelt 
offefs his own analysis of the defeat.

•"s’-

.resolution, Senator Robinson,
Senator Pittman, and I expected * 
defeat by a close margin .... As 
the check upon votes progressed, 
we thought we shbuld win, but we 0 
had at all tiroes 12 or 14 Senators 

• who would not commit themselves •
most of them because they wanted,. 
to see which way the cat was going 
to jump. The deluge of letters, 
telegrams, resolutions of State 
legislatures, and trie radio talks „ 
of people like Coughlin turned .the 
trick againstus. In time we shall . 

« 'win the long'fight for judicial 
■ V decisions of international problems 

but today, quite frankly, the wind 
everywhere blows against us. H4

At the outset, earl 
wh,en we decided t

January, 
up the
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This passage' offers a rare insight into the'limitations ’ 
of Presidential leadership. Much of Roosevelt's ability 
to influence uncommitted or weakly-committed Congressmen 
during the first two years of his Administration was due 
to his overwhelming public popularity and support. The 
"deluge" of public opposition to the World Court was 
concrete evidence that FDR did not enjoy the same sort of 
support on this issue. Thus, Roosevelt's obvious lack of 
public support undercut Administration attempts to persuade 
wavering Senators to support the World Court Treaties.

It is interesting to compare Roosevelt's analyses
ftwith-that of the two leading pro-Court advocates Philip 

Jessup arid Manley Hudson. In a letter to a Canadian friend 
Jessup attributed the defeat to three factors. First, >he 
noted that the intermittent public debate over the World 
Court .question had resulted in considerable popular confu-
, -- ’ B ' Tf
sioh over the relationship between the Court and the .League
of Nations. He conceded that "there is still enough hosti
lity to the League among certain people to make the Court1s

■ 115 t--connection with it a liability". On the other hand,
■ *

Jessup argued that the Court was endorsed almost univer- * 
sally by the well-informted and he dismissed the political
significance of the most tangible expression of uninformed

“ 1-16 * ' opinion in-response to Father Coughlin's appeal. In
his opinion, these "transitory factors" had been more
influential than they need have been because "the friends
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.V

117 • J' 'of the Court had been over confident". . The third 
and most important factor in Jessup is analyses is tlae 
political^implications of the debt question.

The default of certain countries in 
. v payment of -their debts to the united

'States is bitterly resented by a large 
, . number of people ..... The consequence

• , is that fn some quarters opposition to
' "going to Europe" had been intensified,

- and the failure of the Court resolu
tion is viewed in these quarterns as a 

• slap back. 11?
y • » . . o .

■" Jessup's analysis illustrates a strategic mistake 
which many in the internationalist wing of the peace move
ment made wfth regard to public opinion during the inter-’ • I’ . . : * war period* His analysis shews no awareness of the strong
■ linkages:; which- had developed between public resentment over
war debts and public opposition to any official associa
tion with the League, . Hut more importantly, unlike

^ • Roosevelt, Jessup had no respect for the pptehtiali poli-
~ o - '  ' l i * 9  '!”0 tical significance of uninformed opinion. Rooseveit

.. forfeited his chance to educate the mass public in order ■'
„ to*win the Democratic Presidential nomination in 1932,  ̂y 

'y'.-;y However; the internationalist wing of the peace movement
doomed their'political effort during this period-by commit
ting themselves ,to a public relations strategy of cultivat- 

. ing support primarily among the highly informed minority.
-c;.. As a consequence,'by 1935 the "silent majority" in
■v ' America had been converted by those preaching the gospel
■ o ' . .  • . ' :. ' of isolationism. '
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'&■

■ Y  While agreeing with Jessup that Coughlin's radio 
address had not had a politically significant impact on

".‘v! ' ’ . . . *
the Senate's decision, Manley Hudson argues that the 
Administration never had enough votes at any time to 
obtain ratification. He argues that the anti-Court “reso
lutions from Massachusetts, Delaware and Georgia -had 
already influenced key Senators before Coughlin's outburst.

. ' c* * • •
■ : *  ■ ■ •HoWever, interestingly enough^ Hudson also identifies the 

debt question as "the controlling factor in the situation. 
It might have led to the defeat of the Court even if Father

I ' 1 A  A

Coughlin’had never spoken." However, the most insight
ful aspect of Hudson's analysis is his criticism of the 
•'strategy of attempting to ignore the connection between 
I the Court and the League of Nations.. • , •

The attempt to disassociate the Court. 
from the League of Nations failed 
completely. Support for‘the Court *

,C 1 _ would have been more’effective if it ' ,
i - ^  had avowed from the- start that the

Court is a League Court and if the 121 °
matter had been argued on this basis.

■ ; V  ' :  /  , ' 'While he obviously d M  not appreciate the linkage between- ■ 
public r'esentment overwar debts ah<i popular opposition to 
any formal tie with the League, Hudson recognized that ■ 
trying .to deny the obvious connection between the World 
Court and the League contributed .to the public's distrust 
concerning the motives of~ those advocating adherence.

On the whole, the historians who have studied
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this controversy have been even less enthusiastic about 
the Idea that public pressure was the primary cause of 
the defeat of the World Court Protocols. Generally, these 
scholars have tended to be much, more critical of the- frole 
played by FDR and the Democratic leadership in the Senate. 
F ox e x a m p le , Selig Adler described the Administration's ■ • 
handling, of, this matter as generally inept. While he con
cedes that Hearst and Coughlin whipped up quite a, public 
furor he proposes that:. ' - V

the President might have turned the 
scales in hiS favour by using an 
executive squeeze play upon some 

. fidgety Senators or by resorting to ^ 2  
one of his mesmerizing fireside chats.

. . _ ■  ; y ' ;V .. \'

. V ■ , Denna Flemingts analysis ridicules the excessive .
■V : ‘ , . ... ! . ( 1 2 3  ■■• .timidity of the Senate leadership from 1930, onwards.
In his estimation, the 1935 defeat reflected1

' * * * • ' • . ‘ , ’ ' ' - ; ..(1). the success of a violent unscrupulous 
opposition; . ’ -

(2) the failure of the Court1 s friends to
• ' . put up an organized, vigorous, fight• ^
. for ratification, fighting steadily *

instead of yielding ground constantly;
• ■ ' and. ’ 1 a

(3) an undoubted revulsion of many people.,4 
' . away from the gathering storm abroad.

. . ■, t 4  1In his study of the efficacy of the pro-Court 
interest groups," Gilbert Kahn is also critical of the 
overall Administration leadership in the World Court
battle. He notes *that unlike the Senators who led the

C ' / 41 - ’* 9'

. -'174 v'- ; " /
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opposition', . Sena tot Robinson was "not a dynamic, powerful
- • • ■■■“'. 125 ' •voice in the Senate",. Kahn also laments the fact

V
that?

The Senate champions of the World 
Court did not include in their ranks.; 
any members who were willing,to make 
a significant and vigorous display 
on'behalf of. the Court Their v 
non-action,- therefore,- helped the* 
opponents cause greatly.

Kahn is also critical of Robinson for allowing the Protocols 
to, pome to a vote before he had a> firm, head count, for ,
leaving no escape route open when he maneuvered Johnson 
into limiting debate,, and for allowing the vote to come 
immediately after,a weekend. ■

though his ofiticism is more moderate, Kahn also 
criticizes the President's leadership in the. matter. Kahn 
is critical of RDR1 s half-hearted support of the World t 
Court. Though he recognizes that this* caution' was the 
consequence of Roosevelt's dual fears for bis upcoming 
legislative proposals and for the possibility of a loss 
0f personal popularity; Kahn concludes? that the President'

Exercised undue caiitiqn and did not 
appraise the legislative politics 
of the domestic or international 

• * , situatlpns adeqdate^y. Yet, it is
» fair to say that hpyprobably would

4 ‘ not have let the "Treaty go forward
if he did not anticipate a victory •

’ without losing or alienating any of -
- his domestic supporters. He could

not have foreseen the consequences* 
domestically or internationally of
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n his defeat, since lie did not calpu-
» • ' late on a defeat. Therefore, the

major leadership question that 
k 'ROosevelt presents ... was why did

' he commit himself at all to the (
Court Protocols. For by becoming 

V • involved,v he alienated his progres- : ■
sive isolationist supporters, while 

 ̂ by doing so half-heartedly, he 127
O ' alienated his internationalist friends.

Finally, Kahn employs this argument to, exonerate the 
"friends-of the Court" from Jessup!s charge of over
confidence. , ' * ■ ! '
> * ' -V 8 ‘ ** (' •' ’ '

They believed, rightly so, that the ..
President would not’make as half
hearted an effort as he did ... The a
President was not prone to making 

• '• delicate tactical political errors. ,
0. , Indeed it was reasonable to assume

• that the president was generally
: not willing to commit- himself at ‘

. all unless he was prepared to do
: battle. 128 , ,

Because they consistently underestimate the
depth and, breadth^of public opposition to any form of

, -V : '-■■/ 3 : ' - ^ / i'-"" ;■ . ■■■■ .American involvement in Europe in 19,35, Adler, Fleming,
and Kahn, overestimate -the likelihood that stronger,
leadership might have saved the Protocols. Certainly
they all underestimate the political costs to the New
Deal Of a more vigorous Administration-effort to obtain
ratification. ’ ’’ ’

First of all'; Adler's suggestions that either 
a "mesmerizing fireside chat" or more Presidential pres
sure on "fidgety. Senators" might have changed the outcome
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' V • •*■ > f  ■ ■ ■■■ ' ■ ’

are both highly questionable. As" was discussed earlier, >•
, Rooseveltian leadership depended upon strong public support
for his initiatives or at least a high degree of public
uncertainty-' as to what ought to be done. , Roosevelt simply •
did not have this kind of support on the World Cpurt, and'
to suggest that a fireside chat would have generated the
necessary public support represents a gross exaggeration ..

, ' 1 ' “ ' „ “ ■■ ‘  ̂ -■ v  ■

of any President*s ability to change public opinion in a 
noncrisis situation. As Roosevelt demonstrated after 
September 1, 1939, public opinion can be changed..incre- 
mentally, but this option was not open to the President 
in the World Court battle. / »

Anyone doubting that even Roosevelt's renowned , -
leadership ability was subject to. limitations need only 

*to consider his inability to alter public opinion during 
the Court packing controversy' in 1936. While a slim ;
majority of Americans favoured a constitutional amendment 
to force older judges to retire, Roosevelt was not able 
to win ̂ any more public support for his proposal than he '

129 •started with despite' four months of "vigorous leadership".

In the absence of clear public-support, if
, ’ • ' - , Q •_ # '•

’ Roosevelt had applied any more pressure than he did to 
"fidgety Senators", it would,not have necessarily ensured 
success; but it would have, with almost absolute certainty,

\ doomed much of the Sew Deal's upcoming domestic legislation. 
Kahn's argument that FDR's,mild support for the World Court

4 . . . . * ' ' ’ ,
c . . ,

’ ' - 177
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■ .. /. ■ ».'

alienated isolationist progressives is not justified based ;
^upon the consistent support which "most of the Senators in 
this group gave to major legislative reforms during 1935.
For example, James Patterson's analysis leaves little doubt 
that legislation for tax and utility reform, as well as the 
Guffy Coal Bill, would not have passed the Senate in any. 
form in 1935 but for the support of isolationist Vrogres- 
sives. Furthermore, Patterson.'s analysis shows that
FDR alienated isolationist progressives with his plan for j 

reforming the Supreme Court, it is quite likely, giventhe 
strength of the commitment to isolationism among these 
Senators, that if Roosevelt had successfully bullied the 
World Court Protocols through the Senate, isolationist 
progressives would have gone into complete opposition two 
years sooner. • . V.

Kahn's criticism of Ropsevelt’s "undue caution" 
in the World Court controversy is undercut by his own 
analysis of how the World Court Protocols got on the agenda • 
in 1935. This was due totally to the effort of the pro- 
Court lobby. Given that FDR had asked Senator Robinson

the State Department and the White House that ratification 
was politically feasible. FDR jumped .on the band wagon 
only after the Protocols were back on“the foreign policy- 
making agenda.

V " 178 - "... -

to poll the Senate^ on the Court in January, 1934 and found 
a majority of Senators opposed, it was’the successes of 
the pro-Court lobby which were responsible for convincing
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'-.Roosevelt*s. private correspondence demonstrates 
that he realized that America's joining the World Court
might have significant symbolic implications in Europe 
which might improve the chances for peace. Thus,:
given‘his history of extreme caution with regard to the 
Court, Roosevelt's special message represented stronger 
support than the friends of the Court should have reason- 
abiy expected. However, anyone who believed that Roosevelt 
would totally commit himself to.a symbolic gesture for '■ 
peace at the possible cost of alienating public and Senate 
support had not properly assimilated the implications of 
•Roosevelt's retreat after the Senate amended his "neutrality 
legislation" in 1933. „

Ill

The fundamental premise of my opportunity hypo
thesis is that though Congress' substantive foreign policy 
role is positively correlated to the probability of non- 

, governmental influence on American foreign policy, the two 
Variables are not . causally related. Oh the contrary,' my 
opportunity hypothesis is an environmental explanation. 
Just as any organism multiplies when^ its environment be
comes more beneficent, the opportunities for nongovern
mental influence multiplywhen the Congress exercises its 
foreign policymaking-prerogatives.
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My analysis, in the last section demonstrated 
that both interest group coalitions and public opinion 
exercised enormous political influence on the second 
World Court battle. My goal in this section will, be to 
determine whether the fact that the Senate was the 
principal institutional decision-maker on this matter 
created an environment which facilitated nongovernmental 
influence.

, To start, a very credible argument can be made 
that because the "advice and consent" of two-thirds of ,. 
the Senhte was necessary before the United States could 
join the World Court, the political influeh|fe of 'the 
"friends of the Court" was actually reducedCertainly 
the United States would have been a member of-the Court 
in 1926 but for the clever obstructionist tactics of 
isolationist -Senators. Furthermore, this question would 
sUrely have died .in 1926 if the pro-Court lobby had not 
been -able to explpit its access to powerful official in 
the Hoover administration to*launch Elihu Root on his 
mission to Geneva in search of a-compromise. Once the • 
Root^Hurst formula was negotiated, it was the hostility 
of isolationist Republicans on the Foreign Relations Com
mittee which frustrated the efforts of the pro-Court lobby

: f  -  ■■ -■ ■- •during*,the Hoover years. Finally the stubborn indifference •• 
of the Democrats who took control of the Foreign Relations

' ’ I * . ’ ■■ , V ’Committee after 1932 conspired to keep the World Court off
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of the Senate agenda until 1935.

However, this line of reasoning obscures a very,
* ‘ important point. The coalition of pro-Court interests

ultimately overcame both' the hostility and indifference
to get the World Court on the Senate agenda. Indeed, <•
they came within “a whisker of achieving their goaionce
the Protocols reached the Senate floor. The important
question is would the pro-Court coalition"have been so

■' ' ' ■ 1 - 
successful' if they had had to overcome an equivalent amount

. . • **
■of hostility and indifference . to influence an Executive

o ■ ;
r

decision-making forum. Interest group research indicates : 
that groups rarely have the extraordinary access to fixe- 
cutive decision-makers enjoyed by the pro-Court lobby.
Bernard Cohen' s study of the State Department suggests 
that no matter howJ good ,a group's access, it is nearly 
impossible to influence policy in the face of indifference, 
much less h o s t i l i t y . y '

■ *' i

Thus I would argue that the fact that the World 
Court lobby came so close to achieving its aim (with only 
eleventh hour aid from the Roosevejt administration) is 
evidence that the Senate is the more influenceable decision
making ̂ orum. ‘The ultimate defeat of the World Court coali- 
tion-had more to do with their inability to mobilize popular 
support for their cause during the Senate debate than with 
any other factor.. Indeed, the strongest support.for an 

\ opportunity hypothesis comes,from an analysis of the anti-
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Court campaign to mobilize public opposition to the 
World Court. ' - - - ,

■ ’ ■* '■ ■ ' -•■■■ -a ■ - ■ ;
Once the Protocols were liberated from committee,-

, ' .. ■'.■■o'

Senate isolationists recognized that they lacked both the 
votes and the political clout to long delay ratification. 
Their only hope was to arouse public opinion on behalf of
their cause. In order to achieve this goal they had to .

V ■ . 
first capture public attention and then transform the
question of American membership on the Court into one of
whether Americans desired closer ties with Europe or the

-» ' c W..-' J1„ . -v . //League of Nations. , •; .

Isolationist Senators took full advantage of early 
stages ,of the#debate to create the sort of'political drama 
which’ captures public attention. Both Hiram Johnson^and 
Huey Long attracted Widespread media attention by casting 
themselves in the role of fiery patriots at Thermopylae 
defending the homeland against foreign influence. Once 
public interest in the World Court battle began to awaken, 
/the Hearst press, the American Legion, and finally Father 
Coughlin worked to mobilize public opposition by playing 
on popular fears of the League and public resentment over 
the debt issue. ■ }  .

As my earlier analysis illustrated, although the
, ‘ -fl ' ■ ♦*

pro-Court coalition had secured more than enough support' , 
in early January, the wave of anti-Court resolutions and
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telegrams, which flooded Washington during/the' final week 
of January, raised the spectre that some Senators might 
face political sanctions if they voted in favour of the 
Treaties-; /The simple f act: waS that the Woiid Court was V- 
a low priority issue for a majority of Senators* Thus, 
-the.realization that pn this low priority issue, emotional
anti-Court opposition' wahConcentrated in their consti-
tuency, persuaded many a Senator to change'his .position 
on the. World Court. t

V I '. : 'With regard to the World Court, it is clear that
the ❖ery nature of Senatorial decision-making provided
numerous opportunities for domestic input. First, although
he was never enthusiastic about the Court, the pro-Court 
lobby was able to first gain access to and ultimately work 
with Senator Pittman./""The longer decision time, combined" 
with a familiarity with the decision path, assured both 
sides amjple opportunity to present •’their arguments. Once 
the Protocols were on the agenda, weakly committed Senators 
would appear to have given careful ̂ attention to the "per
suasive communications" from both camps. Finally, the 
fact that each Senator represented distinct regional con
stituencies’ had the practical effect of magnifying Ithe 
political clout of public opinion. 5'

Thus,-based O n ‘the ’analysis in thi£'case study, 
•some form of opportunity explanation of when, how; and 
why domestic factors are likely to influence American
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foreign policy, represents-both a plausible and a promis
ing line of inquiry. Although the constitutional dele- 
gation giving the Senate such a pivotal role in the 
treaty-making process is often criticized, there,is no 
question that the Senate's role creates numerous opport
unities for popular influence on American diplomacy. 
However, this review of .the history of the World Court 
Treaties should remind even the most confirmed champions 
of-democracy that the voice of the people need hot be 
the voice of wisdom or moderation.

I
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unc. •= Uncertain r '
d : ■ „• = doubtful
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p.s* .-==^paired yes'f’
P * n-j - paired no

APPENDIX

KEY

other, way.

? V. Eastman poll given to FDR>(1/11/1935) s ' .
IV. Eastman poll given to the State Department (1/12/1935)
III. Women's World Court Committee Poll -

y£l. Libby's poll —  given to State Department (1/15/1935.)' 
I. Final vote • ■

# -Democrats . V. IV. . . in. ii. • X.
Adams (Col.) . - y ■ “ y ■ y . y y
Ashurst (Tenn.)• . y y Y : ' y . y :
Bachman (Tenn.) . j -y * y v ‘ y • y . y
Bailey • (N. C”.) v ' y ' y / y . y
Bankhead. (Ala.); /: y , y y y . y
Barkley (Ky.) ■ r y ' y y y y
Bilbo (Miss.) . ; y unc. y ; . y ' - y
Black (Ala.) ' y / y y . y -y
Bone (Wash.) . n . n n ' ■ " n ' .<>' - n.
Brown (N.H.) , ' ' • y . y . y ■ ■ ■. y ' y
Bulkly (Ohio) y y y y y
* Bulow . (S.D.) y y y y . n
Burke (Neb.) y ■ y ; y y» y
Byrd (Vir.) y-; V; ■ y ' y ..... y ,• . y
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V

ByrnfeS:'(S.G,) y y . Y y y
Clark- (Mo.) \\ ... 
Caraway (Ark.)

\ ^
c y *

.■ *
;■ y

<0;. / Vl’
■ ,'y " "0

■ /:. y
y

:: ' y .
Connally (Tex.) ■ r y ' y \y . y. . y ■t.

Coolige (Mass) y’ . y ‘ • y • y n i
Copeland (N.Y.) '

*
y

«
unc.- y _y y

Costigan (Colo.) ; y ; * y:a y • '.y v
i

* Dieterich (Ill.J n n n " n ' V 4y
Duffy (Wise.) y *y y ,y y *

v

*■Doheney (Ohio) y • y y. y" ~ 'n . ;
Fletcher (Fla.) . y y ' y y y
* Gerry (R. I.)■ - .y y y ■ y : • / n 1
George (Ga.) y* ' .y. ■ 'y ■ , y * .y;\ V
Glass (Vir.). y ., y ' -y •\ ■ y •■■■' y '

Gore (Okla.) n n n ■ n ' n
Guffey (Pai) ' ;■ y y ‘ y ■ y y •' i
Harrison (Miss.) ; y " ■ y • .,y y y
Hatch (N.M.) . ■■ y : ‘■■y* ' y , y ; y
Hayden (Ariz.) ' y y y
Holt (W\V.)‘ nv '“nv nv y not sworn in ’i
King (Utah). 
Lewis (1110t

n
n
• n , 

n
y

■ -s n
y
n

, y ... > 
n

Logan (Ky.) • ”
%

■ y y .... y • ■■ y ' y
Lonnergan (Conn.) y . y y y y
Long.(La.) n n n

*
n

• McAdoo (Calif.) ' ' y . ; , y y • , ' y p.n.
McCarren (Nev.) , • n - n d n n '

' ~
- » ; 
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AA
Mbgill CKan.}° *»
McKillan (Tenn.)
Malony (Conn.)

4  ■ *

Minton (Ind.)^
a ̂

Moore (N.J.)
i - >
Iowa)

ipMorit.) 
Neely (W.V.)
0 ' Mahoney (Wy. j 
Overtoil- )Pittman5 )

^  v ‘ 
Pope (Idaho)
’Radcliffe (Md.)
* Reynolds (N.C.) 
Robinson (Ark.)
* Rus^^ll (Ga.) ; 
Schwellenback (Pa,) 
Shepperd (Tex.)
* Smith- (S.C.)
* E‘. Thomas (Okla.) 
E.'Thomas (Utah)

aTrammel (Fla.) 
Truman (Mo.) 
Tydings (Md.)
. Van Nyes Clad-) 
Wagner (N.Y.)
Walsh (Mass.)

Y y d n
not

n
swotn

y y- . '* y y y ;
y Y- • y y ° ‘ y
y < y y yx Y.
y y .. .* d n n.
n a •a- n n .
y Y • Y "y - y
y Y - d a , y
n n d n p.n.
y y y y « y
y y ‘\Y ' y y .

y / , unc. y “y y
y

i
y y y n

y y y y . y V
.y. y A y y n
n n0 n n n

y ■ Y Y • - y Y
Y y * -. y ' y

o
n

y y ' y y n
y . y , y • y- y
n unc.

' \ ■
Y y n

y <? y ■y , y . • y
y nv nv y p.y.

y' y ’ y y y
y y y , y Y
y y ■ Ad. n n
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Wheeler (Mont.) 
Republicans . 
Austin (Vt.) 
Barbour (N.J.) 
Borah (Idaho') 
Capper (Kan.)
Carey (Wy.j 
tlouzens (Mich.)
* Cutting (N.M.)
* Davis (Pa.)
* Dickenson (Iowa)
Frazier (Md.)& ‘
Gibson (Vt.)

i

Hale .(Ma.ine)
* Hastings (Del) 
Johnson (Calif.) 
Keyes (N.H.)

_ McNary (Ore.)
* Metcalf (R.I.) 
Norbeck (S.D.) 
Norris (Neb.)
Nye (N.D,.)
Schall (Minn.)'' 
Stiener (Ore.)
* Townsend * (Del.) 
Vandenberg (Mich.)
• * White
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Independents1
\

Shipstead (Minn.) ->•" - n ' %««=- ju n n
Lafollete (Wise.) ' *° ,-n— *;• n ' n . n ’ ■ n

\ \

: \

j
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CHAPTER 6; THE NYE MUNITIONS INVESTIGATION

As war* clouds gathered in the parly 
1930‘s Americans became obsessed by 

. the desire to avoid repetition of jv; 
the quixotic crusade of 1917-1918.' 
They were ready to support any nostrum,; 
however impractical if it offered hope 
of preserving» peace.. 1

On April* 12,- 1934 the Senate voped unanimously
' to create a special cbmlnittê . authorized to investigate .■ ' -V o! ' ” ; -
the American companies which manufactured implements1of 
war. The Nye Committee, as it came to' be known, was to 
play a leading role' in developing almost all of the P<?li~ • 
tically significant Congressional foreign policy initiatives 
over the next two years. The primary focus of this chapter., 
will be to determine, f irst of‘’all, whether public opinion ^ 
and pressure, groups were "in any way responsible, for the. “ 
Senate's' decision to authorize the Nye investigation ? and I
secondly, whether these same "domestic sources" exercised

* *'■ 1 ■’ : ■ » ' ' '>* * ' ■ ■/' ■

j,- any inf luence over ^he actual conduct of: the inquiry.

* This..; chapter wijl be “divided into three Parts'.
The first section focuses on the issue of whether the 

.Special Committee Investigating the Munitions Industry was 
created in response to public pressure. It' identifies' 'the 
groups working to take the profit out .of war and examines 
the evolution of public opinion on this issue., it examines 

./ the Sctual campaign in support of* a proposed investigation,
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- V. ' ■ .. < ' ' \ /
and finally,; it-.attempts to analyze the tp̂ -al •political 

!/' influence of , nongovernmental factors.' on the Senate"-s, -
ultimate decision to" avSShorize a .special .investigation. .

7 : ' ^  ' ■ ' - ' V .  V '  ^  >> - * s \ t a,- - *TKe / second section focuses on the initial twelve / 
months of the investigation. "Buririg. 'this period tde, prin-j,: 
Cipal'thrust of the investigation -was to' publicaliy demoif- 

• strate that those, -who profited most, front the outbreak of/
■ ' ■- ■' ■ ■ ■ • ■  v / ' ■ ■ ■■•*.war were, fheitiaelves, the .pf in'eipal reason- nations could 

not learn;to.live at peace. The. radical wing of the peace 
/lobby hoped that t&e'jinvestigation1 s disclosures would 

; generate first1 public and .ultimately^.Congressional support 
for a far-reaching program t& eliminate.war profits- and 

/ . equalize the burdens, of future wars. 1 With regard to this 
campaign, an effort will be made to assess the relative 
■importance of/the drganizational and/investigative efforts 

• of Stephen Raushenbush and his .staff. PinallfV - an attempt 
: will- be made to document, the manner in which Senator. Nye.
./took.advantage of the media attention generated by the 

I .. -* hearings«to. become-a nationally recognized spokesman"on- 
foreign policy. ■ '.■///. ■.. * /■ '

, • Finally,- the third section'will address' the
question of the‘plausibility of my democratic consensus 
hypothesis. It.will ,also discuss the differences between 

; my assessment 6i Senator Nye and the. Senate Munitions 1 •
Investigation’and that’ of John Wiltz - the only scholar 
to have-studied this matter in any detail. J
i '' ■ ■" ■' .-V *■ ”' ' /■ ■■ I -  ; '.i '■ . ' r . . /  ] V  / {' ,

■ 1 - «■ -• “ ‘200- —
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.The notion that there is a .cause and effect 
relationship between the pursuit of profit and the out- ' 
break of war can be traced back to the early stages pf ,
World War I. in his essay* "Imperialism; the .Highest 
Stage of Capitalism", Lenin argued .that the war was the 
consequence of the inevitable•struggle^amqng the developed 
.capitalist nation's-/for..profitable colonies. Meeting in 
i915>. the first international congress of; the 'Woiijen's 
International League for Peace and Freedom denounced the 
profits accruing to Europe1 £ armsmakers as "a powerful 
hindrance to the abolition of war”.- .Finally, although * 
it re<|eiyed little publicity in .1920, a subcommittee of the 
League of Nations published a report which .blasted the ' 
world1 s. ^rms manufacturers for inspiring war• scares, bribing 
officials, and exaggerating repqrts of military and naval :

V ; " 4 ■ .... ■. ° ...-' . . - .- ■ . . - .programs. ■; .

Surprisingly, the..newly-formed American Legion was 
the first group in the United States to express concern about 
-the issue of war profits. According to Legion historian
Roscoe Baker 4 •
■v;- - ./

Legionnaires came out of Wor;ld War I. 
with the verji def inite feeling that, there .had been an unfair sharing:of 
the burdens of the war. They -had 
drilled .in training camps and served 
in the trenches for a dollar a day. • '

, . But those serving on the home front
had made fabulous wages and. many in—

‘ dustrialists had made millions out
*. • of war contracts.5 1
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By 1922 the Legion had -'developed a proposal which they'
> v ' 'v , : i - ' ^hoped"would.equalize-boththe burdens arid the- rewards of

a future war. Known as the Capper^Johnson bill, the , -
Legion-sponsored proposal would have empowered a wartime
President: - " . 1 -t. .•» / * *s

. ■ •, , ‘ - To take the necessary steps to 
stabilize prices of commodities;

• to draft into service of the ,
.United .States all persons between 

. . the ages of 21 and 30, or such
'•> ’ others limits as might b e ‘fixed,

without exemption or account of 
the industrial occupation; and 

* to determine and proclaim the ■*
- material resources and industrial

; : .organizations of the country to
: ; be’ under government control during

the period of the emergency. This'
/'. means that, not only the manpower \

, '  ̂ of the country,' but its entire-
. ; resources, of every description <

would be mobilized under the''con- 
; ' trol. of the. government. The

• , intended purposes of the bill, ac- , -
. . \ cording to the Legion, were to ■ .  “

keep profits- out of war, eliminate 
• * > , the wartime slacker,, and; place f

the burden of war equally upon 
* all. citizens. 6 • ,

While this bill was never reported out of commit
tee, the Legion's efforts in support of this ide.a.never 
flagged, As a consequence, by 1928 both major political /

-•..•S’ - ' . " • -parties had endorsed the Legion.'s proposal in their national 
platforms and in 1.930 President Hoover authorized the crea- 
tion of a.Joint Commission to study the matter. . The 
final Commission report endorsed the^spirit of the Legion 
proposal urging: • ‘

' That three legislative steps be 
taken; first, give the government

r  202 - ■- :
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authority to fix prices at the 
inception of the war; second, 
confiscation of 95% of all war 
income'above normal so'that funds 
escaping the freezing of prices 
would be diverted back to paying 
the cost of war, and “third, a con-r 
stitutional amendment specifically 
giving to Congress the authority 
to*control prices in wartime:8

While the Legion's concern regarding war profits 
arose from feelings that the burdens and rewards of the 
last'war had been" unjustly distributed, by the late 192Q's,
some of the more radical, spokesmen for the American peace

- ■ ' } . movement were becoming suspicious that profits from the
' > 7

sale, of arms and munitions might be the engine driving the 
world towards another .war. It was conventional wisdom in

3 9- *the peace* movement on both sides of. the Atlantic that the 
stockpiling Of armaments in Europe before 1914 had made 
World War I virtually inevitable. Consequently, plans for
disarmament became the • centerpiece Of alkiost all pacifist
% ' g 1 • • •programs during the 1920's. i ’

Though there is little evidence that they, had any 
direct influence/ American peace activists believed that
their efforts to arouse, public opinion had contributed to 
the Great Powers taking the first' tentative steps down the 
road to disarmament during the 1920*8. The Five Powers 
Treaty'and the Kellogg—Briand Pacts were hailed as. historic ̂ ' ' 'f ... • , "
Steps towards .the goal of total disarmament which had ' 
beqn taken in refponse, to public pressure. Consequently , 
the radical' wing of America's, peace movement looked forward
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to the 1933 World Disafmamenb..’Conferenee with unrealisti- 
cally high expectations. Both.’ the National Council for

‘ r , ; . • ‘.
the Prevention of. war and the Women's International League

r\ ' “ • ’ ' ‘ t ■ , , .
• \ . . .  •. 7 / • • ••! '• . *

for Peace and Freedom worked tirelessly throughout 1932, to_ 
educate the American public concerning the need for 
.disarmament.

’ ' * ’-v - r ■ 1 i  ‘ , _

’«( ; It was duiing'this campaign’ that the leaders of 
America's disarmament movement began to perceiverthe world's 
arms makers as... threatening ..their, goal;,, in i-931 Frederick ; . ~ 
Libby of;the National Council for>the Prevention of War 
declared, that successful disarmament would -require much • .
•stricter control of-'the world' s trade in armaments.10 . 1

• . > ■  -  . . . ;  ■■

In 1932 the Federal Council of Churches warned that "the/ 
world cannot be effectively organized for peace, until, the 
private traffic in arms, credits, and sinews of war had

“ * ii ' •"been brought under strict.control". 0 Finally, long 
convinced of the conflict of interest between the nation's 
arms manufacturers and the; disarmament5 movement and fearful, 
that powerful international economic interests were secretly 

• conspiring to wreck;the Geneva Disarmament Conference, the • 
American Wing qf the Women's international League for Peace 
and Freedom passed a resolution at its 1932 Convention call
ing for a congressional investigation of AmericaVs arms..'

12 ' ; ’ ■industries.. . ' - * ■ ■ ., . .■_•<' ■, ' .
'•a" '

? .■.> Once the Geneva Disarmament Conference actually
started.in 1933, the high expectations of America's liberal
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peace; activists were, transformed.into anger and disillu
sionment as the talks became hopelessly deadlocked. Many 
liberals felt that America's Business Establishment was 
somehow responsible for instigating the anti-socialist 
hysteria Which had swept the Republicans to power after 
the armistice. This belief intensified traditional liberal 
suspicion and resentment of Big Business, and-thhs, it is 
not surprising that some a£"the more liberal members of 
tlie disarmament movement began to suspect that the failure

Thus, when Dorothy Detzer, chief lobbyist for, 
the WILPF, descended on Capitol Hill in the summer of 1933 
to drum up support for a congressional, investigation of, 
America's arms makers, she was advocating a genre of con
spiracy theory whose time was fast approaching.' Though 
her initial efforts ins. Congress, were a failure,- her message 
that the armaments industry was secretly blocking the road

a ■ ■» - •

to peace through disarmament was well received by the . 
leadership of- the•radical wing of Washington's peace y 
lobby.

j- At this point the confluence of deepening fears 
regarding the possibility'of another European war and a 
growing anti-business disposition fosteredby the Great 
Depression produced a'public opinion climate which was 
exceptionally hospitable fe0r Detzer1s message.- Though we

- 205 - ' ' ' '1

of the Geneva Disarmament Conference Was somehow due to 
the secret machinations of the world's arms capitalists.
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-have no .Reliable public opinion data;i, for the first half■ ‘ $ , ■ . " W * * , ■
of the 193Q's, tangential evidence indicates that an over-
’ • ' ' . ' ' P-'* > Kwhelming number of Americans desired peace should Europe 
continue down the'path to war. This "consensus for peace", 
arose not so much' from a love of peace’'itself, but rather, 
it was the result of: fl) disillusionment stemming from the .
failure of the United States; to achieve any of its idealis
tic aims at the Versailles Peace ConferVice, (2) moralistic 
.revulsion at the prospect of* having to choose sides between • 
English and French imperialism dhd German and Italian fascism 
in any armed struggle to. either maintain or overthrow the 
status quo created*at Versailles, and finally,, (3) resent- • 
ment over the cancellation of war debts._ .

Yet it was the anti-business disposition shared 
» by a growing number of Americans which determined what sort 
of nostrums would capture the popular imagination in the fall 
of 1933. The total collapse of business prosperity in .1929 . 
had-triggered a historically unprecedented public rejection 
of^the free enterprise ideology of traditional Republicanism. 
The* belief that'unregulated Big Business was somehow’res 

sponsible .for the. depression became widespread. Senator 
Gerald Nye1s biographer, Wayne Cole, notes that "in the 
depression years criticisms of business and;business ethics „ 
were popular with’ the idea of government regulation of big 
business f6r public welfare gaining wide acceptances". .
-In short, the American public had no reason to believe
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that the nation's arms and munitions makers were any less • 
greedy or more public spirited than the rest of big busi- 
ness. This general disposition lent enornfous credibility 
to the accusation .that•those with an economic interest in 
war were secretly conspiring,against disarmament.

With popular distrust in Americ^i1s munitions 
industry spreading, Detzer finally achieved the break
through on the Hill which would ultimately lead to a full . 
"Senate investigation. On the advice of Senator Norris, 
Detzer approached Senator Gerald P. Nye of North Dakota 
in an effort to win his support .for‘an investigation.
Though he'had fwice refused her,-this time Nye relented

„ ' , ■* « ]_4 >-and agreed to act on behalf of the Women's.League,
Early in 1934, Nye contacted Joseph "Green, the State 
Department's expert on the international munitions trade*,
asking that he draft a resolution calling for an investi-
> f ■ - ■' v -■ ,1s'.gation of the arms industry. t

Once he had Green1s draft, Nye waited until any- ‘ 
one who might possibly object was absent to take the floor 
and' present his resolution to authorize an investigation 
of "the activities of individuals and corporations in the 
United States engaged in the manufacture, sale, distribution 
import and export of arms, ammunition, and implements of 
war" ,. Though there was novimmediate opposition, the 
resolution was referred to the Senate Foreign Relations 
Committee where "Senator Pittman,, hostile to the proposed
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investigation,, then had the resolution transferred to the
Military Affairs' Committee where the chances for favourable

" '17 . • " • ’consideration appeared, to be remote". - . -

" Recognizing the hostility of the Military Affairs
Committee ,i*l?etzer and her .allies i'h the peace movement for- .

* ' ' . . ' * . 0 . "

mulated the -following strategy. First/ they‘proposed that.
• ,' ° •* ■ ’ • " the Nye resolution be combined with an earlier resolution.

presented by Republican Senator Arthur Vandenberg urging'
the Senate to'explore the American Legion's proposal to
take the- profit out. of war. It was-hoped that combining
the two measures "would gain .double-barrelled support from
two dramatically Opposing wings of public opinipn". -Both 

• - • >» ■ • ' '
Nye and Vandenberg approved of this idea, .and on March 12,
1934, Nye introduced a combined resolution which was again 
referred to the Military Affairs Committee. _ Having thus * 
united all domestic pressure groups which had demonstrated 
any interest in the war profits issues, Detzervre-doubled 
her efforts to persuade members of the Military Affairs 
Committee that the proposed investigation ought to be con
ducted by a special "select committee" rather than any of 
.the Senate's .standing committees.

■ "■ * V " ' ; ; - . ■■ / "

Despite this series of deft, political, maneuvers, 
it* is quite possible *that .the proposal for a munitions 
investigation could have suffered the same fate as the 
Capper-Johnson Bill. However, as fate -would have it, the 
publication of’two books and an article in' Fortune purporting,
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to expose the "sinister" side of the arms business helped - 
Detzer and -the Legion mobilize public support for an in-
vestigation. Despite-the' fact that these publications

■ , <* included the sort of inflammatory rhetoric, gossip, and
innuendo which were the,trademark of Father Coughlin and

’ - v
» . '\he Hearst Press and were lacking in documentation, Iron, 

Blood, and Profits byfGeorge Seldes' and Merchants of Death
by Helmuth Cl Englebrecht and Frank .C. Heneghen were

s - - . 2Qacclaimed as scholarly studies and were widely read. ’ *
" ' ■ - ■ 0

Consequently, accusations -that the world's arms makers 
were "organized into the.greatest-and most profitable 
secret^ international of our time" and that "the arms

• ' - ' ■ .'. .. ■; ' »i ’ ./ • • ' V. ' 'maker has risen and. grown powerful until today he is one ■ 
of the-most dangerous factors in world affairs i—  a
hindrance to peace and a promoter of war".were perceived
.- "'■.>'V' “ ' 21to be credible apd aroused considerable public indignation.

However, in interviews’'conducted long after the 
heat of battle had subsided, Gerald Nye and. Dorothy Detzer »
agreed that the anonymously authored "Arms and Men" pub- '

' '• . ■ ' 22 lished in Fortune*had the greatest impact on public opinion.
Filled with unsubstantiated accusations that those in the 
arms business sold to 'their government's enemies during 
wartime and manufactured war scares during peacetime, the - 
article concluded that"armament makers apply the two axioms 
of their business': when there are wars, prolong them, When 
v there is peace, disturb it". Both Nye and Detzer empha
sized that the mere publication of such an. expose in what

;V:y ’ ; '• . ' : * - 209 - :v • ■■ -.
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was a conservative pro^usiness magazine' enhanced the 
credibility of those who had been calling for an invest!-- 
gation before March'1934 and enhanced the respectability 
of tho^e%uitizens who would-^ow join"fha camp^igf ’

■ The idea that the world's arms capitalists 
reaped enormous profits from' the^torfible destruction of 
the last war outraged America's moral sensibilities; The " = 
rhetoric in these exposes fed on and fanned the public's 
mistrust of big'business.. .But most importantly, the notion 
that sinister forces were at work "to -embroil the world in 
another war frightened both pacifist and isolationist con
tingents of the general public»into, demanding that some-

V-'' * 8 thing be done. . Because -'they reached a mass audience, the
"merchants of death" exposes generated popular.support for
the Nye-Vandenberg resolution among all segments of the ,
American public. Suddenly, editorials in newspapers repre-
seating all political viewpoints and regions urged an

&  ' . 25invest! —  ̂ ---investigation.' Across the country labour and church
r - . " ‘ 9 - 26 ' • * groups joined the'peace societies in demanding action.•
By late March, petitions, telegrams, and letters support
ing an-investigation poured into Washington. .^N. '/.

" „ Though both the WILPF and NCPW were working to
: : ■■ ' ' ■'■■■ ^  ’ ' ■ :stimulate grassroot interest- in/an investigation, the \■ ' * • ■ ' ■ ' V ** ; '

"merchants d^death" literature was the catalyst .which » 
triggered the-bulk of this grassroot response. Nonetheless, 
Washington's professional peace lobby was prepared to
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capitalize on this.golden political opportunity. For 
once, their claim to speak for the American public was 
legitimate, and this enabled Detzer and her aliie&vtbv. ./'V'

■ ■ •. ■. - v ' * .prod the otherwise hostile Military Affairs Committee X  
into* tentatively approving the Nye-Vandenberg^resoiution.

- - ,• • ' ■ - r
* * ‘ *

.•With this task'complete, a Senate budget commit
tee'was persuaded to appropriate, a tentative budget, and 
the*Nye-Vandhnperg resolution was placed on the Senate 
calendar. At this^juncture 'Detzer polled the Senate in f , 
order to.assess the prospects for success, and she reported
that this poll showed 20 Senators in favour, 45 against,

' • £  .' ■ “ 27•and 29 sitting on the fence.- A follow-up poll revealed-
'' V' 1 ■' . X, 5 . -that 22 of the 29^anCommitted Senators werhs^waiting for

the Administration to annourice its position before making
' * * ■' ■ * 28 'up their minds. • ’ , i

• Recognizing that they were not likely to win 
enough converts without State Department support, Detzer 
arranged an interview with Cordell Hull.to plead her case.

■ V ■ ‘ ■ -i' ■ ' ■• -■ |Following this meeting, Hull announced .the Adminis^tiation ' s
■ 29 ■ 'support for a special investigation. Although there

is no official record of this meeting or of Hull1s rationale
for throwing Administration support-behind Resolution 206,
his'memoirs leave the,impression that as a former Congress
man, Hull was abutely sensitive to the pressures of public

; -30 " ' ' ■opinion.. However, despite public pressure, it is far
from clear that Hull would have thrown his support behind’
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an inquiry had he had any inkling of how the Committee would , 
be chosen or how the investigation would be conducted. In
his memoirs, Hull arp^^pqrsuasively that he expected

si! * X, . v . 'Senator Pittman to' see to it that any investigation would
be Conducted by a committee controlled by Senators friendly

-s • i 31 ,, ■ - " t .to the Administration. \  Irf addition); both Hull‘and Green
V  " ' ' ’ ' , ' ■hoped that a friendly investigation would aid the State

Department in realizing its objectives' of winning Senate
-ratificatibp of the 1925 Geneva Arms Convention and expand- '*

\ . *32 *ing Executive authority to lxcense thq, export of arms.

With Hull's announcement, Senate approval of 
Resolution 206 became a realistic prospect. However, $ __ 1̂ -■=. 
March 19, 1934 represents the high water’mark of.popular 
influence. Up to this date America's foreign policymakers 
were simply respondii^ to messages dpMiating from^fee domes--, V 
tic environment. The coalition between radical peace Sr^t- 
vists and the Americai^ Legion supported by a politically 
significant segment of the, public had managed to make a 
Senate investigation of the munitions- industry a politically 
realistic possibility.. However, from this point on. Senators 
Nye and Vandenberg deserve' credit for their Ifole in trans
forming this possibility into a political reality.

‘vDespite Hull's endorsement, Nye and Vandenberg
V • ' X  • -
did not want to gamble that a frontal attack could push ■
Re solution 2 Q 6 through the.Democratically controlled Senate. 
Allowing,publieoutrage regarding the merchants of death

f ) . - .  . . m ‘ ... „

to intensify, they^patiently prepared the groundwork for
‘ "  . • ■ • . ' /
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a ,parliamentary surprise attack. The right.mpment for 
this maneuver did not "arise, until April 12 -during debate 
over an important Administration tax bilii Dempcratig/ 
whip Pat Harrison (Miss.) had been attempting to push . 1 
thi's measure through the Senate for nearly a week, but, 
his ej^fortsS$^re being frustrated by debate over .a seem
ingly endless.string of amendments. With Harrison be- ° 
comingo visibly impatient, Senator Nye gained the flopr - tp .- 
propose an amendment to tax "98% of each taxpayer's he.t
income in excess of $̂ TOTOO(T\a year" in the, event/of an . 
outbreak of^ar Jx) Nye spent the- next hour extolling the 
virtues of this proposal as a practical step., towards pre
venting war. He concluded,

While there have, been many theories which propose to end war or prevent 
war, I know of none that would go 
further, than this'plan of taxing
profits and partially confiscating . 
profits in’the time of war.34 . ;

Upon finishing his speech, Nye yielded the floor 
to Senator Vandenberg, who' began an equally feryent oration 
attacking "the intriguing influence of the international

- 35 .■muni t ions';! obby". As Vandenberg warmed to his subject,
Nye notified \the thoroughly^exasperated Harrison fhat he 
had lined up elevem niore Senators to speak' in favour of 
this amendment.\ Facing an unexpected filibuster, Harrison 
seized upon a suggestion which had intentionally been 
planted b^ Vandenberg1s closing remarks and -moved thatVthe
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Seriate; jjmied^ateiy '/'adopt- aa slightly modified version* of - 
Senate* resolhti©n 2Q6, and that.Nye'stax amendment be

‘X  . ' ' -7. ' ■■ \* ;7'*-/ • ;■ • 3 6  ■ ' ■  ‘ .\peferred to that commifte^ for further study. At 
Harrison's request, Resolution .2Q6*passed,.without a single 
dissenting vote. Given that Detzer's poll had shown wide- , 
spread opposition to any“soft of special munitions investi
gation, iNye, and Vandenberg' S parliamentary tactics(deserve 
special mention as a'factor helping to give birth to the 
Special Senate Committee Investigating the Munitions ;

:’Industryi • '. - ■-> // 7/'.

• Pressing the advantages gained by their surprise 
victory, Nye and Vandenberg moved quickly to assume control, 
over the.,investigation. At Harrison'.s bequest, Vice- 
President Garner had been made responsible*for choosing 

Senators would sit on the Committee .• Knowing that 
Senator.Pittmkn was not likely to exercise, his prerogatives 
as Chairman of the Foreign Relation Committee, Nye: and * 
Vandenberg were prepared when Garner asked them for a list 
of candidates.. As a consequence, Garner asked Democrats 
Homer Bone (Wash.) , Champ Clark.. (Missouri) , Games Pope 
. (Idaho), and Morris Sheppard (when the. Texas Senator f
refused, Georgia1s Walter George took his place) to join
Republican Warren Barbour (N.J.), in serving with Nye and

; ■ 37  '"”'7 7' , . . .Vandenberg on the Committee. ,

Although this line-up dutifully reflected the 
, fact that the Democratic party controlled the Senate and
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assured that all. regions and foreign policy viewpoints 
were represented, it. also assured that the investigation 
would be .controlled by those who were already unfavourably 
disposed towards America* s arms and munitions industries-.
For,although they Were Democrats, Senator Clark was a 
fervent isolationist who Strongly endorsed the -American. 
Legion's program to take the profits out of war, and 
Senator Bone's views combined a populist liberalism and

r  . O '. • r, ,

idealistic pacifism which were quite/Cgmpatibie/.with those
'' . ''X 3Q -7characteristic of the radical wing of. the peace movement. •

- w , 7 .X  ' •>., ■
\7 At least 80 to/90 percent of the credit for the

creation of the Special Committee.Investigating the Muni
tions industry should go to domestic fabfors; Both the > 
American -Legion and. the Women's International League sup
plied the original impetus for" the proposal that. Congress■ 
should investigate-' America's arms business. Dorothy Detzer 
was responsible for. uniting the disarmament wing of the ; 
peace movement behind this idea. In fact. Senate Resolu
tion 206 Would neVer haye been on ’the Senate agenda in the 
spring of 1934 if not for the efforts of domestic pressure 
groups. . Furthermore, the intense public concern over this 
issue surely contributed to, the Administration's willingness 
to endorse an investigation, which in,turn, greatly enhanced 
the responsiveness of Democratic Senators. /'

Senators Nye and Vandenberg deserve . ful,l credit • . 
for obtaining Senate approval without stirring up any
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opposition; however, it is far from certain whether their 
filibuster would have succeeded had they not had such 
.overwhelming public support. Indeed, Nye's and Vandenberg1s 
most important contribution may well have been in persuading 
Garner to name Senators Clark and Bone to the Special 
Committee. . •

Thus, the.Senate1s decision to authorize an in
vestigation of America's arms industry/would seem to be a 
rare example Of a successful public initiative on a foreign 
policy relatediissue. Inasmuch as the“Nye munitions inquiry 
was to play, such a pivotal role in preparing the road for 
future neutrality initiatives, this example would-appear:
to fit’comfortably within a "democratic C o n s e n s u s  f r a m e - 1 

work". However,at this point one important qualification ■ 
would seem to be in Order.. ' ' .

' ■ . -Although public opinion constituted a potent poli
tical force to Which the Senate responded in the spring of’ 
1934, it would be erroneous to characterize it as an inde
pendent political ■Variable. -Rather than responding to the • 
sorts of-attitude -cues which Mueller described, in this 
instance public* opinion about the "merchants of death" was 
formulated in response to nongovernmental media cue's. O  
Whereas Coughlin and Hearst used the electronic and print 
media as a conduit enabling them to reach out and mobilize 
an already existent foreign policy constituency, the accu
sations made in "Arms and Man", iron,.Blood and Profits, 
and Merchants of Death mobilized public support for►a
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munitions inquiry by creating a new constituency. The 
fact that public opinion was essentially manipulated' by . t 

independent domestic factors does not enhance"the plausi
bility of my "democratic consensus hypothesis" —  efpec- 
cially given that the -Senate's responsiveness could just 

<-as easily be* explained within the framework of an . •*.
'!opportunity hypothesis". A

. . .  ?  . i f .  . ; -

' , From its.very birth there was little chance that
the munitions investigation would be an impartial one.
Many of the individuals who played an active role in the 
'investigation? both Senators and staff alike, were any- -
thing: but impartial about America's munitions industry.
■ * i ■ . tf. * '- '

By 'the time the Senate had authorized an investigation,
i ■ : : _ , i -

a significant number of Americans who thought of themselves
. . . ■'  ̂" 

as pacifists, liberals, or socialists shared a strong be-
lief, that the nation1s capitalists were greedy, amoral
and, in the case of munitions, capitalists, ruthless war-
mongers who threatened world, peace. The "true believers"
among Washington's peace lobby perceived the creation of
a Special'Committee Investigating the Munitions Industry
as a once-in-a-rlifetime political opportunity to build
public support for' their ultimate goal -- nationalizing
to- i -

America's war industries. •
/ ' ■ . ; » ' ' ; . •

- - 217 -: ' \ "" ' ■?..v '■ .' o- - . . v >■ -
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Nonetheless, no one expected that the du Ponts 
and Morgans would-simply march down to Washington and cpnr 
fess tfat the profit motive drove them, to conspire against 
peace. It would be necessary to comb the files of America' 
munitions industries for evidence of wrong-doing, and the 
ta^k of organizing and supervising this search would.be • 
difficult. But more importantly# Detzer and her allies 
recognized that whoever filled this position-would exercise 
an enormous influence over the'course of the investigation. 
Therefore, When Nye asked Detzer if she knew of someone 
qualified to serve as committee secretary, she was already 
prepared to submit the name of Stephfen Raushenbus'h,. a 
highly competent "true- believer", who was genuinely thrilled
by the'prospect of exposing the evils of the munitions ,

! ; ' . 3 9  - , 1 ’ f • ; •business. ...» _ • ^

Stephen Raushenbush was the son of Walter - 
RaUschenbusch, "the famous advocate of social Christianity, 
and from his father, he inherited the belief that war was 
one of the largest obstacles to social justice'". After 
graduating from Amherst, he served in the ambulance corps 
during World War I. • Curing his political career:

, , ‘Most of his activities aimed to promote
progressive'causes. He studied the coal 
'and power industries, and wrote The 

-- ,* Anthracite Question (1923), Power Control
• (1928), and ROWer Tight (1932). ... f .
' liberal analyses of the conditions in, 

r; - coal and power. For a time he was ■
assistant professor of economics at » - , 
Dartmouth College, but he .resigned iii
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193Q to become economics adyisor to 
Goyernor Gifford Finchat of Rennsyl-^ 
vania» He served on state■commissions 
which, investigated the utilities 41
industry, child labour, and sweatshops.

During the investigation, Iowa's Senator Dickinson <i- 

denounced Raushenbush because of the close ties he had
developed with the socialist movement during this latter

42 ■ '-.'I. - >■ •.period.
-4 ■

■? It is impossible to overestimate the importance g 
p‘f Raushenbush' s position, .First of all, it^seems quite 
likely that Raushenbush had a considerable input into the 
planning of the investigation. While senators Nye,. Clark 
and Vandenberg might have had some general .ideas and pre- ; 
dispositions about the direction in which the inquiry 
might, proceed, Detzer reported that Raushenbush arrived
in Washington with a specific plan'for the type of investi-

. "■ -- 4 3  • • - 'gatioh he wanted to conduct. • '
■■ ' ■- ' ' -r :

Apparently the plan . i|. impressed them, g 
For within twenty-four -hours after we 

•. . . had Initiated our Raushenbush campaign, f
( no other candidate was considered for

the job.44 ’

51 ' From his’ position of committee secretary and '
s ' 1 ■ N>- ' • • • ■ ■ ■*

chief investigator, Raushenbush exercised a direct influence 
on all phases of the investigation„ He was responsible for 
hiring and' supervising the activities of the scores of 
people- who worked- for the committee during its twenty 
month life. John Wiltz, the W l y  Scholar to carefully* . k - . -v;.' .1. ' v\. ’ ■ v ' '

- 219 - • . ' A .
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chronicle the investigation, -points out that Raushenbush 
used his authority to gather a staff who/shared his poli
tical beliefs. '

These people had varying backgrounds, 
but were united in affinity for peace 
and adherence to liberal principles .;. 
and cdnvinced of the need to expose 
the, "merchants of death".45

Wiltz also notes that the;work of Raushenbush and his staff 
exercised an enormous influence oh the hearings themselves.
■ ' ' ' v .. . • : ' a - , ; * / ;

From the field work,directed by 
■ -Raushenbush emerged the briefs A ,

(prepared by the staff, not ihef;.'■ ’■  ̂ senators) which determined the V
course of the investigation. HPrior, to the 'hearings'the senators 
studied the briefs, and on the .

. appointed day asked witnesses^ques-,: ^
tions-which the briefs had indicated . . r 

• - in many cases specified.46 , * '

In short, Raushenbush was in a position to:, insure that no 
stone would be left unturned in the quest to prove the

•a

thesis that munitions profits were the root cause, of 
modern wars.

If the creation of the Special Committee Investi
gating the Munitions Industry constituted a golden opportu
nity for America's peace activists, it represented an 
.equally important political opportunity for the three 

\ Senators who played an active role in the investigation. 
iFor Senators Vandenberg,Clgjk and Nye the investigation 
.meant a chance to increase their standing within the .

220
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Senate and gain national recognition as credible spokes- , 
men on' foreign policy.

• ■ . .t- - . ' /' s * ,
Of this group, Senator Vandenberg stands out as

the only man who played an. actiyj role-in all phases of
the Committee1s work but managed to maintain, an open mind
with regard to the culpability of the munitions industry.
Although he did hope that the inquiry would educate the
public as- to the wisdom of passing legislation“ensuring a
more equitable distribution of the costs of a future war,
Vandenberg made no effort to transform the investigation
into a vehicle to enhance his own reputation. Elected to 5
the Senate in 1928, Vandenberg always showed a keen interest
in foreign affairs. Never an orthodox isolationist,
■ Vandenberg believed that "the. United States should parti-
cipate xn world affaxrs whenever, the natxonal xnterest so
indicated", but he strongly Opposed "entangling" commit- .
ments.47 As an example, Vandenberg supported the World
Court Protocols once the Administration accepted his
Reservation: ”,

Which provided that American adherence : 
to the World Court would not indicate 
a departure from the American policy ' 
of not "entangling itself" in the 
affairs of any foreign state and‘did 

, not grant the Court the right to in- ,
. trude into "purely American questions".

' ,Once the committee was formed, Vandenberg was an . 
active participant in every phase of the inquiry from
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charting the course to interrogating witnesses during the 
hearings. His biographer reports that Vandenberg
o • v 7 7 1 * . N ■ •

3 became, the moderator between the
' radicals, led by Nye and Clark, who

saw the committee as a Weapon to be 
. .used against warmongers, and .Senators 
such as James P. Pope and Walter George 
who wished to minimize the importanceOf the investigation.49 \ ,

Wilts reveals that even Raushenbush respected Vandenberg
- ■’ ■ '50 ■ ‘ ■ -as the "committee's outstanding intellect". After

attending 78 of the 93 hearings and carefully sifting ..
the mountains of evidence, Vandenberg rejected7both the
thesis that the sale of munitions led. to the outbreak of
war and the majority conclusion that the nationalization,of

'arms industries would strengthen military preparedness while .
enhancing the prospects for peace. However, like many

.Americans, Vandenberg was persuaded that America's commercial
unneutrality had precipitated the nation's involvement in

’ World War I. ’ •• ' . ' • ,■ .

For the freshman senator from Missouri, Bennett.
Clark, the committee hearings were a chance .to make a posi-

. . ' ’ ,"V ' ■ ' ”  ■■ ' / / A

tive public impression by displaying his "genuis for public 7. 
rudeness'1 while relentlessly interrogating American's ‘
"merchants of death". The;son of a former House Speaker 
who, but for the party's two^thirds rule, would have been ,.'//■■ 
the Democratic presidential nominee in 19.12, Clark was an 
isolationist who opposed America's entry into World Wafc I 
and shared the Legion's resentment regarding those who had „
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i 53 ‘ -profited from that involvement. Consequently, he
relished the chance, to cross-examine those who had turned 
a profit during World War I and.jumped at the opportunity 
to dig into the sordid details Of Wilson's neutrality 
policy. Because the.hearings showcased-Clark's isola
tionist convictions before^ the.national media'and enabled, 
him to build a close personal' friendship with Senator Nye, 
fhe munitions inquiry helped Clark build a national, repu- - 
tation and enabled him to become his; party's leadirig iso
lationist spokesmai^’.in- the ’Senate. ■

, While the'munitions investigation provided ;
. Vandenberg and Clark with a chance to enhance -their stand
ing in the .Senate-, Gerald Nye- saw .it as an opportunity to 
shape American foreign policy by shaping public opinion. .
Both Wayne Coleand John Wiltz emphasized the similarity '

'* . 54 'between Nye and William Jennings Bryan. Like Bryan,
Nye was•a gifted orator in the populist 'tradition and like
Bryan, Nye approached politics.with the confidence and
self-righteous moralism characteristic of -those who have
Simplified history and experience into heroic struggle
between good and evil. But most;, importantly, Nye shared
Bryan's predisposition to influence institutions and policy
through arousing the masses. •_

. ft'. The cornerstone of Nye's political philosophy
was a "Bryanesque" sympathy for the farmer and small town 
common man combined with an abiding hostility towards big

- .223 —
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business. In fact, Cole characterizes the munitions investi
gation as. "a -logical extension in the realm of foreign 
affairs, of Nye's long crusade against’big business, ihter- 
national, bankers, and Wall Street”, Though he had .' ' ' ■’ ' I't
initially supported Wilson's call to arlns in 19i7 and 
applauded his efforts tp secure a "just peace" at Versailles, 
by 1920, Nye was bitterly disillusioned with the consequences 
of American involvement in World War During the 1,920's
Nye blamed American.participation.in the war;for many Of the° - ■ „ ' ' ' ; ... 
farmer's economic difficulties. By 1934, he was the
staunchest of isolationists. 7. 1 '

Events leading to the munitions inquiry had pre
disposed the- American people to he suspicious of the nation's
arms capitalists. Nye sensed this and was eager to preach ,
' ' • ■ A \ - . ’ ' ' o " “
his anti-business gospel, to a receptive audience. But more
; ■. ■ /  -7' .' ■■■' ■ ■■■■;-• 7: ' ' '
importantly ,• Nye also seemed to sense that with an issue of 
this emotibnal magnitude an orator of his ability might be 
able to forge his audience ihto a political force which 
might ultimately be powerful,enough to alter the course of 
American foreign policy.. Nye,’s persistent exaggeration of 
the committee's findings in his public addresses during the 
investigation suggests that he pursued this objective from 
the beginning. Thus, in order to develop a full apprecia- 
tion of the political course of the Nye investigation, it 
will be necessary to examine Nye's public statements in 
relation to the hearings themselves. •
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Nearly five, months passed between the'birth of 
the investigation and^ the first set Of hearings. • TheA 
sheer magnitude of the task (investigators literally^ 
spent thousands of man hours pouring over tons"of sub- 
poenaed files) complicated by the inexperience ;of 
Raushenbush1s staff and the occasional obstructionism of
the investigation's subjects made this delay “almost ihevi-

*• 50 / * • •table.. Not surprisingly, public- interest began to wane
during this period. Therefore0on July 24,Nye decided that
the first phase of hearings would concentrate on exposing
the link between the "merchants of death" and the outbreak
“ '• 59 ' ' ■of war. Nye expected that this subject would rekindle' 
public enthusiasm and thus assure that the Senate would 
continue to appropriate the funds necessary for the com
mittee to complete the task it had set itself.^

Raushenbush and his band of "true believers" had 
joined the investigation to expoS'h'-the link between the 
munitions trade and war. .This meant that they focused 
their initial efforts on unearthing evidence which would 
prove the three basic, tenets of their credo. - First, they. .:
sought to uncover the secret linkages between American

■ 77. . ■ ' . '■ ■ $7' 7 ■ ’ Abusiness and "the Internationale of -'bloodshed and. profits"..

For many people," the belief in the • 
existence of a munitions ring was • 
a first principle- of the merchants- 
of-death credo .»., Englebrecht, '
Haneghen, Seldes, and others had 
written of the ring. They were 7 
experts, and seemed so certain of 
its existence that few people .. 
dared to doubt it,62

„ 61
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Second, .they sought evidence that the members of this 
-international Combine actively sowed the seeds of war; 
fabricating war scares, pressuring, and^^en necessary, 
bribing governments to increase their armament expendi- . ' 
tures; Finally, they searched for evidence that the

• i * '"merchants of death") had worked to undermine the-disarms- j.
ment movement. The decision was made that the Special> a  ' ' ^ ■ ’ - 1 '
Committee;Investigating the Munitions Industry'would 
publicaily’ unveil the' fruits of this labour on, September 4th; 
however, Senator Nye fiired the first salvo at America's arms 
dealers on August 27. -A . b ' ■

7  Speaking to an audience at the” Chicago World's 
Fair, Nye launched his campaign of misrepresentation when , 
he proclaimed that his investigation would reveal that ".the 
'greediness Of the dominant, industrialists and financiers 
in; the field' are the prime cause of war".^ Responding

4' ’ %

to charges by Irenee du Pont that the investigation was 
Communist inspired/Nye took the offensive 2

;  ̂ During four years of peacetime the \
' ° du Ponts made.only.$4,000,000....

During the four years of war they ' 
made $24,000,000. in profits. Natu- 

* ' rally, du Pont sees., red when he seeby
~ t h e s e  profits attacked by interna- :

tional peace.64
9: ■ u ■ ■ ■Nye garnered further media attention when on the following x

; • . ’ - ■ 7  / (day he confirmed rumors that the investigation had uncovered. V ..' . * )■ a ' • ... .
“a link between the Electrli Boat.Compariy and Sir Basil
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Zarhoff, notorious for his behind the s&enfes: influence 
on European royalty and.identified by many "as the premier 
salesman.of the" international munitions ring". Finally,

■ .in' an August 31 radio address,];Nye:̂ le3ed\'^at*':;Uie' last 
war had caused the “current depression and warned that, 
unless Americans rallied behind his proposal to tax excess 
war profits the arms’merchants1,, greed would-embroil the
_ world on ,a second great waf. During the*same speech, Nye

\  - ■ 'V; [:r / ;expressed the hope 'that his investigation would lead to
the creation of a Department of Peace, to be "on a par with ;
the .“War and Navy Departments". ... ' Nye1 s rhetoric ,assured
front page , cover age of ,̂ he impending'hearings ̂ however, .
virtually nothing disclosed at these hearings supported

„ • , ' n> f   ̂ : ; • ■' ' .
Nye's charges that the all-American pursuit of profit was
the prime cause of war. ' . „ r

The first set of hearings (September 4-21) failed 
.totally to prove any important component of the merchants 
of death - indictment. To start, the hearing presented no 
cr^ible evidence of an international munitions ring. The 
committee did‘show that the British Vickers-Armstrong 
CoStpany had been paying the American Electric Boat Company 
for use of patents.” Although the committee carried on as 
if this was a secret agreement, officials in the Admiralty 
and Navy were well awSjre of this agreement and tacitly 
approved. As advertised, letters were produced which 
showed that Sir'Basil Zarhoff had been paid by the'Electric 
Boat Company to help them ’sell’to Spain the wherewithal to
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build submarines. However, nothing in this'correspondence 
even hinted at the-existence'of ah international ring or 
suggested that anything illegal or immoral had been done, 
to secure the sale. Indeed,.the only unsavory agreement
that the hearings exposed, revealed that: .

■ 7  \ ' -

E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Imperial 
 ̂Chemical Industries had apportioned 

* ; , ' annual sales of products :which both
manufactured. The two corporations, 
moreover, agreed to share profit's 

• ' earned by their joint organization■ in some areas .,68

While the intent of this agreement was clearly to .increase 
profits by reducing.competition, it "did not project an 
image of international merchants of death working in con- 
cert to stir up conflict and sell munitions".

• The committee had little mgre success proving 
that arms .makers needed, to sow the. see.ds of war in order 
.to increase sales. They found no evidence that- the mer
chants of death plotted or. orchestrated war scares. The 
best they could do was to show that the president of Bath 
Iron Works- had sent the president of the. Portland (Maine) 
Publishing Company "a package of clippings and editorials 
'regarding tl^e;possibility Of war .between the United . States 
and Japan" and a letter'recounting the tale of the French 
press, hungry for anti-German news, approaching a ̂French' 
.munitions.firm for confirmation of rumors .that Germany was 
s.ecretly infiltrating the Dutch munitions industry.

Nonetheless, the munitions hearings successfully
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rekindled the previous spring's moral outrage when they 
exposed the facts that bribery played an integral part 
in the munitions business. Officials of the American 
Armament Corporation, Curtiss-Wright, arid du Pont all
testified that it was often necessary to pay bribes to

■ ' ■ 71sell arms in Latin America, China and Turkey. . Though
it is'difficult to ascertain who was more indignant, the 
recipients of the bribes or the American people, the com
mittee maximized the favourable impression created by 
carefully avoiding the issue of whether bribery was stand- 
ard. operating procedure for any company doing business in 
South America or China. „ *

* Wiltz reports that during their September 
hearings the Nye Committee presented "scattered evidence" 
that the munitions industry was philosophically opposed to
• disarmament-ahd embargoes, but nothing to even hint that 
they were responsible for the failure of a single disarma
ment conference, and only two examples of attempts to 
avoid arms- embargoes. Letters exchanged/between Lawrence^ 
Spear and Sir Charles Craven of the1 Electric Boat Company 
and Vickers reveal that both men recognized that the aims
of the peace movement threatened their economic welfare,

■ . '.. 73- ’ ' Abut there is no suggestion that anything be done. Fur
thermore, evidence was presented that on a feW’ occiasions 
specific companies had lobbied against, embargo legislation 
but as Wiltz notes "so had many other thoughtful Americans
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The only unsavory revelations concerned an instance in
which du Pont sold gunpowder to an embargoed government 
through a third party and evidence that Lake Erie Chemical 
Company mislabelled a tear gas shipment to avoid an embargo. 
-However, the Committee made the most of these two examples 
by presenting testimdj’iy that U.S. customs inspectors rarely
checked outgoing shipments if the exporter "labelled" them

... 76 ** ■ ’ *,as nonmilitary cargo. . . . 1- a “
: :  ■ ■ . v- .. \  ■■■■■.. ;■ ̂ Wiltz concludes that:

The. Munitions Committee made a mighty 
effort to prove that arms makers were 
merchants of death. Including time 
investigators spent in careful study 
of files of corporations arid govern- 

. ment departments, the committee devoted
thousands of man hours to: this' part of, 
its? inquiry. It found bits of evidence 

' suggestim that munitions makers at
.. one time *05: another-had done almost •

everything the committee suspected, 
them of doing. But evidence was thin;

. \ seldom could it support general con- \
elusions.- It failed to establish the existr 

• ence of an internatiodal munitions con^ 
spiracy. It failed tb\i^pove that the . 
arms industry instigated war scares, or 
as a. normal practice stimulated arma- 

. mejit races by selling alternatively to 
' . opposing countries .... Evidence*showed

„ . that the overseas munitions trade de
pended to an astonishing extent upon 

v bribery,* but this had slight,bearing,
W  on whether the. industry menaced peace.77

Wiltz also notes that at the time few Americans perceived 
the committee1 s„failure-. He explains the public1 s misper- ' 
ception as the natural consequence? of the committee practice 
of interrogating representatives of one company at a time
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\

rather than presenting all of the evidence supporting a
78 .particular thesis at once.

However, this explanation is incomplete. It 
fails; to account for the fact that „the public did not 
learn -about the hearings as Wiltz did from studying the 
transcripts. Anything the public learned came from the . 
newspapers; and the nation's newspapers presented a radi- j
cally different picture of^fhe hearings. This discrepancy ; . 
can be explained by the facts that Nye and Clark staged
the hearings to create an unfavourable impression'’ of the
t . , .

arms industry while Nye continued his public campaign
• ■ ' ' y  '■

charging that greed was the root of modern war.

Although Raushenbush and his staff uncovered . .
.little evidence that, wars resulted from the munitions - 
makers' pursuit of profit, they did provide Nye and Clark 
wi^h enough evidence of bribery, dubious business practices and 
-close cooperation between American companies and the 
American government in the pursuit of arms sales to shock 
most Americans. The- committee hearings were a media event . 
of the first, order ,' and both Nye and. Clark knew how1 to play ' '■ 
this sort of audierice. ‘ Casting themselves m  the role 

• of defenders Of peace and the common man, Nye and Clark 
sought* confessions not explanations from - those;unlucky 
enough to have to face their righteous.indignation. ' i
"Badgering witnesses and insisting on their own interpre
tations of the endless exhibits, the members of the
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80committee turned the investigation into an inquisition."
More often than not, newspapers portrayed Nye's and Clark's 
performance as heroic while'attempting to increase circula- •
tion by "selecting the most dramatic revelations and pre-

' 81 1 : - senting them wî th blazing headlines".

Once this media attention had made him a national
figure, it was even mfere difficult for someone like Senator
Nye, who was now being mentioned as an attractive presides-
tial candidate, to restrain himself in his public statements
Nye Was never one to let the paucity of credible evidence
stop him from arguing that: ./

There may be doubt as to the degree 
' ’ but there is certainty that profits

. from the preparation for war and the 
profits of war itself constitute the 
most serious challenge to the peace 

. of the world ... the removal of the
, element of profit from war would

materially remove the danger of more 
war.82 , , ■

During the period between the first and second set of hear
ings' Nye also began to question the motives of anyone ball
ing for an increase in defense spending. ■For example, in 
a November 12 address to•the New York League of Women 
Voters, Nye denounced America's arms capitalists for loving 
profit more than their'country and charged that "the cry

, ■ v " '■ ' '-I. .■ ’ *for an adequate national defense disguises the most sordid
.0 . 3  '* V;‘ , t '■'Y.': 'sort of racketeering11.

,■ On December* 4,-1934, the Nye Committee commenced' '' .* i ■■ ' . ■ ■'
a second round of public hearings. Vjfhereas the September
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hearings had dealt with the overseas activities of the 
munitions industry, the December hearings attempted to 
focus public attention on the enormous, and in the Com
mittee's judgement unconscionable-, profits Which America's 
war industries had earned during World War I. Although 
the hearings documented the fact that sales to the allies 
had enhanced the profitability of most American arms and 
munition's manufacturers during'the period 1914 to 1917, 
the confrontation between the Committee and the du Ponts 
constituted the "main event" of this phase of the investi
gation. The du Ponts, especially Irenee, had made no secret 
of their disapproval of the investigation and its politics.
As a consequence, this, phase of the hearings made for superb

85political theater,
, , . /  - )■ ■:

The hearings began by documenting the fact that 
between 1914 and 1916, E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company
increased its business by over 1000% while the value of its

' 8 6  stock quadrupled between 1914 and 19̂ ,8. Next, Alger
Hiss garnered the most sensational December headlines when
he charged that the du Ponts had turned a 39,231% profit on

*. . . " s

the construction and operation o^ the Old Hickory smokeless
87 •powder plant. Finally, testimony of the du Ponts gave

Senator Clark numerous opportunities to shock public sensi-
bilities by contrasting their ruthless pursuit of profit
with the more "patriotic" response of millions of Americans
who like himself had served in the armed forces during the
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It was at this point that President Roosevelt 
attempted to take some of the wind out of the committde's 
sails by announcing the formation of his own committee to -

" gi‘g ,study the question of war profits. Robert Devine argues 
that from the time public pupport for Resolution 206 began 
to’ build, Roosevelt followed the .philosophically ambiguous 
strategy of supporting the idea of a munitions1investiga
tion "while championing the’ ideal of a multilateral agree- 
ment as the proper solution to the arms problem". In
a perfect example of this, on May 18, 1934, Roosevelt 
couched his requesi? that the Senate give its ‘advice and 
consent to the 1925 Geneva Arms Convention in the rhetoric 
of the merchants of death thesis.,

I have been gratified to learn that,’ 
pursuant to a resolution of the Senate, 
a committee has been appointed to in
vestigate the problems incident to the 
private manufacture of arms and muni- .

• tions of war and the international 
traffic therein. I earnestly recommend 
that this committee receive the generous 
support of the Senate in order that"it 
may be enabled to pursue the investiga
tion with which it is charged with a 

•degree of thoroughness commensurate 
with the high importance of the ques
tion at issue. ... The private and 
uncontrolled manufacture of arms and 

' munitions and the traffic therein has 
become a serious source of*- international 
discord and strife ... The negotiation 
of the Convention for the supervision 
of the International Trade in Arms and 
Ammunition and the Implements of War, 
signed in Geneva, June 17, 1925 was an, 
important step in the right direction.' , 
That convention is still before the 
Senate. I hope the Senate may find it. 
possible to give its advice and consent 
to its ratification. ... The, peoples of
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many countries are being taxed to 
the point of poverty and >starvation 
in order to. enable governments to ,

, engage in a-mad race for armaments
which., if permitted to continue, may 
well result in war. This graVe menace 
to the peace of the world is due in no 
small measure to the uncontrolled acti
vities of the manufacturers and mer
chants of engines of destruction, and 
.it must be met by the concerted action of peoples of all. nations.91 .

Though his enthusiasm may have waned, Roosevelt's public
> v  .

support for the Nye inquiry continued through the September
hearings,' despite.diplomatic protests from Latin America

’ * ■ ' ' 92and Great Britain over the Committee's public disclosures.
Thus, Roosevelt's announcement of plans to authorize a

■ * ' - ' • 'committee headed by Bernard .Baruch and General Hugh Johnson,
to examine the same war profits area to which the Nye in-

■ ■■ ' • _ ■ . ■/ " i '
' vestigation was now turning, can only-be interpreted as 
an attempt to undercut the investigation.

Business opinion shared the assessment that
Roosevelt's action: - B

Takes the punch out of the inquisition 
by the two Republican Senators, Nye and 
Vandenberg, steals the show, saves the 
War and Navy Departments Some embarrass
ment regarding their relations with1 
munitions makers and forestalls the 
Senate committee1 s recqjnmendation for nationalization of the industry.93 -

The American public, apparently sharing a similar assess- 
/ ment, but suspicious of FDRls motives, and fearing that this 
•move signalled an attempt to gag the Committee, responded 
by writing "150,000 letters" urging, a continuation of the 
inquiry. Recognizing that Nye had public opinion
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solidly behind, him on this issue, Roosevelt capitulated
by offering Administration backing for efforts to secure 

*■ <»

the appropriations necessary to continue the investigation
95in 1935.

x "
The magnitude of the public response to FDR's 

maneuvering was in many ways comparable to'the response 
to Coughlin's World Court broadcast. And yet, it is worth 
noting that a majority of those Americans who responded 
most certainly shared the pacifist/liberal beliefs which 
would have made them favourably (disposed towards the Court. 
Thus, the fact that these proven "letter writers" did not 
respond to Mrs. Roosevelt's plea is a further measure of

• : - V - - '  .V' --the "wishy-washiness" of pro-Court public opinion. More 
importantly, it is persuasive evidence that, through the 
munitions investigation, Senator*Nye was building a 
national constituency.

•••it After the controversy between Nye and FDR passed, 
things remained relatively quiet until after the defeat of 
the World Court Protocols when the investigation turned its
attention to America's shipbuilders. This phase of the ̂ * . '' k 1 . .

■ rinvestigation presented a rather curious problem. For 
once the Committee uncovered credible evidence of wrong
doing, but in this instance failed to follow it up.

•' Before the hearing actually began, Raushenbush
' o - * *

and his staff had uncovered considerable, circumstantial 
evidence which suggested that Bethlehem Shipbuilding

CJ
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Company., Newport News Ship, and New York Ship had not 
competed very strenuously when tendering bids for Navy »
contracts. For example, during the period 1928~30, each

; '  -> .

company received an almost identical dollar amount of.
Navy business.̂  There was also the curious behavioj
of Newport News which, despite a 34% profit on its 1927
cruiser contract and no’ increase -in, cgsts, raised its

971929 cruiser bid by nearly half a million dollars.
This decision allowed NeWport News* competition to win

'i ' • , . -f'

Navy contracts despite submitting bids which were nearly
98 . : ‘$100,000 higher than the previous year..

Once the actual hearings began.the committee 
was able to do even better. Testimony revealed that in 
1933 the Roosevelt Administration had decided to silence 
naval preparedness groups and stimulate employment by 
authorizing the Navy to take, one quarter of a billion 
dollars from the Public Works Administration budget and 
use the money to build up a fleet. _ -*

The Administration intended that the 
Navy expend these funds in accordance 
with the spirit of the PWA. It deter
mined that the work be distributed ’ 
widely. It did not intend that a few 
shipbuilding firms win most of the 
contracts, even.though a few might 
submit the lowest bids

For obvious reasons this decision was to be kept secret. 
Nonetheless, when the Navy opened the bids in 1933, theya ' _ • : -

were all much higher than e x p e c t e d , I n  one example,

- 237 -
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Bethlehem Shipbuilding which only six months earlier had 
offered to build a heavy cruiser for $8,196,000 now bid

im$11,720,000. Its "competitors" behaved in a similar
manner. Lawrence Wilder, an executive with the New York 
Shipbuilding Company, testified that he had heard rumors 
that the Navy was so displeased that it considered reject
ing all the bids and building the ships in itS“ own yards
when FDR stepped in and persuaded the Navy to accept the
, . , ... 102. • high bids.

Next/ John Frey, President "of tljie Metal Trades 
- Department of the American Federation of Labour, testified 
that before, the bids were opened, Wilder had boasted that 
he could "name the lowest bidders on ali contracts" and 
to prove it, he gave Frey a sealed envelope containing
"his prediction's -.- which when opened in the presence of

i 103 ** *witnesses proved totally accurate. 1 After the bids
were opened, Wilder himself wrote a letter to senator 
Tramell of Florida charging that the bidding had been - 
rigged.104 A letter supeo.naed from the New York Ship
building files indicated that the Navy had approached 
Cbinton Bardo, company president, and "expressed to us 
the desire that the builders themselves should get..to
gether and agree as far as we could upon what each would 
bid and then bid on nothing else" . ^ 5 Finally, when 
Bardo testified he conceded thai: the shipbuilders "had 
reached'an understanding before the 1933 bidding".
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However, alfier pursuing their inquiry this far the 
Committee let matters- die. * . *■ '

- Neither Wilder nor Bardo were questioned about 
the possibility of collusion during the period 1927^-1932. 
Indeed, ih a curious departure from form, no one on the 
Committee even challenged the ethics of this practice.. 
Although Senator Vandenberg presented legislation to pre
vent this sort of practice in the future, it died a quiet
' ' ' . 107death m  committee. ' 1

Wiltz is unable to explain why the Nye Committee 
suddenly lost its killer instinct once it had a confession 
of genuine criminal activity. .However, there is a straight' * . '  ̂ V .
forward explanation. First, Bardo's confession did not 
come until April 5, 1935 when Nye, Clark,’and Raushenbush 
were devoting all of their efforts to promoting their plan 
to tax the profits out of war. Arguably, they perceived

•■■■■' ~ *  ' - - - ' ■ ■■■ I-' .the goal of this campaign as more' important than saving 
the taxpayers a few dollars. But more' importantly, collu
sion did= not .fit the merchants of death stereotype. Indeed 
if shipbuilders could enrich themselves in this manner they 
might not need to promote wars. Senator.Nye shared the 
National Council for Prevention of War's belief that "our 
shipbuilders are probably our most aggressive and sinister
propagandists for a policy of competitive naval building

108 ■ - even if it means war". . Consequentlyjthe-investigation
squandered valuable time-and energy in a futile attempt to
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' ' .. 109 • *. ■prove this thesis. ' ^

From the very -beginning both peace activists *
' 0 . - ' .* . ' and the American Legion had hoped that an investigation

would lead to legislation which would take the profit oat
*Of«war. On February 15, 1935,1 during a national radio
broadcast, Senator Nye. struck the first blow of‘ the battle^
to win public support for this objective. Summarizing the
now'familiar litany, Nye warned that “munitions racketeers"
threatened the very peace of the w o r l d . I n v e s t i g a t i o n
bad shown that in the .name of profit, munitions interests . ‘
"planted war scares" to increase military appropriations,
orchestrated "efforts to upset disarmament and arms con.̂ ,_̂  .
trol plans in international conferences" and generally
stoked the "fires of hate, fear, and suspicion among
people and nations". Obviously the "munitions racket"
posed such an enormous threat that drastic remedial steps *
had to be taken. Nye warned that Americans Should not be
lulled into inactivity by

A general opinion* that the only 
adequate approach to the problem 
presented in the munitions indus
try- Is by international agreement. 
With this opinion I strongly differ. 
I .believe that it.is primarily a , 
domestic problem and that we in 
America should tackle it irres- .,2 
pective of what other nations do.

.Nye announced that by early April-, his committee would be 
ready to recommend the sort of strong medicine necessary

•« . .

' ~ 240 - .
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b control the munitions industry and- their reckless 
pursuit of profit which .threatened the future peace. ~ .

8 This address marked an important turning, point 
in Nye's behavior outside of .the hearing.rooms. Up to 
this point Nye1s strategy appeared to have been to attack 
the merchan€s of death as a means of creating a favourable 
impression of himself and of the munitions investigation.
In his speech* Nye'clearly “intended to do more than‘arouse 
his audience to anger, he attempted to forge his audience 
into a political force which he hoped would be capable of 
dramatically changing the status quo in the United States« 
It also marked the beginning of - Nye1s effort to assert his 
leadership over America-1 s peace movement.

The next act of the Nye Committee*s campaign to
promote their war profits proposals began on March.15. 6n

® ' '' >■ ■ - ■'. 
this date John Flynn, a'member of the munitions investiga-

' ' ' -V ' ' '   -V- '' - ■ - /'1tion*s advisory panel, topk the stand to present a compre- ■
hensive war profits proposal which was representative of p
the views held by Senators Nye and Clark and Chief Inyesti-

. gator Raushenbush. 'l-P" : '■ •

There were three major components to Flynn’s 
plan. First, Flynn urged that with a declaration of war 
the.government, would automatically impose a 97% tax on 
all corporate and individual. incomes exceeding $1Q-,0Q0.
Such an exorbitant tax would remove the profit motive from

-■ 241
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war and would thus represent an incentive to protect-tlie 
peace. It would also enable the nation to pay for the war 
as it was fought and possibly eliminate the depression 
■which' everyone ,fknew" inevitably followed wars. This:. ” ft' v . / " r,' ...aspect of Flynn"s plan was virtually identical to the' 
ye amendment which had launched the munitions investi
gation one year earlier. ,

The second major component of Flynn's plan called 
for the wartime conscription of management. Flynn argued 
that with the outbreak of war the managers of American 
industry should' be subject to the draft as were all other 
Americans. However, rather than serving in „the Army as 
foot soldiers, Flynn suggested that these-men ̂ serve as the „ 
officers in the industrral-management forces of the Army. 
This proposal was meant to equalize the burdens of future 
wars to the satisfaction of the American; Legion and was
" ‘ K ' ' ■ ■ ' V  •similar to legislation proposed a month earlier by.Senator 
Clark.115 -. V- .. ' ̂  .

The final component of the Flynn proposal called
» > ■% for the suspension of the Fifth Amendment during wartime,

so that the government would have the "power to confiscate
capital, should capital refuse to cooperate on government
terms".11® ’ / . ” '

Once Flynn completed his testimony Bernard Baruch
* < ■ _ . • •

was given the opportunity to present his alternative which
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was essentially embodied.in the MeSwain Bill already
■ X  i ■before the House of Representatives, Baruch's plan was 

based on the idea that as soon as war broke out the Presi
dent should set price ceilings based on peacetime prices
and establish some sort of special authority to make any

117necessary adjustments. In. order to control profits,
Baruch suggested that Congress fax all profits exceeding

118the peacetime average at a highfer than normal rate.- 
TO nobody's surprise, four dayS after Baruch completed

 ̂ '? ' ' ” I!his testimony, the Nye committfe issued a statement sup- 
porting the Flynn plan. .

However, by the time the Committee had made its 
recommendations, the McSwain Bill, embodying the ideas of. 
Bernard Baruch, had cleared committee and was scheduled^ 
for consideration by the House. Although Senators Nyê . 
and Clark and their domestic allies had been campaigning 
for some sort of radical legislation since February, fate 
did not provide the spark to unleash the elemental forces 
of public opinion. While their still growing national 
audience was both suspicions and resentful of America's* * 
munitions magnates, the Flynn prftposals were too radical 
a'mix of fascism and socialism to have a broad national 
appeal. a^Mpny Americans favoured.some degree of political 
experimentation during the 1930's, but they were nonethe
less sobered by Bafhch'S admonition "that modern war and 
threatened national destruction, wh^n the fate of the 
people, as at no other time, depends on the efficient
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operation at high speed pressure, of its industrial
system, is not the moment0 to select to switch from the
fundamental base of our economic system to a new and

119wholly experimental system". Consequently, there ■
was no pressure on FDR to get behind the Flynn formula,
and so the Administration sat by (tacitly approving)-

120while the House approved the McSwain Bill.

When the McSwain Bill reached the Senate, Nye 
amended it to conform closely with the Flynn formula.
The Military Affairs Committee even reported favourably 
on the Nye version. However, the Administration succeeded 

*• in bottling up the amended version in the Finance Committee

The Munitions Committee had been unable to 
organize an effective opposition to the Baruch plan in 
the House, but Nye and Clark had more than enough support 
to block passage in the SOnate. In fact, Wiltz argues 
that even after the McSwain Bill was approved by the - 
House, the Committee alternative: ,

Might have passed had' it. won the .• 
support of the White House, but , , 
Administration hostility towards 
radical war profit programs 

. remained. The Administration 
believed the profit motive so basic 
, to the American system that cur
tailment would jeopardize any war 
effort. It had approved the ori
ginal McSwain Bill, but lacked 
the strength in the Senate to12i override the Nye-^Clark group. '

The campaign for "war profits" legislation had reached va
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final impasse. Nye and his supporters controlled the
*  ' '

Senate. The Eresident heldosway in the House. But. more 
importantly, by May of 1935,the Akerican people were ,
losing interest in this issue..*’As war. clouds gathered

* ' • over eastern Africa, public interest in the hypothetical
war profits debate wahed as determination to avoid any

■ ' ' ' ■' 5 ' «■ ' 'involvement in another European war waxed.

With regard to this phase of the investigation 
John Wilts concludes that:

Some.writers have left the impression 
. that in munitions control, war profits,

i. ' ‘ and neutrality the Committee provided
7 national leadership during the mid-
/. thirties. Leadership assumes a follow-V  ' ing. While the Committee stimulated 
\  the national desire for peace, it seldom
- won support for proposals. War profit

removal and industrial mobilization 
provided, one of several illustrations 
of this failure.122

There are two flaws in this line of reasoning.
" ■ v ■ ' ■ . ■First, it is insensitive to the fact that from 1 

the start the pacifist lobby, the American Legion, and even 
public opinion exercised considerable influence on.the ? 
munitions investigation.' Fqr example, the munitions V  
investigation did not create or stimulate the /public1s 
desire for peace, rather, its birth was the political 
con'sequence of the public's expression of this desire. 
Though it is true that Senator Nye tried- to assert his 
personal leadership after February 15, 1935, his domestic
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allies were still defining the investigation's goals.
With regard to munitions ..control, war profits, and indus
trial mobilization issues, the Committee faithfully pursued 
the objectives of pacifist/liberals and the American Legion. 
-It is arguable that the unwillingjiOss^of these groups to
dilute their commitment to strong remedies ultimately doomed

■.. 2 1 " •• • *.their campaign; however, this argument places any blame of
leadership failure where it-properly, belongs, on. the shoulders
of the Washington peace lobby and American Legion.

Wilts's second mistake is in equating* the failure 
to secure Congressional approval of the Flynn plan with a 
lack of political following for the Munitions Committee.
The Committee's program for industrial mobilization and 
confiscation of war-profits failed simply because it wa«s 
too radical.” However, the fact that a# majority of Ameri
cans were not feady to endorse the idea of wartime socialism 
does not prove that the munitions investigation lacked a 
national following. Between- September 1934 and April 1935, 
the combination of sensationalistic press coverage of the 
formal hearing and. Senator Nye1s outside oratory had suc
cessfully propagated the message that America's "merchants 
of death" were greedy, ruthless and a threat to peace.
As a result of this exposure, Senator Nye (and to a lesser 
degree, Senator Clark) was developing a national foreign, 
affairs constituency. The fact that there was such wide
spread interest in war profits and industrial mobilization 
reforms can be explained in large measure by the growth
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in Senator Nye1 spolitical following* Furthermore, once 
this initiative had failed, Senator Nye was ready to 
capitalize on the notoriety he had built to forge an even 
larger coalition of pacifists, liberals, and isolationists 
in support of Congressional neutrality initiatives.

i »?

■ ' ' T „ III >

' This, reexamination of the forces and events lead
ing to the creation of the Special Senate Committee Investi
gating the Munitions Industry provides additional evidence 
that public, opinion and pressure groups can influence the 
political behavior of America1s foreign policymakers. The 
idea that the Senate.should investigate the arms industry 
was wholly a nongovernmental initiative. Consequently/ 
this case study helps to dispel the; "elitist" notion that 
even when the American public becomes aroused about an 
issue or idea, they are simply responding as would marion
ettes to the machinations of economic and political elites. 
From the very beginning the munitions initiative was hostile 
to America's largest and most profitable business interests/ 
and thus, it is ludicrous to even suggest that America's 
economic elite somehow orchestrated this crusade.

, 5 ' . • .■ ' - *. ‘ ■ Second, this idea was hot only a nongovernmental
initiative, but the Senate decision to act on this idea was
a clear and unambiguous response to domestic pressure. It
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key role in transforming public opinion into a political 
force, but this only illustrates the potential political 
muscle which the media can exercise. It does not reduce 
the influence of "domestic sources'\on this, decision. 1 .. .

Furthermore/ the influence of "domestic sources"
did not stop once the special committee was formed.
Although Senators Nye and Vandenberg significantly enhanced

. ' **'"the political efficacy/of the investigation by maneuvering
to insure unanimous Senate approval and insuring that the 
committee would be controlled by friendly Senators, the 
pacifist, lobby and the American, Legion exercised an enor
mous influence over .the first twelve months of the investi-

, A . •

gation. The fact that the inguiry devoted so much effort 
. to proving the "merchants of death" thesis, took every 
opportunity to portray'\he captains of America's munitions 
industry in as unfavourable a light as possible, while 
never losing sight of the goals of promoting radical war 
profit and industrial mobilization legislation, is a per
suasive indication of . .this. i*i£l»ence'. It is necessary to 
be very clear about the fact tliat the failure of the in
terest group coalition to win Congressional approval for 
'legislation embodying the Flynn formula in no way diminishes 
the fact that nongovernmental actors had exercised eonsi- 
derable influence within the corridors of power up to this 
point. Indeed, if one takes into account the radical nature 
of the proposed legislation, the fact that this coalition
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came as close to victory as it did speaks even better of 
the influence which nongovernmental actors can wield 
within the policy process. In fact it is far from cer- 
• tain that, if this coalition had been willing to soften 
the more authoritarian aspects of its industrial mobili
zation proposal, punitive war profits legislation might not 
have won Congressional approval. 0

Nonetheless, it is,, far from clear that evidence 
of nongovernmental initiative and influence necessarily 
enhances the plausibility of a "democratic consensus hypo-

■ V

thesis". The- movement within Congress to reassert its 
foreign affairs authority began during the debate over '
the Treaty of Versailles and the League of Nations. As

. . . »

° wras discussed in Chapter 4 , this movement was not pri- 
marily a response to public dissatisfaction with President 
Wilson's foreign policy.- (Although it was partially a. 
refiection.of the breakup of the tenuous consensus support
ing a more activist internationalism which emerged from the - 
Spanish American War.) ■ ■ *

The same thing can be said about the increasingly 
important role which the Senate played in foreign affairs 
during, the 1920's. Isolationist Senators were defending 
ideas and principles whose public appeal was growing, but
there is little evidence that thfey were doing so in res-

*■ , • ponse to public pressure. Accordingly, while this case
* ■ .p; . ' study offers more evidence that the influence of "domestic
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\

■ ’ , * • 
sources" is positively correlated to active Congressional
participation in foreign policy making, it provides no
evidence that the historical variation of Congress* foreign
policy role can be explained as* a democratic response tĉ j
the concerns of the American people.■ ■ & ■

In fact, the nongovernmental influence indenti- 
fied in this chapter can be explained quite easily within 
an opportunity framework. Certainly the factors leading 
to the Senate1s decision to create a special investigating 
committee wefe not all that different, from those leading 
to the defeat of the EWorld Court Protocols . In each case 
there is evidence that?the Senate's decision was influ
enced by a well organized nongovernmental coalition which 
genuinely represented majority public opinion On a specific 
issue.1 Secondly, although' the pro-Court lobby and the 
pacifist/American legion coalition failed to realize their 
ultimate political objectives, both exercised a significant 
amount of influence to get their proposals on the foreign 
policy agenda. This sort of partial influence is much 
easier to conceptualize as part of a noncausal explanation 
of the hypothesized correlation.
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'CHAPTER 7: THE 1935 CONGRESSIONAL NEUTRALITY INITIATIVE

A nation and its leaders must 
choose between moral certainty 
coupled with exorbitant risk, 
and t&e willingness to act on 
unprwable assumptions to deal 

„ with challenge when they are
i. manageable. 1
•e +' ,«

On August 1, 1935 President Roosevelt signed into 
law legislation which radically'altered America's traditional 
neutrality policy. Although the scope of this legislation 
was broadened in 1936 and 1937, this first piece of neu- 
trality legislation forbidding the sale of all arms and :

V. 1 ;■ 4 ■ammunition to all participants in any future war, consti-
*• ' " / ' ' 'tutes Congress' most important foreign policy initiative

of^the interwar era. The goal of this chapter, will be to 
analyze the contribution which domestic factors made to 
the success of the isolationist initiative. An attempt 
will also be made to determine whether a "partisan mobili
zation hypothesis" represents a plausible explanation of 
the relationship between the Congressional leadership on 
this issue and domestic groups and opinion which supported 
isolationist neutrality revision.

The chapter is divided into three sections. The ' 
first section begins with a brief review of the political 
history of neutrality revision proposals between 1927 and 
1934. It discusses the extent to which the leading role 

/which .Senators Nye and Clark played in the munitions in- " 
vestigration enhanced their leadership potential on ̂ the
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‘issue of neutralit^yrevision. Furthermore, it analyzes 
the role which Senator Nye played in building a broad 
domestic coalition in support Of his and Senator Clark's 
program for neutrality revision.

The second section traces the /evolution pf the
/ 1Nye-Clark neutrality program once it was submitted to the 

Congress. It.focuses' on Secretary of State Hullf s efforts 
to thwart isolationist neutrality initiatives by bottling 
them up in the Democratically controlled HouseyForeign . 
Affairs Committee and the Senate Foreign Relations commit
tee, and it examines the Nye-Clark response. Finally, it 
analyzes President Roosevelt's decision to stand aside once 
Nye and Clark had maneuvered their bill out of committee 
and through the Senate. - ^

The third section addresses the question of 
whether a' "partisan mobilization hypothesis" represents a 
promising explanation of the relationship between Congress
ional leadership and the sources of domestic support for 
.Congressional foreign policy initiatives.

I ,

During the first 150 years of its existence, 
the United States consistently followed the neutrality 
policy which George Washington had adopted with regard

- 259 -
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to the wars spawned by the French Revolution. American 
neutrality policy combined a punctilious, political aloof
ness with a willingness to profit from expanded trade 
with belligerents. The contradiction between the poli
tical and economic dimensions of this policy precipitated 
the War of 1812 and led to American involvement in World 
War I. In The Illusion of Neutrality Robert Devine explains 
Woodrow Wilson's commitment to collective security, in part, 
as an outgrowth of his failed effort to defend America's 
traditional neutrality policy between 1914 and 1917. He 
also interprets, the political confrontation over the 
Versailles Treaties as the first battle of .the long war ' „ 
to revise America's traditional neutrality policy after 
World War I.3 ■ V ' '/ .

After the 1920 Presidential election when it 
became clear that the United States would not soon enter 
the League of Nations, those Americans who remained com
mitted to the ideal of collective security began to search 
for a means by which the United States might tacitly co- 
operate with the League should it ever move to "punish" 
an aggressor nation. Collective security advocates were 
unable to identify a suitable mechanism until 1927 when 
the United States became involved in the Kellogg-Briand 
negotiation to renounce war as an instrument of national 
policy. On November 18, 1927, Representative Theodore 
Burton of Ohio created quite a stir when he announced
that he would ask Congress to prohibit the export of

■' p
• - ■ ' ’ ■ •'* ' ■ ' 9- * ' ; -
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armament of munitions to any nation violating the pro
posed Kellogg-Briand Treaty.4 Discriminatory arms . 
embargoes represented the ideal political vehicle for 
America's advocates of collective security. This legis
lation would, make it possible to reinforce any collective 
response the League might make regarding an aggressor 
state, while it could be wholly justified as one practi
cal way of putting some teeth into a treaty Which Ameri
cans by and large supported. In Burton's Words "there 
would be a hesitancy in waging war if the United States,
with the facilities for furnishing arms and munitions, '

■ ' '  . ' 5should establish a policy of refusal to aid an aggressor"...

Although Burton's resolution was enthusiastically 
endorsed by all wings of America's peace movement, the 
American public demonstrated, no interest in this variation 
on the collective security theme. The combination of 
public, apathy, indifference among officials of the 
Coolidge Administration, and a growing hostility towards 
America's arms makers ultimately convinced Burton to re
vise his embargo resolution so that it would apply equally 
to all belligerents in the case of a conflict. By 
January of 1928, Burton stressed that his revised resolu
tion would prevent America's arms industry from profiting 
from foreign wars.^

Even after this change the peace movement pro
vided the only active political support for the Burton
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. . ' * • l\resolution; nonetheless, the volume of letters and peti
tions from America's peace societies was heavy enough to 
persuade the House Foreign Affairs Committee' to•schedule 
public hearings. On the other side, both the American 
Legion and America's munitions Industry actively lobbied

■‘.r g  .against the idea of.a total arms embargo- - in fact, in 
the eyes of many Airfe,rican pacifists in’ 1934, one of the 
most shocking reve'^tions of the Nye, investigation con
cerned the forcefulness with which representatives of
du Pont and Winchester lobbied the War Department in

. - 9 . - • ■ ■ ■ ■ ' •opposition to the Burton resolution. Once .the hearings
actually began, Secretary of War, Dwight Davis and Secre
tary of Navy, Curtis Wilber testified that any embargo 
legislation would threaten American security by making it 
more difficult for the nation's armament companies to 
stay in business. inasmuch as no one from the peace
movement came forward to counter this argument, Wilber's 
and Davis1 argument carried the day, and the Burton' reso
lution died, in committee.

■ '■ r ' .'-'V ' V' V' '■

' One'year later on February 11, 1929, Senator 
Arthur Capper of Kansas revived the idea that Congress , 
should authorize the President to levy a discriminatory 
arms embargo against any aggressor nation which violated

12 i ■the anti-war treaty. Unlike Burton, Capper had no
illusions that the American people, or Congress, were
ready to take this step, but rather, he stated that he

■ 13hoped to provoke discussion. Clearly Capper hoped
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that the debate over neutrality revision would rekindle 
public support for Wilsonian internationalism. However, 
as Robert Devine reports, with the predictable exception 
of the New York Times, the American press condemned the" 
Capper initiative for raising the kpectre of foreign. ■ 
entanglement.^ "The reactions to the Capper resolution 
revealed quite clearly the continuing hostility of the / 
American people to measures of collective security,".

The Burton and Capper neutrality initiatives 
evoked a much more sympathetic, response, from* the academic 
Community. Indeed by 1930, many of America's experts on *■ 
international, law were-convinced that"the creation of the 
League of Nations and the signing of the Kellogg-Briand 
Treaty had revolutionized international, relations. .. At ■
the annual gathering of. the American Society of Inter
national Law in 1930, Quincy Wright of"the University of 
Chicago and Clyde Eagleton of New York University delivered 
paper's reflecting the emerging consensus that there was a 
contradiction implicit in a continued adherence "to America1s 
traditional neutrality policy and America's treaty commit- 
ment to outlawing, war.- Eagleton argued that "if we want . 
peace .as we have" said in the Pact of Paris, we must support 
peace when the Pact is b r o k e n " T h i s  line of reasoning 
was ultimately endorsed by Secretary of State Stimsonwhen 
he declared: . _

Hereafter when two nations engage in 
armed-conflict either one" of both of  ̂
them must be wrongdoers -r- violators •

: o» of the general .treaty. We no longer
r, draw circles around them and treat

■" * - - - 263 - •
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them with the punctilious of the 
duelists code. Instead we denounce 
them as lawbreakers.18

Thus, although some scholars continued to worry about the 
question of whether it would be practically possible to 
designate an aggressor with any degree of certainty, most 
..interested scholars were'already debating the question of 
what forms of cooperation or sanctions would be most
appropriate for the United States should the international
”■ * 19 :peace be disturbed.

During this period Edwin Bourchard of Yale and 
John Bassett Moore formerly of Columbia werevthe most pro- 
mineht defenders of America's traditional neutrality policy. 
Inasmuch as his; colleagues buttressed' their arguments for 
neutrality revision with rhetoric of peac e>, Bour chard poun- 
tered by piaising-traditional neutrality adj'a peace pre
serving institution —  one of the beneficent achievements 
of a long struggle with barbarism" and solemnly warned
that any attempt to enforce the peace would only lead to
- 1 20 . •' * ' more frequent wars.- Neither Bourchard nor Moore believed
that the Pact of Paris had in any way reduced the clash of 
national interests which caused wars; consequently, both 
of these champions of ̂ isolation argued "that only an im
partial attitude towards foreign wars would enable the 
United- States to keep clear of entanglement".

Throughout the 1920's Franklin Roosevelt was an „
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advocate of American membership in the League of Nations
and a proponent of collective security. As late as 1929

22 ■he publically endorsed the Capper Resolution. . COnse- .
f:" ' ‘ * quently, despite his "conversion" to isolationism in

1932, it is not^surprising that the high water mark of 
the .discriminatory arms embargo movement dame during the 
first one hundred days of his Administration. In the 
spring of 1933 the State Department secured House appro
val of the McReynolds Bill which would have authorized 
the President to levy the type of discriminatoryVarms 
embargo initially proposed by Burton and Capper. How- „ 
ever, once Hiram Johnson succeeded in amending the 
McReynolds Bill so that any arms embargo would have to 
apply impartially to all belligerents, FDR was put in a 
position where he would have had to publically endorse 
the collective security motives of this legislation or
let matters die; Not surprisingly, he chose the latter■ '• ' - *
course. •* ;

Despite the historic triumph of the Democratic 
Party in the 1932 election, the showdown over neutrality 
revision during the first one hundred days of the New \
Deal, leaves no doubt that the Republican led isolationist 
bloc in the Senate continued to exercise a strategic veto 
oyer any foreign, policy legislation of which it did not „ 
approve. - However, despite the ever growing public accept
ance of isolationist jingoism, it is inconceivable that 
Senators Borah and Johnson could have persuaded the Congress

' , ■ , . '-...2.65 - • v ■ \
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to enact genuinely isolationist legislative initiatives r- 
in 1933.-\

s The differential in constitutional authority
f' "" •between the President and Congress is not enough by xtself 

to justify the dearth of successful Congressional Sbreign 
policy legislative initiatives. In order to fully explain 
this scarcity two additional factors must be considered. 
First, there is what might best be described as the "legi
timacy" factor. In the American political culture "pet- 
ceived expertise" confers political legitimacy Upon public 
policy proposals. The fact that the President and the State 
Department are responsible for the day-to-day conduct of 
foreign affairs combines with their access to superior 
bureaucratic resources and information to legitimize the 
Executive's foreign policy initiatives. Under most normal 
circumstances Congressional'foreign policy initiatives 
lack the legitimacy conferred by "perceived expertise".

; ' . *° ’'Secondly, a substantive foreign policy initiative
• ’ . ’ 24'would clearly be classified as redistributive legislation.

Given the enormous institutional obstacles fading .any redis-
- V  - 'Sfe. '•

tributive initiative, a broad coalition of public officials, 
interest groups, and sympathetic segments of the public 
must be mobilized for a protracted political campaign.
Even veteran Senators rarely possess the national political 
stature to forge and hold together such sweeping political 
coalitions.'
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■ Therefore/ in order to fully understand the 
evolution of the isolationist block in the Senate from 
policy blocker to policy initiator, it will be necessary - '
to discuss how participation in the munitions' investiga-

• . o’ ■ , «■'tion enabled Senators Nye and Clark to overcome the dis=- 
advantages of stature and legitimacy. Unfortunately, 
most discussions of the contributions of N̂ e-'s investigation 
to the passage of isolationist^ neutrality revision in'1935 
overlook these pivotal considerations.

■ " ' \ V ■■ - 'For example, in Xsolation,ist\Impulse and The 
Illusion of Neutrality, both Selig Adler and Robert 
Devine confine themselves to emphasizing th- contribution 
which th^\ munitions inquiry made to.establishing a favour
able publip opinion climate for isolationist neutrality 
initiative^. Adler's analysis is the most difficult to 
follow. He\ contends’that "much of the information that 
the Committee unearthed was unquestionably true and
shocking” a ^  he implies that this fact alone must have

26outraged .the^public's moralistic sensibilities. None
theless, he'disputes the idea that the shock value of 
these revelations justified the Committee thesis that the 
irresponsible pursuit of profit by America's munitions
and banking establishments was the sole reason for American

'■ 27-intervention-in World'War I. In Adler's judgment the 
Nye investigation popularized an erroneous interpretation - 
of the reasons for American involvement in World War I 
because Senator Nye: \
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/
&■li

Was haidly equipped to winnow the 
mass Of evidence, nor was he aware 
of the dangers of over-simplified 
interpretations'of the complex ,
workings of history. Nye, moreover,

» was a biased judge for he had long ‘
■ been certaih that the country had y 
been lured into war"against Geimany 
by grasping moneychangers and un
principled dealers in weapons ....
In 1935 the cOunt^ was in a mood ?„■ '• ,, to give credence ro the Nye theory.28

Devine also notes the genuine shock value of
; ’ 29some of the discoveries made by the Nye committee.

However, he places much greater emphasis on the role,.of
• :■ . ■■ ■ v' V- ■■ ;the deliberately staged sensationalism surrounding the -j

hearings and the purposeful exaggeration of fact in ̂
Senator Nye1s public statements in selling the American

rz %€

public."the glib historical doctrine that munitions?'
" 3(makers, and bankers led the nation into war in 1917".

In contrast, John Wilts1 s In Search of Peace 
f disputes the notion that the munitions investigation was

in any significant way responsible for the passage of 
^  neutrality legislation. He challenges -Adler and Devine's t •

• public opinion thesis by arguing that revulsion to \
; - the human costs and the political outcome of World Wat I

? . - • ?:v  : y . : , ; ' y : ■ , y .. : - - *-V ,? 'V ; ■
} intensified the American public’ s traditional moral i'&tqyc

idealism concerning issues of war and jpeace. He believes
that this predisposition-, in and of itself, constituted a\
favourable opinion climate for isolationist neutrality
initiatives. Wiltz also notes that the actual‘neutrality

r»

hearings did not take place until after fhe first round of 1
• w

' ' - 268 - \
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" ' ’ ; '' . I 32neutrality legislation was approved intAugust 1935,
Only after "having elaborated these, arguments in detail
does Wiltz concede that:
. In an. intangible way, to|be„sure,
• . the munitions investigation contri- &

» buted to passage of isolationist .< 
legislation. The Committee, having , 
pacifist origins, stimulated interest 
in peace. A  passion for peace —  if 

. hot for the world, at least for ’
* America,^-brought the neutrality ;

. ■ ' laws of 1935-37. Then Nyeland Clark,
' . the wheel-horses of the Committee,

were in the van of individuals calling ' 
for legislation similar torthat en- . * ”
acted in August 19 35.t Although not 
acting in, their capacities I as members 

P v of the committee, their, 'words..had.
larger effect as a result Of the \ -
publicity they had recdivedl from the 

• munitions inquiry. Their words' on 
. . 'how to preserve peace, - moreover,

carried an aura of authority deriving 
• i , fr.om their study of one of the factors

supposedly disturbing p e a c e . 33

Adler and Devine correctly ̂ sensed that the  ̂
"munitions investigation made a positive contribution to

. ‘ I/- ■■ ■/.. Jthe -ultimate success of isolationist neutrality initiatives. 
However,- their silence on questions like: How'did the
munitions investigation influence, the opinion climate if 
formal hearings were not held until after the first neu- 
traiity laws were passed and how did a favourable opinion -
climate translate into Congressional action , undercuts .
the credibility of their judgements. In fact, Wiltz 
makes good use of these issues in his attempt to exonerate 
the Nye committee of a e a s t ,s o me  of its guilt in preci- 

v pitating a neutrality-policy which was not very highly

- 269 -
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•, . . - ■ .4, ' -

;thought of during the years immediately following World 
War^ll, However, Wiltz's analysis is undercut by his

■ v. - '

v . ’ * •persistent Overemphasis of the political significance ' 
of the formal hearings. ■

One of the least recognized but most significant
political consequences of any Congressional investigation0 * k
is that it enhances the reputation of participants as ex-
perts concerning the matters under^investigation. Thus,
by simply playing a high profile role in the munitionsV’*investigation. Senators Nye and Clark were able to develop

' ■.
the reputation of expertise necessary to endow their neu- 

' *trality initiatives with political legitimacy. Without 
credibility neither their colleagues'nor the public would 
have taken their proposals seriously. Without credibility 
it is also inconceivable that any Congressman could success
fully challenge the President's foreign affairs leadership.

However, the munitions investigation did more -s 
than s^nply establish credibility. By 1935, the publicity
surrounding the investigation made both Senators Nye and 
Clark media celebrities.^ . In the case of Senator Nye, 
the original domestic’impetus feu: an*investigation of ■ 
the> munitions trade enhanced audience acceptance of his
fiery anti-business populism, and ̂ celebrity status assured

' 3 5that his oratory would ultimately reach a national audienOe.
Certainly to the extent that the munitions investigation
fostered a hospitable.publiq opinion climate for isola-
' . ' ’ tionist neutrality initiatives, it was primarily a result
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Of Senator Nye*s efforts outside the hearing room. But, 
this much is certain, by 1935 the American public per- ‘ 
ceived Nye and the munitions investigation to be synony
mous, and as a direct consequence, Senator Nye' possessed 
the credibility and national stature to exercise the sort 
of public opinion leadership hypothesized by my partisan 
mobilization model. Ironically, it was President Roosevelt 
who presented Nye u with the/: ingredient which had been miss- 

ring from the anti-merchants of d,eath and war profits phases
of the investigation —  an issue which would enable Nye to

* '
expand his pacifist/liberal coalition.

In early March Secretary Of State Hull warned
V ' ■FDR that the Nye Committee woul’df-soon issue a preliminary
' : 36'report urging the nationalization of the arms industry.

Hull, like Roosevelt, opposed this idea and urged that
the President meet with members of the committee and try
to persuade them to channel their energies into pursuing
an international solution to the arms trade problem.
Specifically, he wanted Committee support for a munitions ,,r
control bill recently drafted by the State Department as
well as a renewed endorsement of the 1925 Geneva Arms .
Convention. ^^However, when Roosevelt .actually met wxth
the Nye Committee on March 19, 1935', he seemingly ignored .
Hull's advice. Rather than focusing on the international
dimension of the munitions trade issue, FDR invited the
Committee to. broaden the scope of its inquiry to include
neutrality matters. He even went so far as to encourage
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Nye to propose legislation restricting the .travel of
38American ships and citizens should,war break out abroad.

Although the campaign for war profits and indus
trial mobilization reform would not reach its indecisive 
conclusion for another six weeks, this March 19 meeting 
arguably marked a decisive turning point in the munitions 
investigation. During the first year the Nye Committee's 
principal goal hjScUbeen to prove the "merchants of death" 
thesis and to thus promote the pacifist/American Legion 
agenda for wartime socialism. Through this period the / 
Cbmniittee's domestic allies provided a guiding influence. 
However, after FDR's historic suggestion, promoting a 
"revisionist" explanation of America's entry into World 
War I as a means of promoting isolationist neutrality 
became the primary concern' of the Nye Committee^ From 
this point on, the direct influence of the original , ,
"domestic sources" of the munitions inquiry began'to wane 
rapidly, and the investigation became a political vehicle 
enabling Senators Nye and Clark to mobilize public opinion 
in support of their initiatives.

As with FDR’s decision to create the’Baruch
. ■ ■ ■ *. committee three;months earlier, Roosevelt left no hint of

why he chose this moment to redirect the energies of the ; 
Nye Committee. ‘ One logical possibility is that the Presi
dent hoped to divert energy from the campaign for more- 
radical measures like nationalization and wartime socialism.
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r • / ■ r . ■

. ' ' ’ ' ■ ' ' ' ' , / - \ 'Devine suggests that FDR might have become impatient with
the inability of the State Department to reach a consensus

• concerning neutrality revision and hoped that the .threat
. • ' -i 39 -of action by the Nye Committee would force' the issue.

Finally,-, it is entirely conceivable that haying devoted 
little systematic effort to thinking about neutrality 
issues, FDR hoped that his suggestion would lead to 
neutrality revision which, by restricting the latitude 
. of American citizens and economic interests, would in
crease the President's control over foreign policy in 
the event of a future war. Whatever his reason,-Roosevelt 
seriously misjudged the mischief which Senators Nye and 
Clark would create once they had a mandate to revise ' 
America's traditional neutrality policy. .

To begin with, this suggestion had the unintended 
effect of offending Senator Pittman, who complained to “
Hull that neutrality revision fell, within the jurisdiction

- ■ V - 40 . ■- ' 'of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee; While
• ~ - T " i

Senator Nye agreed that ail neutrality questions not 
directly related to the export <̂ f arms fell within the 
jurisdiction of Pittman's committee, the damage was •
done.41 -- Pittman, who was at best an unenthusiastic 
advocate of the Administration's more internationalist
initiatives, had been provided an unnecessary excuse to

• ' 42 ‘be resentful. Senators Nye and Clark, .who already sat
on the Foreign Relations Committee, simply presented their
neutrality initiatives in this forum.

. ' ' " • & ■: ' ’
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While they needed nearly a year of study before 
endorsing the idea of nationalizing the munitions industry,
Nye and Clark needed little time or study to prepare neu-

■■■' .43trality proposals. Participation in the munitions 
investigation had only strengthened their belief that the 
unneutrality of American business from 1914 onward made 
America's disastrous involvement in World War I virtually • 
inevitable:. Determined to sit out the next European war, 
on April 9, 1935, Nye and Clark proposed legislation 
which was intended to prohibit the repeat of past mistakes;

Senate Joint Resolution 99 would authorize the
President to withhold the passports of Americans wishing

44to travel into a War zone. Senate Joint Resolution
100 unconditionally.prohibited the extension of loans, or• 
credits for the purchase of arms, munitions, or contra- 
band to any belligerent government. The President was
to have no discretion in the enforcement of this legisla
tion, save in determining when a state of war existed in 
the absence of formal declarations. A short time later,
Nye and Clark presented an impartial arms embargo resolu-
' ' ■' - ■ ■ : ' ■ ■ 46tion to complete their neutrality program. In language

similar to * the loan embargo, Senate Joint Resolution 120
would have triggered an automatic arms embargo in thp-
case of a formally declared war, leaving it to Presidential . ... , 
discretion3 to decide when a state of*war existed. Further-

tf ■

more, this bill would also have prohibited the government 
from protecting the export of any American goods which a
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warring government declared to be contraband.

Once their neutrality initiatives were before \ 
the Congress, Nye tackled the; task' of mobilizing domestic 
support- With the exception of the Women's International"' 
League ■, groups in the radical wing of the peace movement . 
(eg.' the? National Council for Prevention of"War and the . ‘ 
Federal Council of Churches) had traditionally endorsed 
the discriminatory embargo proposals favoured by the 
collective security wing. Nye hoped to persuade radical 
pacifists that the American public would continue to be 
hostile to even the mildest -forms of collective security 
or international cooperation, and thus, isolationist 
neutrality legislation represented the most politically 
viable peace'strategy. Therefore, when Frederick Libby 
accepted this rationale and reversed the traditionally - 
internationalist NCPW's policy on neutrality revision, 
it was a harbinger of the coming alliance between pacifist 
and isolationist segments of public opinion.

Encouraged by the crack in pacifist support for 
collective security, on May 27 Nye and Clark presented the 
case for isolationist neutrality,revision to the National 
Peace Conference. ■ In his address "Profiting from 
Experience" Senator Nye managed to both synthesize and 
harmonize a '^materialist" analysis of international 
relations with the rhetoric of contemporary isolationism. 
Nye's aim was to arouse liberals -and pacifists who werp - 
outraged by the merchants of death disclosures. But his

275 -  .
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rhetoric was meant to be equally appealing to idealistic 
populists arid isolationist conservatives. "Profiting 
from Experience" represented as eloquent arid persuasive - 
a formulation of the case for neutrality legislation as 
can be found. It epitomized the soft of logic which- 
united a majority of the American people behind a concrete 
foreign policy program until at least the fall of France, 
and thus, it merits detailed consideration. 0

Nye began by stating the Widely shared premise 
that the "world is bound to have more armed conflict" and 
therefore it, was in the best interest of all pragmatic 
Americans (both pacifist and isolationist) to seek "ways 
of keeping America, out- of it". • To anyone willing to 
accept this premise Nye promised, that "America can avoid 
being dragged into a repetition of1 other days if America
but possesses the intelligence to permit experience to) .
be its light"-.'-'*1-/ V. ' '

After an unusually restrained reminder of how
much America's businessmen would profit from a future war
if left to their own devices, Nye launched his discussion
of the origins of World War I with a warning.

If the peoples of the world are told
; again that the next war is a political

.; 1 ' war for the noblest possible ideals,
those same^peopl^ will be the ones to 
.suffer hot only during the war, but 
also when, the war is over and the peace 1

• . : is signed on the basis of the crude,economic struggle.53’ , ^
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As evidence Nye cited no less an authority than President 
Woodrow Wilson who confessed in a 1919 speech that the 
last war was "in its inception a commercial and industrial^' ■ ■ 0 ... • ' *■ ’ .. J -54war. It was not.a political war." Having thus Ameri-

‘ canizpd the Left’s- classic formulation of the cause of
the war, Nye harmonised it-with a classic isolationist

" theme: : • ■■ ./ .
• There are many who have tried to keep ' •

* . us from being involved in entangling
• - • foreign political alliances. But since
■» wars are for economic causes basically, •

j,/ it. is important to avoid becoming -
involved in entangling foreign economic 
alliances.55 .

Having‘made this connection, Nye completed his' 
argument by relating some of the GC^Ittee's mcfce disturb
ing discoveries concerning the economic relationship be
tween American business and the Allies from 1914 \o 1917." 
He began by noting that American .trade with the Allies1'

• quadrupled between 1914 to 1916.^ He demonstrated\that 
increased-trade had a favourable impact <?n corporate'

.//profitability sr • ' • ' . &  °

- ) . .in the years 1911 to 1913, American
” corporations v reported net profits ‘ f \ J

in the. income tax returns averaging ’ /
/ $4,100,000,000 a year. Through 1914

to 1916, this average increased to5,900,000,000.57 _

j1 . '■Finally, Nye revealed that once France and England had 
exhausted their monetary reserves, American fiankers led 
by the infamous J., P. Morgan extended billions of dollars 
worth of credit so that, war purchases might continue.
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j. Ip an effort to illustrate how America's busi
ness dealings complicated the nation's political.;relations,, 
Nye quoted a dispatch, from America's German ambassador 
which emphasized the point that America's "Unneutral" 
trade relationship with the Entente was alienating the
German government. finally, as a coup de grace,"Nye 
quoted a 1917 dispatch from Walter Paige, America's am
bassador to England, which"warned that the British and 
French governments would have to stop buying American
products and thus trigger a depression in the United States

* ' 60 unless a new source of credit could be found.
- o ,  .. •;

■ I think that the pressure of this
• approaching crisis has gone beyond 
the ability of the Morgan Financial 

- . - Agency for the British and French
' • governments. The need is becoming

too great ... Perhaps our going to 
' war"is the only way xn which our 

present preeminent trade'position 
• can be maintained and panic averted.51 ,

It is worth ntoting that while Nye presented a 
muchimore concrete and coherent indictment of American 
business as war conspirator than was characteristic of „ 
his speeches since September 1934, this speech is relatively 
free of anti-business rhetoric. Because the Nye-Clark . 
'neutrality program fit,comfortably intp the liberal tradi
tion of muting the excesses of capitalism through'govern
ment regulation, there was, perhaps', no longer any need 

*to justify radical action with inflammatory rhetoric. 
Whatever the reason, the final section of this address wdk
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a rather dispassionate account of how the Nye-Clark neu
trality program would prevent a repeat_of 1917: >

Senate Joint Resolution 99? 100 and 
• , ‘ 120 constitute a sturdy effort to make

American peace more secure. They may 
not alone keep us out of war, but 
experience dictates that this added 
strength to our neutrality policies 
in those years leading up to our entry 
into the World War would probably have 
saved us from the frightful .conse
quences which have since followed.®2

Having thus made his case, Nye closed with a 
stirring populist appeal for democratic action. >

0» I am sure that upon such questions as
those involved in the Resolutions which 
we have discussed the Congress will 
give ready cooperation provided the 
American public shows.} a care about the 
subjectT Thus, the challenge is up to 
the people, up to you, and if you wilT 
make the most pf it, you will find a 
number of <us doing our part to see to 
the accomplishment of this kind of ,
legislation before-the Congress ^
adjourns.
Isn't it time for legislation now? 
Indeed it is, and the people ought to 
answer. But that answer must be made 
soon or we may find ourselves in a 

. situation where it is too late to make 
a considered national answer.63

The response to Nye's address among the5pacifist 
community was bofjh positive and immediate. Less than a week 
later, the National Peace Conference endorsed neutrality 
revision as a practical step to dramatically reducing the

64 .risk of American entanglement in a foreign war. , Iii < 
early June the traditionally internationalist Federal

• I:. ’ ,
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. 65Council of Churches made a. similar move. Although
-each of these endorsements expessed some ambivalence 
about abandoning efforts to promote international Co
operation for peace, an overwhelming majority of peace
activists worked on behalf of the Nye-Clark neutrality
- j
\

" 66initiatives during the summer of 1935. : Those
jlements of the peace movement which were openly com-

. \ ■' V  ;■■■■■. ■ ■ -;V  -V. .mltted to American membership m  the League or Nations
. ! .■ g7 1 .were the only ones immune to Nye's appeal. However,
by m e  summer of. 1935 the League of Nations Association, 
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace and the.0 National

* -. p  " ■ Vv/'-.■ . : : ■. ■■ ■World Court Committee were voices in the political wilder- 
ness isolated by conviction from both their former allies
and from the' American public.

9.1I,
Pear of another European war and resignation 

wifh regard to the depth of public isolationism might 
have ultimately persuaded the pacifist community to abandon 
its support for discretionary embargoes; however,.it is 
inconceivable that this policy reversal wouidi have come 
about so quickly in the absence of Senator Nye's leader
ship. Once Nye had persuaded his munitions investigation, 
constituency that an honest, impartial neutrality policy 
would preclude American's bankers and munitions makers 
from profiting from, and thus entangling the nation in', 
another European war, the difficult phase of his coalition 
building was complete. The pacifist community would prove
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to be enthusiastic converts and capable domestic allies °
— • if for no other reason than the message of "Profiting 
From Experience" was more universally acceptable than those

* Cr ' _  ' i.of earlier disarmament and anti-war profits campaigns.
' ' ' . B-J ■ '

. ■ ‘ '

t The public response to Father Coughlin's anti-
World Court appeal illustrates how suspicious Americans 
had become of anything which m ight‘bntangle ,the United 
States in European power politics. By 1935 years of '
Anti-European agitation in the isolationist press had 
combined with the anti-business message of the munitions 
inquiry to favourably predispose the public to the Nye- , 
Clark neutrality program; Americans wanted to believe 
that remaining at peace, no matter the cost, was the best 
safeguard of America's moral, economic^ and political
interests. Nye had good reason tp be confident that ",

.A ' ; : V :  'should the need arise he coifLd tap\ the saî e elemental
force which Coughlin had so successfully exported only
a few months earlier. However, in qrder for this to be

\ i •necessary, Nye and Clark would have to free their neu
trality initiatives from the Senate Fpreign, Relations 
Committee.

Somewhat surprisingly, Secretary of State Hull/ 
who is often criticized for being overly timid and generally

: ' V - ' - 1 , ■■ : ' : "■■■=. \,'. : ' \ineffective with regard to his handling.of the isolationist '
t- '■ . 1 •./■■■: :■ I  1 : •• . . :Senate, led tĥ e oiily effective behind tl̂ e scenes opposition 

to the Nye-Clark neutrality initiatives.') After the T

\  ' - 281 -
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Administration's unsuccessful discriminatory embargo . 
initiative in 1933, the proponents of both discriminatory 
and impartial arms embargoes had been warring within the

g o  \  V
State Department. Neutrality revision not being\a high 
personal priority, Hull seemed to be content to allow the 
bureaucratic struggle to run its.course. However, once 
Nye and Clark introduced the first two planks of their ' 
neutrality program, Hull began to side with those opposing 
a departmental endorsement of the Nye-Clark program.
On April'10, Hull met. with'FDR and tried to cool any 
Presidential enthusiasm for neutrality legislation. He 
warned that the inevitable'debate over this exceedingly
complex issue would surely threaten the Administration's, ' ' ' , . M  ■ ■.'? ■ . )

' ' ' \ ' 70 ' !ambitious agenda for domestic reform. He repeated
this warning in an April 11 memorandum dealing with all
phases of the muhitions investigation. He advised the
President to "refrain from committing yourself to the, ,

■' 71 ^support of any specific'legislation at this time".

i .In his memoirs Hull relates that he had opposed 
isolationist neutrality revision because it would preclude
the United States from playing any sort of moderating

‘ 'r  ■ ■

. , ' . 72diplomatic role in the coming international crises.
While there is no evidence to be found in Hull's official
correspondence to indicate that Hull was quite this

’ prescient, his actions bespeak determined opposition. • •
However, facing growing Congressional sentiment for some
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form of isolationist neutrality reform, Hull c^ose a 
strategy,of procrastination and delay rather'than 
confrontation. ■ r*' -4

' ^  .■ ' ? ■ ■■■ ■
As long as Roosevelt did not publieally commit

himself, there was a realistic possibility that Hull could
‘enlist the aid of Chairman McReynolds of the House Foreign'

U , -g '
ommittee and Senator Pittman to keep neutrality 

legislation bottled up in committee until Congress had 
exhausted itself in the fight over_domestic*matters. In
f^ct when McReynolds sought Hull1s advice on How to handle’ 'A
the neutrality issue, he dispatched Joseph Green, who was 
the Department expert on the international arms trade and 
a strong advocate of discriminatory arms embargoes, to
advise McReynolds that his committee should not act until
* *' t- ' ' ^  ’ 74"the neutrality- question had beemmore thoroughly studied.

*. -f. 7 5Hull thought he had a similar arrangement with Pittman.,* tj ‘

Nonetheless, on Juije 26’ the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee reported favourably upon Senate
Resolutions 99 and 100.^6 At this ppfnt Hull asked Norman
Davis, who-had represented'the United States at the Geneva
Disarmament Conference and was a leading advocate of

rcollective security,'to, talk to Pittman»in an effort
- • ' ■ ■  77' ■to” persuade him to recall these measures. Although

Davis later reported that his mission had been a success,
when FDR met with Pittman on June 29, Pittman was unwilling

"*■ 78to cooperate., In.the meantime, McReynolds interpreted

- 283 -
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Pittman's action to mean the Administration no longer
' e •» '

opposed neutrality legislation and on July 3 the. House 
Foreign Affairs Committee reported out the Kloeb Biltl„

■ 5 '■ ' • , ■ ■' 1■ 79(a bill, yirtually identical to S.J..100). ^Hull
immediately contacted McReynolds and reiterated his •"
opposition to all neutrality- legislation and secured a
promise that. McReynolds would prevent the House from
voting on the Kldeb Bill.^ Having shored up one ■
flank Hull met with Pittman on July 8 and persuaded him
that S.J. 99,and 100 represented only a partial solution
■, 81  ̂ vto the neutrality problem. In return for Hull's
promise to appear before the full committee on July 10,
Pittman promised to ask that S.J. 99 and 100 be recalled.

When Hull appeared before the committee, -he 
“continued his delaying tactics presenting the now standard
argument that due to the complexity of neutrality issues,

■ ° r go ■ -1, ■ * • "further study was necessary. Despite both Nye and'
Clark'S objections that impending war in Africa required
speedy action, the Foreign Relation Committee voted to
recall S.J. 99 and 100. :

Hull's performance dispelled any. lingering misr- 
conc.eptibns that FDR - spoke' for a. unified Administration 

- when he had- endorsed- neutrality revision in the spring.'
In a July 10 letter, Raushenbush argues that:

Th^ Administration,' in the case of , . 
a European war this fall, prefers _ V  
to have no-legislation, that is,4to 
have a free hand on the part of the
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-V : -i • ■ *  „

’ , •• - • 1 A  . . ' . ' -o

f . . _ ,

President, to get us in or keep us. 
out Of that war. the State Depart- 

*' . irient does »not think the people of
A  . . • the country are* interested .in this
.0 - matter and therefore, it can handle

A  • this situation in an arbitrary
< ’ . fashion.84

-However, rather than being dispirited, Nye and 'Clark ,
. began to plan for}an open confrontation. William Stone, 
a friend of Raushenbush's who had contacts in the State

v'A * * / ' «
Department, had warned Nye through Raushenbush that if 
pushed, Hull would pursue the politically unpopular course 
of recommending that the President.be given total discre
tion with regard to deciding which nations would be

o -AO C * j.embargoed. At-Stone's suggestion, Nye and.Clark pre- '*•
pared to combat this possibility by organizing Senate "
isolationists to speak one hour a day on behalf of. the

86principle of stjrict or impartial neutrality.

In response to this threat, the Foreign Relations 
Committee created a subcommittee made up of Senators

I Pittman, Borah, Johnson, Robinson and Connolly, to draft
* 87a comprehensive neutrality bill. Nye agreed to post-

’ ■ 88 pone debate as long as the subcommittee made progress.
This decision effectively put an end to the State -Depart
ment ' s ability to stall. As a consequence, Joseflti Green 
drafted the State Department's neutrality response which
deleted all reference to loan embargoes and.made arms* ■_“ rqembargoes discretionary. On July 22 Hull and Under-
secretary of State William Phillips put this package before

■A ' ’ ■ 90the President and Hull -reports that he endorsed it. If
• A  I - ; •- . ..

this was true, it was not a strong endorsement, for

A  ■' ■ - 285 - " .,AA '
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Roosevelt was not yet ready fo;; commit, himself publtLcally. 
In a July 24 press conference, the President purposefully 
sidestepped g. direct question regarding this issu4; and
in a JUly 23 letter to Representative Fred Sissonjof

‘ A v  ' ■ *  1 “ • 'New York, Roosevelt endorsed neutrality legislation in
general, but implied that a full legislative'calendar
. jjk*- - '91•mxght preclude action this “session.; ,

Phillips and Davis were assigned the thsk of 
selling the State Department program to the Foreign

'A :Y ■ ■ " ■■ v 'Relations subcommittee. During-their appearance they 
abandoned earlier arguments linking discriminatory 
embargoes with Collective' security and stressed that 
their .program provided the flexibility necessary "to 
enable'our Government to deal with changing conditions 
and to shape its course according to the varying and '
unforeseen situations with which' ... it will doubtless.

92 • ' . 'be confronted":
-.V ’ ' ' ■ 1Once the State.Department had publically com

mitted itself, the Nye group implemented another of
sa A  93 • -William Stone's tactical suggestions. Back in May
the State Department had-prevailed upon Idaho's Senator
Pope to sponsor a bill creating a munitions control board

* . ‘ * . Q4to license arms exports. .Green hoped that this mea
sure would enable the U.S. to cooperate with other nations 
to control the international arms t r a d e W h e n  this 
measure was to come to. a vote on July 30, Senator King of 
Utah objected to acclamation by unanimous, consent. This
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action was taken at the request of Senators'Nye and
Clark.’ On August 2 Green wrotek * '

» . ’ c' - I

‘ Their plan isjto prevent action on- "
. S . 2998 until Senator*Pittman has 
; ' either reported out neutrality

A  legislation which they consider
'reasonably satisfactory or else 
. hhs convinced, them that he intends 
to report it out in time to permit 
its consideration before the end \ 
of the session. Otherwise, they 
will attach their three bills —
S.J. 99, S.J. 100, S.J. 120’- to
S. 2998 as amendments and thus - 

• face, the Administration with the
' , alternative of accepting their

neutrality legislation or of seeing 
S*.2998 thrown into the d i s c a r d . 96

However, fate was not to force the State Department to 
decide what price it would be willing to pay to. free this 
hostage,, for on August 9 the subcommittee endorsed a neu
trality bill which embodied the mandatory provisions * 
favoured by the Nye group. ' ' .

> At this point things began to move more quickly 
The.subcommittee presented its isolationist draft to the 
full committee on August 14. The Stat,eDepartment
attempted to counter by redrafting its -proposal to retain
the discretionary arms embargo but proposing a six/month

99 ' '•«- •time limit. The President apparently endorsed the
Department's new draft, but he instructed R. Walton Moore
to accept a change to mandatory arms embargoes should
Pittman insist.100 Pittman insisted and before Moore
could redraft the State Department proposal, Roosevelt
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' * 101 . , asked him to drop the whole matter. At this point
Pittman, somewhat annoyed at the State Department ' s «stubbornj
insistence on the politically unpopular discriminatory
embargo,decided "to introduce a comprehensive neutrality
bill with an impartial arms embargo'". The State

' 1 Department countered again by persuading McReynolds to
. • . ’ ‘ . 103 '• >introduce its version into the House. -

:er the Foreign Relations Committee0 endorsed
the mandatory legislation which Pittman was drafting,
Bull made still another attempt to persuade the:President
to put his influence behind the State Department on this'
issue. He even went so far as to draft a letter for FDI
to send Pittman asking him to spohsor the State Depart-,

104 :ment's proposal in the Senate. : As usual Roosevelt
seemed amenable to this suggestion. Nonetheless, befor
Roosevelt acted, he apparently asked his press secretary 

! ’ 105to sound Pittman out. \ Pittman's response was blunt 
but instructive. \ 1'

Now, Steve, this is off the record: .
I have been trying to harmonize things 
and get away from that fool Munitions 
Committee. I do not want the Admini
stration put in-the position that it . 
i's opposed to neutrality, and T do 
not want the Committee put in that 
position. I have prepared a substitute 
bill for all these Neutrality resolu
tions , and it is in the hands of the 
full committee. X submitted to them : 
the views of- the State Department ,. , 
and they were unanimously opposed to 
it. I tell you, ‘Steve, the President 
is riding for a fall if he insists 
on designating the’aggressor in accord- 
■ ance with the wishes of the X,eagUe of
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Nations .... If he wants this done I' 
will introduce it, if he wants to 
take a licking, I will introduce it 
on behalf of,the Administration 
without comment,' but he will be 

. licked sure as hell.

When Roosevelt was informed of this exchange, he decided . 
not to send Hull's letter. -' ,

Meanwhile„Senator Nye and his allies had prepared
one final parliamentary coup to force the ipsue. After a
week of particularly ominous news from Africa, Senators

■ 6 ■ 107Nye, Clark, and Bone launched a neutrality filibuster.
This filibuster was not three hours old when Senator 
Pittman arrived on the scene with what he"described as 
a compromise neutrality measure combining a mandatory arms
embargo, a ban on citizen travel into war zones, and a

108’' ' "provision for a munitions control board. ' Pittman.,
then moved that the Senate adjourn giving all concerned
an opportunity to study his proposal. When the Senate
reconvened on August 21, Pittman's bill was passUd with

109 ■'''<>■ .■* •virtually no opposition. This was surely one of the
shortest, ahd most'successful, filibusters in the Senate's 

110 ' : ■ '*

On the morning of the Senate,vote, FDR had told 
isolationist Congressman Maury Maverick that he opposed 
mandatory embargoes,111 However, by the time Hull arrived 
at the White House that evening to ask the President to 
order McReynolds to fight the Pittman bill in the House,
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* 1 j 12the President had again changed his mind. t He told
Hull that he would accept the provision for mandatory. ' • . ■ , ■ >» ‘ . A '
arms embargoes/if the section dealing with the munitions
• V ’ ’ - ■ ' ’ i "■ L ..^control hoard were amended to conform with the Pope bill

-' 0 • • 113•and if the legislation would expire in six months.
McReynolds pushed this revised yersidn through the House *
on August 22, and the Senate approved it the nest day.

'  ̂ • ’:Kf- ’ .. Roosevelt signed Congress' historic neutrality 
initiative on August 31. He also used this occasion to 
release a statement to the American people which expressed 
his .ambivalence about his action.

• : It is the policy of this government
to avoid .being drawn into wars between 

: other nations, but it is a 'fact that
no Congress and no executive can,fore
see all possible future situations.
History is filledlwith unforeseen ' .
situations that -call for some flexi- . 
bility of action. ̂ It is conceivable 
that^.situations may arise in which 

. the wholly inflexible provisions of 
‘ 1 Section I of. this Act might have 

exactly the^ opposite effect from , 
which was intended. In other words,

• the inflexible provisions might drag ,. 5 
us into war instead of keeping?us out.

Robert Devine interprets Roosevelt's Seemingly 
contradictory behavior regarding neutrality as follows.
He starts from the premise that if Roosevelt had been 

■ willing to fight mandatory embargoes, the overwhelmingly 
Democratic House of Representatives would never have 
' approved the Pittman Bill". Devine believes that although 
PDR was clearly uncomfortable with the philosophical thrust
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of the Senate's neutrality initiative, he .."hesitated to
risk his prestige and leadership in foreign policy on \

„ - * « 116 ■' „ this issue". , '

* ‘ He^identifies three reasons for this caution.-
First; a fight’ over neutrality would have endangered

117domestic legislation which the Senate had yet to pass.* ■ % ^

In addition, as far as ., the Ethiopian crisis was concerned, 
there was no conflict between the practical impact oh, .■ 
strict neutrality legislation and Administration policy. 
Because Ethiopia could not afford 'to buy American armament, 
Italy l^ould be the only belligerent t̂ > be affected by an 
"impartial’"" embargo. Finally, Devine argues that'despite 
his enthusiastic endorsements of collective security 
during the 1920's, Roosevelt no longer shared the interna-, 
tionalist conviction that the United States could help

• 4 ' V • 0
prevent another war if\it would cooperate.with the League 
of Nations. , Devine portrays Roosevelt as a realist who 
wanted to be.able "to make"the decision between war and
peace free from the emotional demands of national honour

• • •f ■ u s  .and the pressures of; economic interest". Therefore,
Roosevelt's only politically significant compromise "was, * - - ' . ' „ • ■ • -
not in accepting neutrality legislation but in accepting
the mandatory features that the Nye group forced upon

119 - - . , 'him". Consequently, Devine's principal criticism of
Roosevelt is that his hesitant leadership at.this crucial
juncture allowed Congressional isolationists to establish
*a precedent that would prove nearly impossible to overcome
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^  J • : . .Despite the care with which he elaborates the*
Support for mandatory embargoes among pacifist and ^ 
isolationist segments of. the/public, Devine's analysis

'■ f ■ f ' 0*

demonstrates an almost inexplicable unwillingness to
consider the, possibility.that in 1935, FDR faced-a

* ' '  ̂ ° 1 ' - - 
public opinion constraint which could not be overcome
by the, exercise of "Presidential leadership". As a . ,- ■. D ' . d ' '
result, he: criticizes 'Roosevelt for making a pragmatic 
response to a political initiative which he had little 
chahce of defeating, and then, justifies this action 
with a dubious argument that FDR had lost his faith , „ 
in Wilsonian internationalism. ’

• '  ■■■ ; ' . i  ■■ . • ,  k  . .

.No one criticizes Roosevelt because he did not
' x '■ „ •' . :

commit his political energies and prestige to a campaign 
for civil rights reform-in 1935. Most schc"ars are willing 
to concede that, even for>a political 'giant like FDR, no 
amount of leadership wpuld have, generated the broad base 
of public support ..necessary for- success and any attempt 
to lead suchva. campaign would-have jeopardized a politi- . 
cian1s political career in 1935i However, Adler, Fleming
and Devine feel justified in criticizing FDR for not lead- -, ■’
ing a more vigorous defense of an equally unpopular 
"internationalism" in the World Court and neutrality
battles. - .

■ ■ - * :
'■»*'•. . /'

' •' ft ' « % -If my case studies have demonstrated anything,
' \  : 'it Is that in the summer of 1935 an overwhelming majority
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of the American people were strongly opposed to any 
American involvement with the struggles of European 
democracy to contain , f.ascfsm. Therefore, although 
Roosevelt could -certainly have ordered tflcReynolds to 
bloc the .Pittman Bill in committee, what were the pros
pects that this move would ultimately succeed? This move 
would surely have triggered a second isolationist fili
buster in the Senate, and such a confrontation would have 
riveted public^attention on the philosophical differences 
between the'Aq^^Lstration and Senate neutrality proposals 
It is hard to'±S(|.{ie a scenario more fraught with poli- 
-tical danger for the Democratic Party than a vigorous 
defense of the State Department’s Neutrality program in 
1935. '*•

^s/the spectre of war grew more ominous by 
the day, the'newspapers would have been filled with 
dramatic reports of the "heroic" Republican led fili
buster to postpone Congress/’ adjournment until isola-

. ‘ ’ • I  . ltionist neutrality legislation was passed. ^Jenator Nye 
would have made certain thart: the American people had a 
daily reminder of the horrors of the last war while

. • o

exhorting his audience to act .before House Democrats 
killed legislation designed to prevent a repeat Of the 
tragic mistakes of the past. If the essentially symbo
lic World Court controversy could generate hundreds of

' * * o  -

thousands of isolationist telegrams, what would the

- 293 -
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r

C‘j

# " *
° *

public's response to' the Administration's argument that/  'V Me' ' “ a 1 t) ^it needed the authority to possibly cooperate with hhe
. #League of Nations in opposing fascist aggression hpye" V*

been? It is not hard to imagine House Democrats receiving,
i * "5 million telegrams in. support of the Pittman Bill by the 

second week In September. Therefore, the crucial questions
Which Devine's analysis fails ‘to address are.: Could the

. * ’ • fAdministration hope to maintain party discipline by , .
September 15 or October 4 and,if successful, what would
o . ' . " ^

the political costs have been? . * ' .

Although there is no way to predict hypothetical 
outcomes'* or calculate hypothetical costs with absolute, 
certainty, it Seems highly probable that a strategy of 
opposing mandatory embargoes in the House would have had_ 
less than a fifty percent chance of success. Furthermore, * 
no matter what the, outcome, Roosevelt's actions would 
have virtually assured that he would have had to run 
against a Republican isolationist in 1936, greatly reducing 
his chances for reelection. Once the Senate unanimously 
approved isolationist neutrality legislation, the President 
chose the only low risk course available. He acted on 
Senator Pittman's advice, which made “it politically possi
ble for him to continue reminding jthe public that a policy 
of isolationist neutrality might not always be the most 
desirable foreign policy.

Finally, if FDR's political judgement is to be 

' ■ ° - 294 -
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criticized,, it should be' because he encouraged two , of the 
country's most prominent isolationists’ to(̂ ^aft neutrality ' 
’legislation. The World Court battle,had demonstrated that<3 * , ' ■'
both Nye -and Clark-were fervently committed to .isolationism.

, Q '
The munitions investigation had demonstrated their skill -

..r *

in .both molding and mobilizing public opinion.- Once
t  • • • - * ; •

Roosevelt handed these Senators an issue with, which to
u t t 1 »* ,un^te^liberal/pacifisf and conservative/isolationist„ 

Segments of publicr opinion, Hitler would have to first 
break the” Munich agreement and then invade Poland, 
before he- dared challenge Senate isolationists to a 
public opinion leadership contest. „ • t

- As long as America1s two major political parties
” are more or less in agreement with regard to how the nation 
should pursue its basic foreign policy objectives, the 
President is the pnly political figure capable of exer-,.
cising'foreign policy leadership. The basic premise of

*  «•

a "partisan mobilisation hypothesis" is that even as con
sensus decreases, the PresidentIfe partisan opposition in 4 
the Congress represents the only credible leadership 

' alternative. Inasmuch aS almost any foreign policy requires 
some f4rm of Congressional endorsement or approval, success
ful foreign policy initiatives require broad consensual 
support. Given the manner in which most Americans 
formulate their.attitudes about foreign affairs, only 
the President and the spokesmen for the Congressional " .
opposition are capable of building the necessary consensual

»

■- \ ' p 
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support. The history of,the attempts to revise America’s 
traditional neutrality policy during the Roosevelt ;.■£ 
administration provides considerable support for this 
hypothesis. , . .; "/. , ,

, Three factors combined to’ defeat the Admmrstra- 
./tioh' s discriminatory" embargo proposal irv 1933 V First 
in order to win his party*s nomination in 1932, Roosevelt' 
had to: specifically reverse4, his position on the League of 
•Nations and .generally ,elimihate all* references to the 
desirability of a more internationalist foreign policy 
from his campaign rhetoric. ’ Second,,while FDR was a land
slide winner In 1932, American voters had supported 
Roosevelt because he seemed to be willing-to try todo 
something about the myriad of domestic problems spawned 
by the Depression. He did not really have a mandate „to 
arrest the drift towards isolationism.. Thirdj, because £ 
Senators from the isolationist vying. of the Republican 
Party favoured morb progressive domestic policies, they 
generally survived the Hb&ver debacle. '

■. When the Administration's discriminatory embargo 
legislation reached the Senate, Roosevelt had to deal yith 
a united partisan Opposition and the prospect of defec
tions from isolationists in his own party without, the aid— 
of a popular mandate.' Obviously, FDR had little to'gain 
and much to lose if he decided to battle Republican iso-

v  •” . ;  ^ ; ; ■ i
lationists on this -issue. - . . v<
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I .With, the scope of Roosevelt's foreign policy 
leadership genuinely contra^ed, the Republican Party 
was in an optimal position to push an isolationist ini-
■ • * 1 , ‘ - i
tiative. However, in 1933 .and 1934 no Republican Senator 
' ■' ' . “ ; vhad the.national stature necessary to assemble a domestic
constituency to support an isolationist alternative. It
was hot until S^iator Nye built a national reputation for
his leadership in the munitions investigation that this
obstacle was overcome. By the spring of 1935, a casual

: " ’Presidential suggestion that the Nye Committee look into
the "neutrality question". was all that ..was needed’to set

P *.the. events m  motion. ^
\ , . , ' - ■■ 

Although Roosevelt's remarks provided the spark,
it is clear that the.impetus for isolationist neutrality , 
revision came from Senators Nye and Clark. Furthermore, 
it would be difficult to overestimate the importance of 
the contribution which Senator Nye's leadership made to 
the Ultimate success of the-initiative. Senators Nye ■ 
and Clark orchestrated a tactically brilliant parlismen- - ‘ 
tary campaign for their neutrality program, but Senator 
Nye played a pivotal role in mobilizing broad popular 
support for the Nye-Clark program, - For example, Nye 
deserves the bulk of the.credit fOr persuading a majority 
of the leaders of America*s peace movement! that an honest, 
isolationist neutrality policy would :have Kept the united 
States out;of World iWar I and that such a policy repre
sented the only realistic hope of staying out of the
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'impending European war. ' ,

Once Nye had won over radical/pacifist opinion, 
there is no reason to doubt that an overwhelming majority 
of the• itoierican people supported isolationist neutrality 
revision. The fact that Nye did not have to make a- 
dramatic eleventh hour appeal (a la Father Coughlin) to
assure final victory does not diminish the-Hparobability

- . ■ - V  , ‘ * -that, if such an action' had been necessary, the American
public would have responded to Nye1s leadership on- this
issue. Given the evidence that Roosevelt objected to the
mandatory provisions of the Nye-'Clark program, the. fact
that the President did hot directly challenge Nye on this
issue suggests that.he shared the perception that Nye had
-the American people in his corner in 1935. - ,
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18. Henry L.'Stimson, "The Pact of Parish Three( Years 
of Development", Foreign Affairs'XI ,,(Special- 
Supplementr October, 1932), p. IV. cited Devine, 
illusion of Neutrality, p. 19. ■ < .<> .

19. Devine, Illusion of Neutrality, pp. 18-20.
20. Edwin Bourchard, "The Enforcement of Peace by

* Sanctions"; American journal.of International 
Law, XXVII (July, 1933), p. 523. cited Devine, 
Illusion of Neutrality, pp. 20-21. ^ ~

21. Devine, The Illusion of Neutrality, p. 21.
22. Ibid., p.14.

'' ; i.
23. For a more thorough discussion of the Administra

tion's motives, see: Chapter 4, pp. 115-117.
24. See Chapter 2, pp. 60-62, for a'discussion of 

distributive; regulatory, redistributive continuum.
25. Not the" least of these obstacles is the simple 

institutional fact that there are so many-stages 1 
at which redistributive legislation can^ be~ 
defeated. Success requires overcoming ..numerous 
hurdles in both houses of Congress sndth^n \ '■ .
insuring that the President will sign the bill.'

,26.- Selig ’Adler, isolationist Impulse "CLondoh:
Abelaid-Schulman, -1957), p. 257. ° f.

27. Ibid. • ' ‘ ^ ; .
28. Ibid., pp. 257-258.
29. Devine, The Illusion of Neutrality, p. 75;
.30. • Ibid., pp. 75-76, 334.
31. Wiltz, In Search of Peace, p, 228,
32. Ibid., p. 229. A C .
33. Ibid., p. 231.
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Wiltz attempts to diminish affd deflect criticism 
that the Nye committee consciously sought sensa
tional headlines to advance their more radical 
('political goals. He condedes that "perhaps-there 
was some truth in this, for the committee did 
seek newspaper attention. Its members were poli
tical leaders who needed publicity, and they also 
believed that headlines, pointing up the evils in 
the munitions trade would advance the cause, of 
peace." (p. 225) -He notes that the correspondence 
of both Raushenbush and Flynn demonstrates a keen 
awareness of the political benefits,of feeding 
the. media a steady diet of shocking disclosures- 
(eg,, .see, Raushenbush'to Nye, October 18, 1934, 
Munitions Committee Records/General File, Box 18 
' and Flynn to Raushenbush, February 9, 1935, Exe
cutive File, Box 156,National Archives, 
Washington, D.C.). Nonetheless, Wiltz argues that 
• "there is nd reason to believe that the Munitions 
, Committee was more "guilty;of headline hunting 
than the average congressional, investigating . 
committee:1 (pp. 225-26) . He goes even further 
and charges that, the lournalists ought:to share 

: some of the responsibility -for the sensationalism. 
"(j)ournalists were perhaps the most active head
line seekers of the munitions investigation'-'.
; (p. 227). . / ■ V- ... .
Wiltz's criticism of the print media is well 
taken.. Both the isolationist and internationalist 
press were guilty of emphasizing thpse revelations 
which enhanced their political point of view.- : It 
cannot be repeated too often that it is naive for 
political scientists; to portray the' media as a 
"neutral participant" in many: politically signi- 

. ficant campaigns to influence public policy by , 
influencing public opinion. However, there is /■,. 
^pmething very. ddsguieting about Wiltz's. enthu
siasm fOr absolving the committee of criticism 
.for attempting to use the media to. manipulate 
public Opinion. After all, Senator Nye's belief 
in the evils of the munitions-trade was no less 
genuine than Senator, McCarthy1s belief in a com
munist conspiracy. " • ' -
Wiltz is equally guilty of trying to soft pedal * 
the anti-business bias of the munitions, investi
gation. "The committee found ,'wrongs in the . -
armament trade But the committee..never implied 
that wrongs evident in the manufacture and sale 
’ of armaments extended to American, business 
generally." (p. 222) •-
While it.is technically correct that the Nye
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■4 ' , . ; ; 1
committee:never charged that other American 
businesses engaged in bribery to do business 
oyerseas (although this was probably necessary); 
or that they practised collusion*from May 1935 
onward, Nye's rhetoric Questioned the moral 
legitimacy of,capitalism itself. Nyeeven went 
‘so far as to embrace the Leninist thesis that 
competing national' capitalist economics were 
at the root of modern war. He also preached 
that all trade between the U.S... and warring 
nations would ultimately lead 'teojwar. There
fore, Nye ultimately vilified the greed of all 
businessmen for profit/implicitly challenging 
the morality pf the profit motive. To argue 
that Nye1 s anti-profit rhetoric di<p. not imply 
a fundamental hostility toward busip.ess, would 
be to suggest j:hat McCarthy's anti-communist ‘ 
rhetoric .did not represent a hostility toward 
Soviet Russia. ' d "

36. Hull to FOR, March .14, 1935, Foreign Relations 
Of the United States, 1935'. 1: 318-31.

... M mrn I .. *  I .  I .  i — ■  III H I I. . . . . . . . a— I.

37. ' Ibid.; pp. 320-21. • •
■■ f38. Memorandum of^conversation between Stephen

* Raushenbush and Joseph Green, March 27, 1935.
" 811.113. Senate Inve[stigation/242.

39.
40.

4i.

42.
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Hull to FDR, April 11, 1935 Frahklll? Roosevelt 
ind Foreign Affairs, Edgar Nixon editor (Cambridge 
Belnap Press, 1969), 2:470.
Minutes of committee meeting,. April 1, 1935, ;
Munitions Papers, Executive File, Box, 157.
•Although he had worked hard to win Administration 
. backing for his campaign to win the Chair of. the 
Senate Foreign Relations Committee in 1933,
Pittman was primarily interested-in domestic 
. issues (especially those having to do with silver) 
On foreign policy issues, Pittman, was often quite 
sympathetic with the isolationist Republicans oh 
his committee. See: Wayne Cole, "Senator
Pittman and 'American Neutrality Policies 1933-1940 
Mississippi Valley Historical Review (March 1960) 
46.: 644-62. .
In fairness, Charles ‘Warren had outlined a. fairly 
comprehensive isolationist neutrality program a, 
year earlier. Nye and Clark drew heavily on , > 
Warren’s ideas. Charles Warren, "Troubles of a
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47.
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Neutral", Foreign Affairs (April, 1934); 377-95. 
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Ibid.
Ibid., p. §4.

48.
\

49.

50.

51.'
52.

53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.

Although the radical wing of .the peace movement 
generally,, endorsed the Flynn formula for' wartime 
socialism discussed iri the last chap.terj in the * 
context of this study, radical simply refers ho 
peace groups which generally supported more 
grandoise schemes to promote world peace and 
used nontraditional lobbying,techniques (See 
Chapter 5, pp. 12-3-125) .
Peace Action (May, 1935) 1;9 .cited Devine,
Illusion of Neutrality, p.,‘ 93°. ■;
This Was "a committee representing128 different 
pacifist groups'". Nye and Clark addressed a mass 
rally sponsored by these groups. Devine, Illusion 
of Neutrality", p. 94. a
Gerald Nye,. "Profiting from Experience'' , Munitions 
Papers, Neutrality File, Box 149,'p.l. °» 1 \v ; - . 1 ' .

.Ibid. ■
Ibid., pp. 2-3. It is worth noting that although 
the munitions committee .only made their endorse
ment of the Flynn plan two months earlier, Nye 
does not mention, much less endorse, these more 
radical proposals, ih this speebh. The implica
tion is clearly that Nye perceives neutrality 
revision to be much more politically viable, 
and so he wastes nottime promoting dead issues.
Ibid. , p.- 4. t '
Ibid. '■
Ibid., p. 6.

■J. . • ' * * .  ■ ■ ■ -

Ibid., p. 7.
Ibid., p. 10.
• ' ' *
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61. Ibid., p. 13 (my emphasis)..
62. Ibid., p. 18. ' “

* 3*63. Ibid., p.' 19 (my emphasis). „ ■ /
64. Peace Action (August, 1935) -2:8 cited Devine,

Illusion of Neutrality, p . 94.
65. Federal Council of Churches of Christ in America,

Annual Report, 1935 (New York, 1935), p.\91.
Cited Devine, Illusion of Neutrality, p. 94._ _ _ _  — - —   —   ■ £

66. Robert E. Bowers, "The American Peace Movement,
1933-41" pp. 275-306. Although Bowers has very 
littie to say about why the majority of the 
pacifist community embraced isolationist neu
trality proposals in the summer of 1935, his
study, does emphasize the enthusiasm with which
radical pacifists worked for this goal once 
they embraced it. (pp. 285-290).

67. John Masland, "The Peace Groups Join the j 
Battle", p. 665-66. •

68. For a more detailed analysis of the “inter
departmental debate, see Devine, Illusion of ' 
Neutrality, pp. 68-74, 89-90. V ‘

69. For example, Hull rejected’ an April 10 rhemorandum
\ to the President endorsing all three-components

of the ultimate Nye-Clark program, Green t̂o 
-Moffat April 10, 1935,* 811, 04418/42/2.>

70. New York Times, April 11, p. 3.
71. Hull 'to Roosevelt, April 11,•1935/ FDR and Foreign

Affairs, 2:471. -
*

' 72 . The Memoirs of Cordell Hull, .1; 406-7. /
■ 73. Devine, Illusion of Neutrality, p. 91. / ■
74. McReynolds ’to Hull, April 8, 1935, 800.51 Kleob Bill/1 

Green to Hull, April 12, 1935, 800.51 Kloeb Bill/1.
75. The Memoirs of Cordell Hull, 1:410.
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76. "Passports to American Citizens in Time of War",
■ Senate Report No. 987, 74th Congress, first session

(Washington, 1935) also Senate Report No. 988.
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78. Memorandum by Phillips, June 29, 1935,
: 811.04418/55. ' .

79. ' "Prohibit Making of-Loans" House Report #1558
74th Congress, first session, (Washington, 1935). 
cited Devine., Illusion of Neutrality, p. 99. »

80. Green to Davis,; July 8, 1933, Norman Davis Papers, 
Box 26, Library, of congress, Washington, D.C.

81. Ibid. • . :
82. New York Times, “July 11, 1935, p. 1, 14. ■ -
83. 1 Ibid., p. 14. 4 •
$4. Raushenbush to Lawrence Brown, July 10., 1935. "

Munitions Paperŝ ,. Neutrality Pile, Box-149.
85. Stone to Raushenbush, July 11,'1935. Munitions 

Papers, Neutrality File', Box, 14^.
For information.oh Stop's! relationship to 

• ■■■':- Raushenbu^.,. see Devine, Illusion of Neutrality'
^ • p. io5(n). •: -
. a <) , • . ' ' ' ' ' ' ■

86. .... Stone to Raushenbush, July* 12, '1935 ,; Munitions
Papers, Neutrality File, Box 149. ’ ■
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90. The Memoirs of.Cordell Hull, 1:410-11. .
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91; FpR and Foreign Affairs., .2:578-9, also Sisson to . 
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■' ,/... July 23, 1935, 2:575-6. .. ’• ' .
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Sisson protests the role .of the State Department 
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neutrality legislation passing this session on 
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is. on the calendar of either House". FDR seems 
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of neutrality legislation to committee.
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July-18, *1,935, Munitions Papers, Neutrality 
File, Box 150. .
"Trade in Arms, Ammunition, and Implements 
of War", Senate Report N . 915, ,74th Congress, ' 
first session (Washington, 1935). y

» *Ĵ evine, Illusion of Neutrality, 85-86, 97.
Green to Davis, August^ 2, 1935, Norman Davis 
Papers, Box 26. ’
After this, Nye agreed to iet the "hostage" 

2998 go free, but Senator Johnson objected 
to^ugnsiderihg this bill separate from.a 
comprehensive neutrality package. See:'
Green to^Dhvis, August 14, 1935, Davis'Papers, 
Box 26.

98. Ibid.
99. Green to’ Davis, ^ugust 13, 1935, Davis Papers,

* Box 36. .
100. Memorandum, by R. -Walton Moore , August '16, 1935’,

FDR and. Foreign Af jairs, 2:601. - .
101. Green to; Davis, August 16, 1,935, Davis Papers, •' 
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104. The Memoirs of Cordell Hull, 1;411. . Hull to FDR

August 19, 1935', FDR and Foreign Affairs, ' .
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FDR's request.- * . 5'

106. Pittman .to Early, August 19, 1935, FDR arid 
Foreign Affairs, 2:608. (my emphasis). Although 
Pittman's desire to stand on the popular side
of the neutrality issue is obviously self«- 
serving, his political assessment is undoubtedly 
accurate. (

107. Congressional Record August 20, 1935, pp. 13775- 
’ • . 13795.

108. "Recording to Joseph-Green, when the filibuster, 
began, - Senator Pittman, instead of preparing
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Senators finally took him back to his office, 
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1935, Moffat Papers cited Devine, Illusion

' c -Qf Neutrality, p. 112 (n)„. * ' \
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110. Devine, Illusion of Neutrality, p. 112.
111. Raushenbush to Stone, August 21, 1935, Munitions 

Papers, Neutrality File, Box. 150. . ,
112. The Memoirs of Cordell Hull, 1:412.' ° '■ 7
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declaration at Green's request. See Green to 
Davis, August 24, 193$, Davis Papers, Boxt24.

115. FDR and Foreign Affairs, 2:632-3. The language 
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than in the Huli version. Ibid., 2:§30-32.

116. Devine,. Illusion of Neutrality,
117. Much of legislation' at the heart 'of the second 
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»

. CONCLUSION . ’ » - •
^ • . «

Thoroughly disillusioned with the costs and 
consequences of World War I, by 1935 a majority of the 
American public had been persuaded that the United States 
could sit out the next European war if it would establish, 
’in advance, a neutrality policy which reflected the 
"lessons" of the last war. The psychological and his
torical roots, as well as the practical poli^^ral conse
quences, of isolationism were analyzed by historians in 1 
the years immediately following World War II.; One of 
the aims of this study has been to evaluate the pplitical

• * ( v

impact of both pressure groups and public opinion on a 
series of specific Congressional decisiohS‘“leading to1 
the triumph of isolationism. » 1

. .  f t  ' ■,It seems certain that domestic *wurces exer- 
cised little or ho political influenceoon the coalition ' * 
of Republican Senators who objected to collective security 
and Executive preeminence in foreign affairs, and who
consequently rejected the Treaty of Versailles. Despite0 '

" this fact, it would be an error to interpret the
Presidential election as anything but an ex post facto
endorsement of Republican caution concerning America's . v . ;■ * 
postwar role in international affairs.

During the next twelve years cff Republican
qontrol of the White House, the political influence of

e
■ >
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the isolationist bloc .within the; Senate grew* to the * 
point that it could vetp any foreign policy initiative ■ . 
which threatened- to substantively increase American 
involvement in European, politics. Whereas this ire- • 
assertion of Congress' foreign policy authority was . 
never simply a response.to public opinion, the public 
appeal of isolationist rhetoric continued to .grow , 
■throughout, this, period. .The! growth of the isolationists' 
constituency helped to legitimize a continuing foreign 
'policy role for the Congressional spokesmen, for 
isolationism'. / ■■ ( ,

Between 1920 and 1932,’ not only isolationist, , 
but nonisolationist segments of public opinion evolved . !. 
in response to, and in support -of, America's foreign 
policy leadership. Those Americans who did not endorse 
isolationism during this period pan be divided.into two 
groups. On the one .side, there, was »a small but enthusi
astic minority who supported those who wanted to.commit 
the United States to a collective defense of world peace. 
On the other î<ie’y there was a much larger but more '
diverse group .-who did not want, to take any chances or 
make any impruden^ commitments, but who. nonetheless 
responded .to pacifist arguments that the. United States
should do something ^ofurthPr^the causexof world peace.

- : : "  ' : ^ . vThroughout this period, the collective security
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.constituency represented the most unified, politically 
coherent domestic opposition to isolationism* vIn con-- 
trast, although a number of small, relatively Coherent ' 
pacifist constituencies had developed by 1932, the 
spokesmen for America1s peace movement never represented, 
a unified domestic constituency comparable to the iso
lationists or internationalists. '

In order to assess the political influence of 
domestic sources' on the evolution of American foreign 
policy after 1932, each" case study has focused on the 
question of whether the nongovernmental spokesmen for 
"these constituencies exercised any direct influence on 
specific Congressional^foreign policy decisions. The 
World Court case study provides unambiguous evidence that 
both pressure groups and. public opinion ^erci'sed a direct 
political influence on the foreign policy process in 1934 
and 1935. The creation of the Nye munitions investigation 
provides a second example of a pivotal•episode in the* * *r' ■ * ' "i ' *
evolution of American foreign policy during the 1930's ,
which, was a direct consequence of pacifist inspired public.,.
demands. 'Finally, while there is little doubt that Senators 

4 . *' '' - 1 * J 
Nye and Clark were the driving political force:behind Con-
gress’ 1935 neutrality initiative, the domestic support for
the Nye-Clark program was so widespread that it represented.
the crucial factor in Roosevelt'.s decision to -accept the
nondiscriminatory features of this legislation without ,
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a fight. ‘ . * -• ' _ 1
. . .  ' ' * \ .,

Two conclusions' can be drawn concerning the
type of political influence which pressure groups and
public opinion exeircised during this period.. First,' ’ .. ' ' ̂
there can be no doubt that during 1934 and 1935 pres-

' ' ■sure groups exercised a direct and sometimes powerful 
influence on Congressional foreign policy decision-
making. Pacifist pressure groups and the isolationist
■ ' . •• ® American Legion were the driving political force behind
the World .Court decision and the initiation of the 
munitions investigation. Furthermore, although pressure 
groups exercised little direct influence on the neu
trality debate, the decision by many peace activists 
to endorse the Nye-Clark program greatly enhanced its 
political prospects. , <

Second, although it rarely-had a direct poli- • 
tical impact;.public opinion proved ultimately to be. 
the decisive political battleground in the ideological 
war between isolationists and advocates of a more acti
vist foreign policy. Once Congress had successfully 
reasserted its fo'reign affairs authority in 1920, a 
convincing victory on.the battlefield of public opinion 
was necessary before any of the ideological alternatives 
championed in the Versailles Treaty debate could triumph 
completely. Therefore, one important dimension of every, 
major foreign policy controversy.was an attempt by

" '■ * v . * ■■

" : ' . . - .312 - .. N
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America's foreign policy leadership to broaden its 
popular constituency. Congressional isolationists 
could not successfully seize the foreign policy ini
tiative until Senator Nye was able to unite pacifist 
and isolationist opinion in support of neutrality 
revision. Once this had been accomplished, Senator 
Nye and his Congressional allies constituted the domi- 
nant political force in America's foreign policy'process’"

»  r  "  •

until their constituents began to question thsbidesirability
* ,r'

of a total Nazi victory in Europe.

Another important aim of this study has been 
to test the plausibility of three hypothetical explana
tions of the correlation between active Congressional ’
participation in tl̂ e foreign policymaking procqssj! and , '

• •' ... - ■ /' ■ increased political efficacy of; the domestic sources
of-, American foreign policy. Based upon the analysis
in the’first and second case studies, the "opportunity
hypothesis" would seem tq be more credible while the
"democratic,consensus hypothesis” can .be discarded. ’■

With regard to 'the World Court and the proposal ’ 
lfor a'munitions investigation, the Senate proved to be 
eminently susceptible to nongovernmental .influence.
Pressure groups had ample opportunity to- express their 
preference given the'longer, decision-making time and 
the groups' familiarity with decision-making paths' and. 
procedures." The .fact thatisolationists in the Cohgress

/' • ' v . V > V  , - 313 -
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and internationalists in the Executive were competing 
for domestic support probably increased the willingness 
of many decision-makers to listen sympathetically to 
these groups. In addition, the fact that both the
World Court and a munitions investigation wete low .* <
priority issues clearly increased the likelihood that 
Senators would be influenced.by those lobbying them. 
However, in bbth cases the fact that a. groû p had obvious 
public support enhanced th’e probability that this group 
would achieve its political objectives. Thus, although 
my initial formulation'of’the "opportunity hypothesis"* ■ ■ . ; .'A.:'
did not adequately take this into account, it would 
appear'that no matter how hospitable the decision
making environment the'cultivation of public support 
is vital to the realization of a group's foreign policy 
objectives., V

Finally, while the first two case studies 
enhanced the credibility of the "opportunity hypothesis"

. i *"

' as an explanation of the direct influence wielded by . 
groups, the final case study enhances the plausibility 
of the "partisan mobilization hypothesis" as an explana
tion of the opinion/policy relationship whenever the 
Congress plays an active institutional role in the ,/
foreign policy process. None of the case studies; 
discovered any evidence that Congress1 reassertion 
of its foreign affairs authority was in any meaningful
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way a. response to public demands or popular discontent, 
However, there is also 'no doubt that once foreign policy 
developed into a partisan political issue, public opinion 
became a politically significant battleground.-

t  • ■

The final case study concerning Congressional
i  . ■efforts to revise America's traditional neutrality policy 

suggests that while public opinion did not exercise a 
„direct influence on the policymaking process, any major 
foreign policy initiative requires majority public sup- • 
port. The events leading to the establishment of an 
isolationist neutrality policy reveal'that.the President 
is not the only political figure capable of'playing a 
politically decisive leadership role:. . . .

' In the aftermath'of Viet Nam, the Congress has
been reasserting its foreign policy authority much as it

• * » * 1 » ■

did after World War I. Despite,repeated efforts by 
presidents Ford,'Carter and Reagan to reestablish the 
bipartisan traditions of the cold war, foreign policy 
remains an increasingly: strident" partisan issue. • It ” 
■will be interesting to see if a majority of the American 
public will ultimately throw its support to those leaders 
who argue, that the goal of peace can be most sensibly 
pursued through a- foreign policy based upon applying the 
"lessons". which everyone learned from the last war. *

-  3 1 5  .. ; v .
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